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ABSTRACT 
 
Ariska Mega Astuti. 2019. Teachers’ Questions in Reading Classroom Interaction 
at the Eighth Grade Students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta in the 2019/2020 
Academic Year. Thesis. English Language Education, Cultures and Languages 
Faculty. IAIN Surakarta.  
Advisor : Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum. 
Keywords : Teacher Question, Questioning Tactic, Reading 
 
The study is an initial attempt to find out types of question and questioning 
tactics used by English teachers  in reading classroom interaction. The study was 
conducted at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta in the 
2019/2020 academic year. The subjects of the study were the English teachers.  
Descriptive qualitative was used to analyze the data. Teachers’ utterances 
as the main data of the study were obtained through recording the teaching 
learning process. The data were classified into types of question based on the 
theory of Richard and Lockart (1996) and questioning tactics theory stated by 
Wragg and Brown (2001). The technique of analyzing data were data reduction, 
data display and conclusion drawing. The researcher applied the trustworthiness 
by the triangulation of the data to gather the valid data from the data source. 
The result of the first point is the types of question. The findings show that 
the teachers used the three types of questions. From 247 data, 66 data are 
classified into procedural questions, 172 data are convergent questions and 9 data 
are divergent questions. The result of the second is the questioning tactic. The 
findings reveal five tactics of questioning. The researcher found five tactics of the 
seven tactics stated by Wragg and Brown (2001). From  the 91 data, 48 data are 
classified into structuring (signposting), 14 data are directing and distributing, 10 
data are prompting and probing, 17 data are listening to replies and responding, 2 
data are sequencing. The teachers perform various types of question and apply the 
tactics of questioning in order to manage the class, check students’ comprehension 
and get the students’ responses. 
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 CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 This chapter discusses the area of the research that will be covered in some 
headings, they are background of study, problem identification, problem 
limitation, problem formulation, research objectives, research benefits, and 
definition of key terms.  
A. Background of the Study 
In teaching learning English, building interaction in a classroom is 
needed. Nur Wasi’ah (2016:30) states that interaction in classroom is 
considered as an activity that provides opportunities for the teacher and 
students talking each other in the process of teaching and learning. That 
becomes the important point which interaction in classroom is deal with 
succesfull in teaching learning process.  
According to Nunan (1991:207), teacher action and teacher-learner 
interaction are main aspects of classroom life. In other words, having good 
interaction in classroom will support both teacher and students to create 
collaborative exchange of thought, feeling or ideas. However, building 
interaction in classroom is not easy thing to do. Nur Wasi’ah (2016:30) firms 
that difficulty in expressing students’ ideas in English is one of problem in 
building good classroom interaction. In consequence, teacher should use the 
right way in giving students opportunity to develop their languages. Thapa 
and Lin (2013) state that interaction in the classroom becomes the central 
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factors which is able to enhance the students’ linguistic resources as well as 
equipping them with appropriate skills for communication. 
In reading class, interaction can be used to facilitate students in 
communication in the real interactive situations. Through questions, teacher 
can engage student actively in the lesson and challenge their thinking. Most 
of the questions are provided to get an answer, the used of teacher questions 
will stimulate students to talk while answering questions. At the individual 
level, questions can be used to build students confidence to speak (Donald 
and Eggen,1989). Thus, using questions will help teacher to stimulate 
students talk and thinking by responding questions. By the intensity of doing 
questions by teacher and responding by students or vice versa, the classroom 
interaction will be created. 
However, to communicate in target language is relative difficult, 
especially if students have less understanding about linguistic competence of 
the target language, lack of vocabulary and confidence which make them 
afraid of making mistake in using the language. As stated by Harmer (2007), 
students are often reluctant to speak with their classmates because they are 
shy moreover when teacher asks them to give personal opinions.  
Sinclair as quoted by Yanfen and Yuqin (2010:77) gives definition of 
teacher talk is that the language in the classroom that takes up a major portion 
of class time employed to give directions, explain activities and check 
students’ understanding. Nur Wasiah (2016:30) affirms that teacher talk takes 
a great proportion in the classroom because it is intended to establish and 
maintain good communicative practice of students. Thus, teacher must be 
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aware of using appropriate talks in classroom. It is important to the teacher on 
realizing how much they talk, and what kind of talks should be performed.  
Teacher questions is part of teacher talks which commonly used as 
teaching strategy. According to Wragg and Brown (2001), “everyday teachers 
ask dozens, even hundreds of questions” for various reason. Teacher question 
can be used as focusing attention, exerting disciplinary control, getting 
feedback and most important of all, encouraging students to participate 
(Farahian and Rezaee, 2012:161-167). Simmonds (2017) states that 
questioning can develop student critical thinking skills. 
In asking questions, teacher may use different types of questions 
based on function and purposes in which Richards and Lockhart (1996) has 
classified into three, they are procedural, convergent and divergent questions. 
Using certain questions types can build students participation and improve 
students’ skill to explore themselves. Thus, teacher should prepare questions 
and strategy that will be employed in teaching learning process.  
Questioning strategy is the strategies used by (normally) teacher to get 
learners to respond that typhically entail asking questions (Walsh, 2011:219). 
In addition, Fitriati, Isfara & Trisanti (2017) state that teachers totally can 
control the class in which they find and use some questioning strategies that 
are appropriately applied on students. Tactics of questioning is crucial thing 
to be considered in asking question. 
Unfortunately, to get students responses is quiet difficult. Teacher 
may need some keys tactics in asking questions in order to get students 
participation as Wragg and Brown (2001) has clasified. The classification are 
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structuring, pitching and putting cleary, directing and distributing, pausing 
and pacing, prompting and probing, listening to replies and responding, and 
sequence as the last.  
Based on previous study conducted by Yamazaki (1998), entitled “An 
Interaction Analysis: A Teacher’s Questions, Feedback And Students’ 
Production Through Classroom Observation”.  This research aimed to 
identify whether asking question or giving feedback which will give 
contribute to deeper insights about the ways to improve second language 
students production. The results showed that asking questions was more 
efficient to influence students production than giving feedback.   
Based on the preliminary research that was done by observing the 
classroom, the researcher found more than 40 utterances as questions asked  
by the teacher to the students. It started in the beginning until the end of the 
lesson. Those questions were refered to various purposes. Most of them were 
asked to 1) manage the class, such as “How are you today?”, “Anyone absent 
today?”, ”Can you be quiet?”; 2) gain students’ participations, such as ”Do 
you want to try, Osa?”; 3) check students’ understanding, such as “Do you 
understand how to describe?”, “Have you understood?”; 4) stimulate 
students’ thinking, such as “When you want to describe a process, what 
should we do?”. The teacher not only just asked questions, but the teacher 
also used some tactic to convey the questions. For instant, the teacher applied 
directing and distributing tactic when the teacher asked one of the students 
but he/she could not answer it, then the teacher asked to the class or someone 
else. Sometimes the teacher used structuring tactic, the teacher gave a brief 
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explanation, information or statement before giving question. Prompting and 
probing was used as well when the teacher found the wrong answer and 
probed the students’ answer with some probing questions. From that 
phenomenon, the researcher is interested in knowing the types of questions 
and tactics of questioning used by teacher to interact with students in the 
classroom. 
 
B. Problem Identification 
The researcher found some problems in the teaching learning process. 
There are many factors that can affect the problem emergence, such as: 
1. Teachers used questions in various purpose 
2. Teachers used some tactics in giving question 
3. Some students with passive interaction have to be stimulated by teachers 
through giving questions. 
 
C. Problem Limitation  
Commonly, teacher may use many kinds of question based on the 
distribution and purpose of question in teaching learning process. In asking 
question, teacher performs way to ask, uses various strategies and tactics. 
Questioning provides ways how to make students clear about the teachers’ 
question. 
To avoid misunderstanding, the researcher specifies the study which 
focused on questioning. As explained in the background, it deals with the 
types of questions based on the purpose of question and the tactics of 
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questioning used by teachers. The questions that analysed are all of English 
questions produced in reading teaching learning process. Furthermore, the 
study is limited to the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta in 
the 2019/2020 academic year.   
 
D. Problem Formulation 
In relation to the background of the study previously outlined above, 
the problem of the study can be formulated as this following questions: 
1. What are the types of questions used by the teachers in reading classroom 
interaction at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta in 
the 2019/2020 academic year? 
2. What are the tactics of questioning used by the teachers in reading 
classroom interaction at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin 
Surakarta in the 2019/2020 academic year? 
 
E. Research Objectives 
This research is aimed at finding out: 
1. The types of questions used by the teachers in reading classroom 
interaction at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta in 
the 2019/2020 academic year. 
2. The tactics of questioning used by the teachers in reading classroom 
interaction at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta in 
the 2019/2020 academic year. 
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F. Research Benefits  
This study has two major benefits, there are theoretical and practical, 
as follow: 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
The purpose of the study are: 
a. To find out the types of teacher questions which tend to be used in 
reading classroom interaction. 
b. To find out the tactics of questioning used by teachers in reading 
classroom interaction.  
2. Practical Benefits 
a. For Teachers 
Hopefully, the finding of this study can help teacher in 
knowing, recognizing and realizing the right types of questions and 
tactics of questioning to conduct the classroom interaction. It is 
expected to help teachers reflect upon their uses of questions, to 
develop their approaches in preparing, using and evaluating their 
questions, and explore ways in which students may be encouraged to 
question and to provide answer as well. 
b. For Students 
Through this research, the students are expected to be more 
active, stimulated and encouraged in speaking by responding various 
types of questions and tactics of questioning of the teachers.  
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c. For Other Researcher 
This result can be used for them who focus on developing 
classroom interaction, especially in using teacher questions. 
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
In order to have the same idea and concept in this study, the researcher 
clarifies the terms used in this study, as follow: 
1. Interaction 
Ellis (1990) stated that interaction is meaning-focused and carried 
out to facilitate the exchange of information and prevent communication 
breakdowns. 
2. Classroom interaction 
Nur Wasi’ah (2016:30) states that interaction in classroom is 
considered as an activity that provides opportunities for the teacher and 
students talking each other in the process of teaching and learning. 
3. Reading  
Urquhart and Weir (cited in Grabe, 2010), reading is the process 
of receiving and interpreting information encoded in language form via 
the medium of print. 
4. Question 
Cotton (2012) states that question is any sentence which has 
interrogative form or function.  
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5. Teacher questions 
Cotton (2001:1) defines teacher questions as instructional cues or 
stimulus that convey to students the content elements to be learned and 
directions for what they are to do and how they are to do it.  
6. Questioning tactics 
Questioning tactics or questioning strategies are the strategies 
used by (normally) teacher to get learners to respond that typhically 
entail asking questions (Walsh, 2011:219).  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED THEORIES 
 This chapter discusses about all of related review of the study. There are 
four main points that will be discussed, those are: classroom interaction, teaching 
speaking, teacher’s question and techniques of questioning. In addition, some 
previous studies related to this field also will be revealed. 
A. Theoretical Framework 
1. Classroom Interaction 
a. Definition of Classroom Interaction 
Ellis (1990) stated that interaction is meaning-focused and 
carried out to facilitate the exchange of information and prevent 
communication breakdowns. Interaction is needed in classroom 
activity. It helps the teaching learning process run smoothly and 
increases learners’ communicativeness. Literally, classroom 
interaction has different meaning with everyday interaction. There 
are some definitions proposed by some experts to make clear about 
classroom interaction in this study. 
Kalatari (2009) describes classroom interaction as 
“interaction between teacher and students in the classroom”. 
Interaction is the other term of the learning process itself (Allwright, 
1984). Nur Wasi’ah (2016:30) states that interaction in classroom is 
considered as an activity that provides opportunities for the teacher 
and students talking each other in the process of teaching and 
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learning. Chaudron in Rosyidah (2018) gives definition that 
classroom interaction deals with classroom behaviors such as turn-
taking, questioning and answering, negotiation of meaning and 
feedback.  
Richards (2002:74) defines classroom interaction as a pattern 
of verbal and non-verbal communication and the types of social 
relationships which occur within classroom. In EFL classroom, 
verbal interaction means a communication which occurs using 
teacher and students talk. While, non-verbal interaction covers 
gestures or facial expression by teacher and learners when they 
communicate without using words. 
Based on the some previous definitions, the researcher 
concludes that classroom interaction is not about teacher and 
students interaction, it covers a whole aspect of teaching learning 
process such as communication, opportunities, turn-taking, 
questioning and answering, negotiation and many more which can be 
indicators to achieve goals of teaching learning process.   
b. Strategies of Promoting Classroom Interaction 
The dominant pattern of interaction are the teacher’s 
questions, the students’ responses and teacher’s feedback. Those are 
commonly found in all classrooms and is typical of classroom 
exchange. Interaction is the centre of communication. The main goal 
of foreign language learning in oral or written is communication 
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(Hanum, 2016). Among learners, learner and teacher, teacher and 
learner need to cooperate and interact.  
As cited by Hanum (2016) Gebhard state that at least five 
factors should take in to account in making classroom interaction 1) 
reduce the central position of the teacher; 2) appreciate the 
uniqueness of individuals; 3) provide chances for students to 
negotiate meaning with each other and the teacher; 5) give students 
choices as to what they want to say, to whom they want to say it and 
how they want to say it.  
Jia (2013) found that there are five strategies of promoting 
classroom interaction. They are as follow: 
1) Improving Questioning Strategies 
The attention of the teacher to the learners can activate 
teacher-learner interaction. The teacher should ask the question 
that can be answered by the learners. After that the teacher adapt 
his questions to the levels or abilities of the learners. 
2) Attending to Learners’ Linguistic Level 
The activities should offer different language level to 
different learners. The used material reflects the unique needs of 
those learners at the level they have reached. 
3) Implementing Cooperative Learning 
Working cooperatively can help development of 
learner’s social skills. Cooperative learning means that every 
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member of the group is included and differences among group 
member are resolved by the group members. 
4) Building Positive Teacher-Learner Report 
Mutual respect between teacher and learner is essensial 
part of education. The dynamic qualities of classroom learning 
need the responsible from both teacher and learner.  
5) Reducing Classroom Anxiety 
The teacher helps the learners to boost their self-
confidence and create comfortable and non-threating 
environment.  
It allows the conclusion that the effective classroom 
interaction relates to the role of teacher in promoting teaching 
learning actively. Questioning, giving feedback, implementing 
cooperative learning, building positive teacher-learner report, 
reducing classroom anxiety are some strategies in promoting 
classroom interaction that can be applied to build an active teaching 
learning process.  
2. Notion of Reading  
a. Definition of Reading 
There are four basic skills in English that must be mastered 
by the students included listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
Reading is about understanding written texts. Reading is a complex 
process which involves instruction between the reader and language 
and ideas of the text.  
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According to Urquhart and Weir (cited in Grabe, 2010), 
reading is the process of receiving and interpreting information 
encoded in language form via the medium of print. Grabe also states 
that reading is an interactive process in two ways. They are pattern 
of parallel interaction and also the interaction between the reader and 
the writer. Hughes (2003) claims that reading is an interactive, 
problem-solving process of making meaning from texts.  
It can be said that reading is a process of getting meaning 
from text. Reading involves interaction between the reader and the 
writer. It connects the writer and the reader through text, the writer 
explains the statement and knowledge, while the reader accepts 
meaning and the information. 
b. Component of Reading  
Tankersly (2003) states that there are five components of 
reading, as follow: 
1) Phonemic Awareness 
Phonemic awareness is understanding that words are 
making up of combination of sound that blend in many 
different ways to create words. Phonemic awareness is an 
ability to hear, identify and manipulate individual sound 
phonemes in spoken words. 
2) Phonics 
Phonics is a method in reading and spelling are taught 
based on the constant phonetic interpretation of spelling. 
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3) Fluency 
Students need to develop ability to read with fluency, to 
quickly and accurately understand what is being read. 
4) Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is a term that refers to words, person must 
know in order to communicate with others. Students need to 
actively build and expand their knowledge of written and 
spoken words, what they mean and what they use. 
5) Comprehension  
Comprehension is an ability to understand, 
communicate and remember what the readers read. 
Comprehension refers to the understanding of language 
including comprehending what the text about. 
It can be concluded that in order to achieve good predicate in 
reading, someone must have those five components. Phonemic 
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension are 
related to each other.  
c. Purpose of Reading 
Grabe and Stoller (2001) classify the purpose of reading 
based on personal reason as follow: 
1) Reading for survival 
Reading for survival is reading a text that is very 
crucial for life. For example, a warning sign, an admonition 
sign, etc. Survival reading observes immediate needs. 
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2) Reading for learning 
The readers need to ‘translate’ the text, literally or 
metaphorically, to learn vocabulary, to identify ‘useful’ 
structures or collocations, to use a text as a model for writing 
and practice pronunciation. For instant, someone reads a text, 
after that analyzes it and makes the same kind of the text. 
3) Reading for pleasure 
Reading for pleasure is reading within purpose to get 
happiness. The reader wants to enjoy the sound, and rhythm or 
rhyme of the text. The text being read is written originally to 
offer enjoyment. For example, reading narrative text or novel. 
From the previous explanation, we know that reading has 
some purposes that we have to be considered before reading a text. 
In teaching learning process, teacher must be aware in deciding the 
right text to be learned. 
3. Teacher Questions 
a. Definition of Teacher Questions 
One form of classroom interaction that open chance for 
students to use the target language is through questioning 
(Nurhidayati, 2006:142). Research indicates that classroom teachers 
spend anywhere from thirthy-five to fifty percent of their 
instructional time in questioning (Cotton, 2001:1). Related to 
classroom activity, questions can be described as utterances used to 
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seek information on a specific subject (Shomoossi in Meng, Zhao & 
Chattouphonexay, 2012:2603).  
Questions are stimulants which activate students’ cognitive 
skills and functioned as a primary educational tool for centuries 
(Aydemir and Ciftci, 2008). Cotton (2001:1) defines teacher 
questions as instructional cues or stimulus that convey to students 
the content elements to be learned and directions for what they are to 
do and how they are to do it. Furthermore, Tsui in Meng, Zhao & 
Chattouphonexay (2012:2603) claims that teacher questions as all 
types and structures of utterances classified, either syntatically or 
functionally, as question asked by teacher before, during and after 
intstruction in order to elicit students’ response. 
It can be deduced that teacher questions take big portions in 
classroom activity. It refers to teacher’s utterences in the form of 
question. Teacher questions are proposed by teacher syntatically or 
functionally and conveyed to students in various purposes that 
support teaching learning process. 
b. The Importance of Teacher Questions 
Questions play a great part in communication of classroom 
interaction. It is used as learning tool to promote interaction 
(Xiaoyan, 2008). As stated by Richards and Lockhart in Rosyidah 
(2018), the following as justifications for the importance of 
questions in teaching: 
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1) They stimulate and maintain students’ interest 
2) They encourage students to think and focus on the context of 
the lesson 
3) They enable teacher to check students’ understanding 
4) They enable teacher to elicit particular structures or vocabulary 
items 
5) They encourage students to participate in a lesson 
In additions, Brown (1994:169-171) mentions that 
appropriate questioning in an interactive classroom can fulfill a 
number of different functions, as follow: 
1) Teacher questions give students the impetus and opportunity to 
produce language comfortably without having to risk initiating 
language themselves 
2) Teacher questions can serve to initiate a chain reaction to 
students interaction among themselves 
3) Teacher questions give the instructor immediate feedback on 
students comprehension 
4) Teacher questions provide students with opportunities to find 
out what they think by hearing what they say    
This evidences that teacher questions give huge 
contributions in classroom. Students may be passive if the teacher 
does not give stimulus to gain their participations. Teacher 
questions can be powerful weapon to stimulate and maintain 
students’ interests, to check students’ understanding, to encourage 
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students in thinking and participating, and even to provide students 
opportunities to speak. 
c. Types of Teacher Questions  
Kerry as cited in Tekene (2006) states that types of questions 
which are used and formulated by teachers are very important 
processes for students’ achievement nad their level of engagement in 
teaching and learning. Unclear questions will not make them 
participate well, instead of confusing.  
Teacher questions have been categorized in a number of 
ways. The researcher uses types of questions stated by Richards and 
Lockhart (1996:185-187) that classify questions into three types 
based on the purpose of questions in classroom. 
1) Procedural questions 
Procedural questions relate to classroom procedures, 
routines and classroom management as opposed to the content 
of learning. They are used to ensure the smooth flow of the 
teaching process. 
Kenyon (2012) states that classroom procedures refer to  
steps for the students follow in their daily learning activities,  
such as how they turn in papers, sharpen pencils and make  
transitions from one activity to another. While, classroom  
management means the process of ensuring that classroom  
lessons run smoothly despite disruptive behaviour showed by 
students. The term also implies the prevention of disruptive  
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behaviour and closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline 
and respect. According to Harper and O’Brien (2015) classroom 
routines are specific ways of doing things that, for the most part, 
vary little during course of the day and persist over an extended 
time period. For example, routines commonly include how to 
enter and leave the classroom, take attendance, indicate lunch 
selection, secure materials, dispose of trash, label work, turn in 
assignment, make a transition during or between instructional 
activities, get to safety during drills and change from one 
activity or location to another. 
For instants, the following questions occured in 
classroom while teacher checks students’ assignments, 
instructions for a task or ready for a new task. 
Did everyone bring their homework? 
Do you all understand what I want you to do? 
How much more time do you need? 
Can you all read what I’ve written on the whiteboard? 
Did anyone bring a dictionary to class? 
Why aren’t you doing the assignment? 
Who is absent today? 
(Richards and Lockhart, 1996:186) 
Based on research conducted by Andersson (2012), he 
found procedural questions in which are out of content context, 
but more related to classroom procedural as well as 
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management. The questions such as “How are you today?”,  
“Do you get the point?”, or “Who gets the first paragraph?” 
referred to what are so called as procedural. 
In conclusion, procedural questions are the question that 
have to do with what is going on in the classroom, i.e classroom 
management. Procedural questions do not involve enganging the 
students, making the students’ comprehension easier or 
promoting interaction in the classroom. 
2) Convergent questions 
Covergent questions encourage similiar students 
responses which focus on a central theme. These responses are 
often short answers, such as “yes” or “no” or even short 
statements. They require students to recall the previously taught 
material to answer the questions without getting involved in 
high level thinking skills. Language teachers often ask rapid 
sequence of convergent questions to help develop aural skills 
and vocabulary. The following are the example of convergent 
questions: 
How many of you have a personal computer in your home? 
Do you use it everyday? 
What do you mainly use it for? 
What are the names of some computer companies? 
What is the different between software and hardware? 
(Richards and Lockhart, 1996:187) 
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Andersson (2012) affirms that convergent questions 
asked by the teacher may be questions that will help the teacher 
introduce a new assignment, subject or topic, such as:  
What is saliva? 
What is the meaning of worn out? 
What is the purpose of digestive system? 
Does anyone know who Charles Dickens is? 
So, convergent questions are the questions which require 
a short answer, usually ‘yes’ or ‘no’, or an answer that does not 
require much thinking from the answering person. It can be said 
that the answer usually has already been presented. In the other 
hand, convergent questions can be a tool to introduce a new 
subject, to help develop aural skills and vocabulary.  
3) Divergent questions 
Divergent questions are the opposite of covergent 
questions. They encourage diverse long responses with higher-
level thinking that require students to give their own answers 
and express themselves instead of just recalling previous lesson. 
This type of questions invite students to provide their own 
information rather than recall previous presented information. 
For example, after asking the previous convergent questions, 
teacher tries to ask divergent question such as the following: 
How have computers had an economic impact on society? 
How would businesses today function without computers? 
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Do you think computer have had any negative effects on 
society? 
What are the best ways of promoting the use of computers in 
eduction? 
(Richards and Lockhart, 1996:187) 
 In summary, divergent questions encourage students to give 
responses with a longer and more complex answer. Divergent 
questions also invite the students to come up with answer that 
provide new information. It needs students to give their own 
answers. 
4. Questioning Tactics  
a. Definition of Questioning Tactics 
Questioning tactics or questioning strategy is the strategies 
used by (normally) teacher to get learners to respond that typhically 
entail asking questions (Walsh, 2011:219). In addition, Fitriati, Isfara 
& Trisanti (2017) state that teachers totally can control the class in 
which they find and use some questioning strategies that are 
appropriately applied on students. 
Strategies in questioning are used to give guidance for 
teachers in giving questions to students. Brown (2007:169) suggets 
that one of the best way of teacher being an initiator and sustainer of 
interaction is employing questioning strategies. In order to encourage 
and get students’ response, teacher may use some techniques or 
strategies by rephrasing the questions or changing the complex 
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questions into simple and understandable constructions (Cole & 
Chan as cited in Dumteeb, 2009). 
Benefits of asking questions depend on teacher’s ability in 
using the right strategy. Teachers’ questioning goals, the level of 
their questions, questions types, use of probing questions, waiting 
time for follow-up questions, to whom they diret their questions 
(individual, group, whole class, etc) and their reactions after asking 
questions demonstrate this variance strategy (Bulen Dos et al, 
2016:2066).  
From the previous explanations, it can be said that 
questioning tactics or questioning strategy is strategy used by teacher 
in delivering questions to the students. It can be in the form of 
rephrasing questions, changing the level of questions, giving time to 
think the answer, looking to whom the questions adressed and many 
more. Teacher must use appropriate questioning tactics to stimulate 
students’ responses. Finally, the classroom interaction will be 
running actively. 
b. The Importance of Questioning Tactics 
Using strategies in giving questions for students is important 
to help teachers elicit students’ responses. Questioning can be used 
to make students attentive and engaged in a lesson. Questioning 
strategies provide ways how to make students clear about teacher’ 
questions (Fitriati, Isfara & Trisanti, 2017). While giving questions, 
students which are quiet they probably do not understand what have 
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been asked, how to answer it or feel shy to express their ideas. By 
applying questioning strategies, teacher can solve these kind of 
problems. It can encourage students to answer and help them to 
arrange utterances, so they are motivated to speak confidentaly.  
Wragg and Brown (2001:27) explain that to receive good 
answer from students, it is important to think of the tactics used in 
asking questions to decrease teachers’ and students’ errors. 
Minimising teacher’ and students’ errors is one obvious purpose of 
effective questioning. Some of the errors are: 
1) Asking too many questions at once 
2) Asking a question and answering it yourself 
3) Asking questions only of the brightest or most likeable pupils 
4) Asking a difficult questions too early in the sequence of events 
5) Asking irrelevant questions 
6) Always asking the same types of questions 
7) Asking questions in a threatening way 
8) Not indicating a change in the type of question 
9) Not using probing question 
10) Not giving pupils the time to think 
11) Not correcting wrong answer 
12) Ignoring pupils’ answer 
13) Failing to see the implications of pupils’ answer 
14) Failing to build on answers 
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Thus, the role of using questioning tactics is a crucial part to 
avoid various errors. Teacher must be smart to decide the right 
tactics in giving questions. So that, teacher not only get students’ 
answer but also students’ participation to build an active classroom 
interaction. 
c. Types of Questioning Tactics 
Many types of questioning strategy that can be used to 
achieve an effective teaching. There are seven key tactics used by 
teacher in questioning proposed by Wragg and Brown (2001)  as 
follow: 
1) Structuring (Signposting) 
Structuring consists of providing signposts for the 
sequence of questions and the topic. The structuring may be a 
brief exposition of the topic, a review of a series of questions 
and explanation based on a previous lesson or a statement. 
French and Maclure in Wragg and Brown (2001:29) describe 
this tactics as ‘orientations’ to construct students previous 
knowledge and experience. For instance: 
T: The air presses againts the side of the cups up with the 
balloon. What do you think is going to happen if I let go of 
the cup,Claire? 
2) Pitching and Putting Clearly 
Pitching refers to estimating the right intellectual level 
of the students to avoid confusing while putting clearly 
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means phrasing the question by using words and phrass that 
are appropriate to the individual pupil or group. For example, 
teacher can ask ‘What is the etiology of dental caries?’ to 
dental students but change the question to the primary level 
students as ‘Why do sweets rot your teeth?’ 
3) Directing and Distributing 
Wragg and Brown state that directing questions by 
name, gesture, head movement or facial expression on all 
students rather than only focusing on the ones who are 
willing to answer is to prevent “chorus answer and lack of 
control”. Distributing is giving chance to every pupil in the 
group in turn. Here, students have the same opportunity to 
answer the questions by the teacher. In directing and 
distribution questions, teacher have to pay attention to 
students’ body languages to identify those who wish to 
contribute, those who are not attending and those who are 
puzzled. 
4) Pausing and Pacing 
Tobin as cited in Wragg and Brown (2001:32) 
explains that pausing briefly after a question and after an 
answer encourages more pupils to answer, more of the pupils 
to provide longer answers and more questions from pupils. 
Also, pauseses act as signal for pace. If teacher wants pupils 
to think before giving their answer, teacher needs to give 
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them time to do so. The example of this tactics is ‘Why do 
you think that...is the case? I’m not going to tell you the 
answer now, so think about it before tomorrow’s lesson’. 
5) Prompting and Probing 
Prompts and probes are follow-up questions when the 
first answer are inadequate or inappropriate. Prompts contain 
hints while probes require more precise or detailed answers. 
There are three ways of prompting namely 1) rephrasing the 
question in different or simpler words that relate to pupil’s 
knowledge and experience, 2) asking simpler questions that 
lead back to the original question and 3) providing an 
information and asking questions that help the pupil to recall 
the answer. 
The example of prompting is ‘Think back to what we 
learned about ... so what is ... about?’. Meanwhile, the 
example of probing are: 
Can you give me an example of that? 
Why do you think that is true? 
Is there another view? 
What is the idea behind that? 
Can you tell me the difference between the two?  
(Wragg and Brown, 2001:33) 
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6) Listening to Replies and Responding 
According to Wragg and Brown (2001), there are four 
types of listening, as follow: 
Skim listening : This is little more awareness that a pupil is 
talking and is often done when the answer 
seem irrelevant. 
Survey listening : In order to know what the students talk 
about, the listener filters out extraneous 
material and identifies the key points or 
misunderstandings of the pupil.  
Search listening : Active searching for specific information to 
an answer, or to a series of answers. 
Study listening : A subtle blend of search and survey 
listening, which goes beyond the words that 
the pupils use to their underlying meaning 
and uncertainties. 
Responding is what the teachers do after students 
answer or comment and it is done by showing enthusiasm, 
interest, etc. Below, listed the example of how teachers 
respond to students’ answer and comment. 
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Table 2.1 Example of teacher response and students’ answer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Wragg and Brown, 2001:35) 
7) Sequencing  
Sequencing is often the responding moves of the 
teacher in between questions. Teacher can ask broader 
questions to narrower ones or narrower one to boarder ones, 
question within the same types, a series of questions which 
lead back to the initial position and questions with relevant 
digressions. The patterns that may emerge are shown below: 
 
Answer/Comment Teacher Response 
Ignored  Ask someone else, change question, 
change topic 
Acknowledged Nods, smiles, says ‘right’ and ‘yes’ 
Repeated verbatim Merely re-states it, inflicts voice to 
convert into question 
Part of answer echoed Merely re-states acceptable part, 
inflects voice to convert into question 
Paraphrased Paraphrases directly, sometimes in the 
form of a question 
Praise contribution Praise contribution with elaboration 
Corrected Corrects incorrect part of answer, ask 
others to correct 
Prompted Asks prompting questions or supplies 
direct hint to pupil 
Probe Asks probing questions of pupil or of 
other pupils 
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Extending and lifting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The circular path 
– a series of 
questions which 
leads back to the 
initial position 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From narrow to 
broad and 
recall to 
thought 
 
 
A path of questions 
all of the same type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From broad to 
narrow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A backbone of 
questions with 
relevant 
digressions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The random 
walk 
The example of sequencing questions is: 
Can you give me an example of something living? 
What do plants need to help them grow? 
How could we test out your idea that plants need water to 
grow? 
(Wragg and Brown, 2001:37) 
5. Context  
Context plays an important role in communication. When people 
communicate with others without context, the conversation will be very 
empty and meaningless. Yule (1996) views context as the physical 
environment in which a word is used. In the other word, context refers to 
the knowledge of physical and social world, and the sociopsychological 
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factors influencing communication as well as the knowledge of the time 
and place in which the words are uttered or written (Cutting, 2002). 
Cook (1995) adds context as the knowledge of the world outside 
the language which is used to interpret it. In other side, Rich and Knight 
(1991) claim context as one of the factors that give an effort to people 
how they use the language.  
In brief, context is used by the communication participants to 
interpret the utterances in order to make it clear or there is no ambiguous 
meaning and misinterpret. Context in teaching learning plays important 
role in pragmatics because it determines the interpretation of the 
utterance delivered by the speakers. 
 
B. Previous Study 
To enrich the theories and to know the researcher’s position in the 
research, the following are some previous studies which in the same line with 
the present study. 
The first study conducted by Syarifah Rahma entitled “Teachers’ 
questioning strategy: To improve students’ motivation in English classroom 
learning activities” 2017 aimed to find out the teachers’ questioning strategy 
in teaching English at SMPN 8 Banda Aceh and to know the improvement of 
students’ motivation in learning English through questioning strategy. The 
writer used narrative analysis to analyze the data. The finding of the research 
showed that the positive effects from the use of questoning strategies and also 
improved students’ motivation in learning English.  
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Relevancy of the previous study with the research is discussing the 
same case about questioning strategy. While, the differences are the use of 
theory of questioning strategy, the kind of learning activities, the technique of 
analysis data and the place of conducting the research. This present research 
find out not only the strategies or tactics in questioning but analyze the types 
of questions as well. More, it is more specific in teaching speaking with 
higher level of students which is in senior high school. 
The second study is “Students’ Perception towards Teacher Questions 
and Questioning Technique in English Classroom Interaction” written by 
Theresia Sri Nuryani 2018. The objective of the research was examining the 
perceptions of vocational high school students towards questions and 
questioning teachnique produced in classroom interactions. Descriptive 
qualitative was used as the method of explanation, with the help of 
questionnare as the instrument for collecting data. The result showed that 
most students favored questions. Students or participants felt and perceive 
that teacher’ questioning practics were good. 
The second study focused in examining students’ perception towards 
teacher questions and questioning technique used by teacher. Students as the 
participants were the subject in this study. While the present study, teacher as 
the subject of the research. Teacher’s utterancess will be the main data which 
collected by classroom observation with audio video recording.  
A study entitled “Teacher’s Questions in EFL Classroom” conducted 
by Rita Erlinda 2014 of STAIN Batusangkar was addressed to explore types 
of questions and its frequency used by EFL teacher in classroom. She also 
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investigated the length of students utterances in responding the teacher 
questions. The results showed that types of questions used were closed, open, 
display and referential questions. Display questions were more than twice as 
much as referential one, 50.8% compared to 14.6% occurences, and closed 
questions were the most preferred questions with a total number of 252 which 
is also slightly more than double of referential questions which compose 62 
questions. Conversely, open and referential questions produced longer 
students’ responses than closed and display ones. 
The differences of the third study with the present study are the types 
of questions’ theory used, the subject of the study and the data collecting 
techniques. The previous study used theory of questions types based on the 
distribution of the questions types (rethorical, procedural, close, open, 
display, referential), selected one teacher and one class with 29 students, and 
used observation as data collection technique. While the present study uses 
theory of questions types based on purpose of questions in classroom by 
Richards and Lockhart (procedural, convergent and divergent), selects one 
teacher with 3 different classes and employs observation and interview as 
data collection techniques.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 This chapter deals with the research methodology as the procedure in 
conducting the study. The explanation consists of research design, subject of the 
study, research setting, data collection technique, data analysis technique and the 
trustworthiness. The research method is very important to set up the framework of 
this research and to analyze the data as well. 
A. Research Design 
The design of this research is descriptive qualitative. Cohen et al 
(2007) state that descriptive research looks at individuals, groups, institutions, 
methods and materials in order to describe, compare, contrast, classify, 
analyze and interpret the entities and the events that constituate their various 
fields of inquiry. Cholid (in Darmawan 2013:38) descriptive research is 
research that attempt to tell the current problem solving based on the data so 
that present data, analysis and interpreting the data.  
Lodico (2006:264) claims qualitative research is a research that focus 
on the study of social phenomena and on giving voice to the feelings and 
perceptions of the participants under the study. Bodgan and Taylor in Setiyadi 
(2006:219) say that qualitative research is research procedure which results 
descriptive data in written language form by observing human utterances and 
their behavior.  
The present study used qualitative approach, so the data collected 
were not in form of number. The data were derived from classroom 
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observation. In line with that, this study tried to observe, describe, analyze 
and interpret types of questions and tactics of questioning used by teachers 
that occured in classroom interactions. The interactions between teachers and 
students in the classrooms refered to asking and responding questions of 
teaching reading at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta in 
the 2019/2020 academic year. The final result of this research was to provide 
recommendation of types and tactics of questioning that can be used by 
teachers effectively. 
B. Research Settings 
1. Setting of Place 
This research was conducted at the eighth grade students of SMPI 
Al Abidin Surakarta which located in Tarumanegara Street 3, 
Banyuanyar, Banjarsari, Surakarta, Jawa Tengah 57137. The researcher 
decided to conduct this study in SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta because it is 
one of the best Islamic junior high school in Surakarta. SMPI Al Abidin 
is a private school with a variaty of program focus. They are ICP 
(International Class Program), TCP (Tahfidz Class Program) and ICTCP 
(Information and Communication Technology Class Program). For that, 
this school applies more than one curriculum based on the focus of the 
programs. ICP class uses Cambridge curriculum, while TCP  and ICTCP 
use Kurtilas(Kurikulum 2013).  
The researcher selected the ICP class because in the teaching 
learning process, it uses English as a instruction language. There are 4 
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classes of ICP; 8A and 8B for boys, 8G and 8H for girls. The researcher 
took two classes only as the places of research. They were 8A and 8G.   
2. Setting of Time 
The time of conducting the research was in the first semester in 
the academic year of 2019/2020. The time of conducting the observation 
of the research is displayed in the following table: 
Table 3.1 Observation Times 
No. Activity Date Time Outcome 
1. Pre-observation September 9
th
, 
2019 
08.50 am - 
11.00 am 
The sample of 
data 
2. Observation at 
VIII G ICP class 
October 22
nd
, 
2019 
11.10 am - 
13.40 am The main data 
 3. Observation at 
VIII A ICP class 
October  23
th
, 
2019 
1.00 pm -  
1.40 pm 
 
Research schedule is also displayed in the following table: 
Table 3.2 Research Schedule 
No Activity 
July 
2019 
August 
2019 
September 
2019 
October 
2019 
November 
2019 
1. Preresearch/ 
Observation 
 
    
2. Writing 
Proposal 
     
3. Seminar 
Proposal 
 
    
4. Revising 
Proposal 
 
    
5. Collecting 
Data 
 
    
6. Analzing 
Data 
 
    
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C. Subject of the Study 
The subject of this research which focused on teacher question were 
the English teachers of ICP class at the eighth grade of SMPI Al Abidin 
Surakarta. There were Ms Ana Susanti, S.Pd and Mr Ahmad Sulaeman, 
M.Pd. The researcher decided to choose them, because based on the pre-
observation, they often applied questioning. They often gave questions to the 
students to make them take a part in the class, to check students’ knowledge, 
and to encourage students’ thinking.  
 
D. Data and Source of Data 
Data refers to the answer of the research questions. Bodgan and 
Biklen as cited by Pratama (2015) define data as the rough materials research 
collected from the world the world the are studying. Data can be materials the 
people doing the research actively record, such as interview transcripts and 
observation.  
The data of the study belongs to descriptive qualitative data. The data 
will not be in the form of number.  The main data of this research were the 
teacher questions asked to the students in classroom interaction. The data 
were obtained from teacher utterances.  
In collecting the data, the researcher followed several steps. Firstly, 
the researcher got familiar with the topic through studying some literatures 
and related studies. Secondly, the researcher made an appointment with the 
teacher to do some pre-interviews about the teacher’s schedule. Third, the 
researcher chose the participants. Next, the researcher conducted the 
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observations toward classroom interaction. The researcher came to the 
classroom and recorded the process of teaching learning. Lastly, based on the 
observations, the researcher analyzed the data. 
Data source is a source which data is taken from. The source of data is 
very significant in the research, because the data of the research can not be 
collected without the resource. For the purpose of this research, the kinds of 
the data resources as follow: 
1. Events 
The researcher observed 2 times in 2 different classes of each. 
The events were all the activities in English teaching learning process at 
the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta. It deals with the 
opening, core activity and closing the class.  
2. Informants 
The informants which were appropriate with the research are Ms 
Ana Susanti, S.Pd and Mr Ahmad Sulaeman, M.Pd as the English 
teachers of ICP at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta 
in the 2019/2020 academic year.  
 
E. Data Collection Technique  
To achieve the objectives of the study, the data collected by using 
some data collecting techniques. They are observation and audio video 
recording.  
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1. Observation 
Cresswell (2008:221) defines observation as the process of 
obtaining open-ended, first hand information by observing people and 
place at a research site. In this study, the role of passive participant 
observer is chosen, in which the researcher observes and records notes 
without being involved in the activities of the participants, acts as a 
spectator of the scene under study and maintains a certain distance from 
it and never intervening (Gobo, 2008).  
Teacher’s utterances while giving questions as the main data of 
the research were obtained through classroom observation. The main 
purpose of classroom observation was to find out what types of questions 
and what tactics used by teachers in asking questions. The researcher 
observed 2 teachers directly in 2 different classes for about 2 meetings of 
each. 
2. Audio and video recording 
Peachey (2019) points out that a recording in classrooms is 
objective and unbiased since it enables the researcher to be closed to the 
observer without disturbing or distracting him/her too much. There are 
two kinds of media that will be used in recording classroom observation. 
The researcher will record both audio and video of the classroom 
interaction in the teaching and learning speaking process. It deals with 
the whole process of lesson, opening, core activity and closing. Audio 
recording is used to catch the teacher utterances in giving questions 
during the teaching learning process. More, audio recorder facilitates to 
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keep the teacher’s utterances which are missed by the reseacher while 
doing the observation. Video recording is used to analyze teacher and 
students’ interaction including gestures, facial expressions, situation of 
the class, etc. It is also used to help the researcher in transcribing the 
data.  
 
F. Data Analysis Technique  
Moleong (2001:103) states that analyzing data is called a process of 
organizing and arranging the data into pattern, category and a set of basic 
classification to find the theme and formulate the research hypothesis as what 
the data adviced. In qualitative research, techniques of analyzing the data are 
used in order to synthesize the data collecting from various sources into a 
coherent description of what the researcher have been observed and 
discovered.  
According to Miles and Huberman (1994:10), analysis can be defined 
as consisting as three current flows of activity that is data reduction, data 
display and conclusion drawing. In analyzing the data, the researcher employs 
Miles and Huberman’s theory. There are three steps to do, as follow: 
1. Data Reduction 
Data reduction becomes the first step to do in analyzing the data 
in this research. It refers to the process of selecting, focusin, simplifying, 
abstracting and transforming the data in written up field note or transcript 
(Miles, 1994:10). In this research, the data is in the form of audio video 
and transcription of it.  
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Based on Miles’ theory, in this step the researcher firstly 
transcribing the audio video recording then coding and analysing the 
data. Next, the researcher selected the data which refer to the proposed 
research questions. The selected data in this research were the sentences 
or utterances that indicated as questions.  
The researcher made some codes to get easier in reducing the 
data. The following are the table of the coding of questions types and 
questions tactics. The description of the coding is also added in. 
Table 3.3 Coding of Question Types 
Field Code Description 
First QTP Question Type Procedure Question 
 QTC Question Type Convergent Question 
 QTD Question Type Divergent Question 
Second 001,002.. Serial number of the collected data 
 
For example: 
QTP-001: QTP is the data that refers to procedural question type, 001 is 
the serial number of collected data the type of question it self. 
Table 3.4 Coding of Questioning Tactics 
Field Code Description 
First QTC-STR Question Tactic-Structuring 
 QTC-PPC Question Tactic-Pitching and Putting 
Clearly 
 QTC-DD Question Tactic-Directing and Distributing 
 QTC-PaP Question Tactic-Pausing and Pacing 
 QTC-PP Question Tactic-Prompting and Probing  
 QTC-LRR Question Tactic-Listening to Replies and 
Responding 
 QTC-SQ Question Tactic-Sequencing 
Second 001,002,.. Serial number of the collected data 
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For example: 
QTC-STR/001 : QTC-STR refers to the data that indicated as 
questioning tactics of structuring or signposting, 001 is the serial number 
the data collected. 
2. Data Display 
After reducting the data, the second step is data display. Miles 
(1994:11) states that a display is an organized, compressed assembly of 
information that permits conclusion drawing and action. In this step, the 
researcher shows or displays the data which indicated as questions, what 
types of question and what tactics of questioning used by teacher.  
3. Conclusion Drawing 
The last step of data analysis is conclusion drawing. Final 
conclusion may not appear until data collection is over, depending on the 
size of the corpus of field notes; coding storage and retrieval methods of 
the funding agency, but they often have been prefigured from the 
beginning even when a researcher claims to have been proceeding 
inductively (Miles, 1994:11). In this last step, the researcher concluded 
the result of the research based on the research problems and teacher 
questions theory that was used. The conclusions were the essence 
analysis that tell about the types of questions and what tactics used to ask 
the questions.  
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G. Trustworthiness of Data 
In order to reduce the researcher’s biases and prejudices, verfication of 
the result of the data analysis is necessary to be checked. In this study, 
triangulation will be applied to check the validity of the data. Triangulation is 
a combination of various methods used to study phenomenon from different 
perspectives (Dezin in Nugrahaeni, 2018). Patton (2007) states that there are 
four kinds of triangulation. The following are the brief explanation: 
1. Investigator triangulation 
Investigator triangulation refers to the writer way of triangulate 
the sources of data by checking the data to some experts to reach the data 
validation. 
2. Methodological triangulation 
Methodological triangulation refers to the writer’s technique in 
collecting the data to obtain data validation. 
3. Data sources triangulation 
Data sources triangulation is seeing of certain information through 
various method and sources of data acquisition method. For example, 
besides using interview and observation, researcher can use participant 
observation, written documents and image or photo. 
4. Theoretical triangulation 
Theory triangulation is comparing the formulation of the 
information/thesis statement of relevant theoretical perspective to avoid 
individual bias of researcher on the finding or conclusion generated. It  
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refers to the triangulation process on the use of some related theories by 
the researcher to validate the data 
From the four types of triangulation, the researcher used theoretical 
triangulation and investigator triangulation. Theoretical triangulation means 
that the researcher uses theory to interpret the data from the observation and 
the transcription. The researcher classified the data based on the theory of 
question types by Richard and Lockhart (1994) and questioning tactics by 
Wragg and Brown (2001).   
The reasearcher also applied investigator triangulation to check the 
data obtained from the observation to an expert. The researcher firstly 
classified the data obtained based on the theory and the researcher’s view. 
Then the researcher asked one of English Education lecturer to check the 
validity of the data. The reseracher chose Puput Arianto, M.Pd as the 
validator.   
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter consists of data analysis and discussion of findings. The 
purpouse of the research findings is to answer the problem formulation in the first 
chapter. It deals with the description and interpretation of question type and 
questioning tactic used by the teachers in reading classroom interaction. 
A. Research Findings 
1. Type of Questions Tend to be Used by the Teachers in Reading 
Classroom Interaction 
a. Type of Questions Tend to be Used by the First Teacher  
The first observation was done by the researcher at the 8G 
class on 22
nd 
of October 2019. The material was about descriptive  
text. The researcher found 139 utterances which were indicated as 
questions. Below the explanation as follow: 
1) Opening Activity 
In the opening activity, the teacher always held 
students five minutes presentation.  The teacher performed the 
three types of questions, but procedural questions type were  
the most found to manage the class and check students’ 
assignment. In this activity, the researcher found 13 data of all 
the types of question. The types of question analysis of the first 
teacher will be as listed below: 
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a) Procedural Question 
Procedural questions relate to classroom 
procedures, routines and classroom management as 
opposed to the content of learning. They are used to 
ensure the smooth flow of the teaching process. 
The researcher found 8 utterances indicated as 
procedural questions. The data can be clasified into the 
two types of procedural question as follow: 
(1) Classroom Routine 
Classroom routines are specific ways of doing 
things that, for the most part, vary little during course 
of the day and persist over an extended time period. 
For example, routines commonly include how to enter 
and leave the classroom, take attendance, indicate 
lunch selection, secure materials, dispose of trash, 
label work, turn in assignment, make a transition 
during or between instructional activities, get to safety 
during drills and change from one activity or location 
to another. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 7 data 
included into classroom routines. The data are QTP-
001, QTP-002, QTP-003, QTP-004, QTP-005, QTP-
006 and QTP-008. The example can be seen as 
follow:  
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T  : How are you today? 
      (QTP-001) 
 
The context situation (QTP-001) happened 
in the opening activity after the teacher gave salam 
to the students. The teacher asked the students’ 
news as routine which commonly used in the 
beginning of the lesson. Since this subject was in 
the fifth lesson, so the situation and condition were 
still not conducive. This kind of greeting is 
commonly used by teacher which purposed to 
attract and get students’ attention to start the lesson.  
The other example is: 
T  : Okay, enough. For today, we will  
      continue the yesterday’s learning. Do  
      you still remember what I’ve given to  
      you? 
           (QTP-008) 
 
The utterance (QTP-008) appeared after the 
five minutes presentation over. The teacher closed 
the presentation session and went to the main 
activity of the lesson. The teacher asked the student 
in order to check students’ assignments. The teacher 
asked the students whether they still remember the 
previous lesson.  
(2) Classroom Management 
Classroom management means the process of 
ensuring that classroom lessons run smoothly despite 
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disruptive behaviour showed by students. The term 
also implies the prevention of disruptive behaviour 
and closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline 
and respect. 
In this case, the researcher only noticed 1 data 
included into classroom management. The example 
can be seen as follow:  
T   : How about the result? 
       (QTP-007) 
 
The utterance (QTP-007) appeared after the 
student’s presentation over. The teacher tried to 
ensure the lesson running smoothly by giving 
motivation. After that, the teacher asked the question 
(QTP-007) to know the result of the students’ 
achievement of the joined competition. Thus, the 
question (QTP-007) can be classified into classroom 
management of procedural question. 
b) Convergent Question 
Convergent questions are the questions which 
require a short answer, usually ‘yes’ or ‘no’, or an answer 
that does not require much thinking from the answering 
person. It can be said that the answer usually has already 
been presented. In the other hand, convergent questions 
can be a tool to introduce a new subject, to help develop 
aural skills and vocabulary.  
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In this activity, the researcher found 4 convergent 
questions type. They are QTC-001, QTC-002, QTC-003, 
QTC-004. One of it can be seen as follow: 
T  : What is kedondong in English? Do you know  
      kedondong? 
      (QTC-002) 
 
The utterance (QTC-002) appeared while one of 
the students was doing presentation.  In the question-
answer session, the students talked about kind of fruits but 
she didn’t know how to say it in English. After that, the 
teacher checked the students’ vocabulary mastery. This 
question refers to convergent because it requires short 
answer yes or no, and used by teacher to improve 
students’ vocabulary. 
The other example is: 
T   : Okay. Before we start the learning, I will play  
       it again. Please be prepare! What date is it  
       today? 
      (QTC-003) 
 
The utterance (QTC-003) appeared after the 
student presentation over and began to the next activity. 
The teacher asked the date of that day because the teacher 
wanted to count the number. After that, the teacher chose 
one of the students based on the number counted to do 
next presentation. Thus, this question which requires only 
short answer and does not involve the students to higher 
level thinking belongs to convergent question. 
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c) Divergent Question 
Divergent question encourages diverse long 
responses with higher-level thinking that requires students 
to give their own answers and express themselves instead 
of just recalling previous lesson. In this activity, the 
researcher only noticed 1 divergent question. The datum 
will be seen as follow: 
T  : Start from you wake up. What’s your  
     activities? Tell us about it! 
    (QTD-001) 
 
The situation of the utterance (QTD-001) happened 
when the teacher asked one of the students to do 
presentation about her activities. The teacher gave 
question which diverse long response answer. The student 
needed to answer with her own words to present her own 
activities. Thus, the question (QTD-001) refers to 
divergent question. 
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the 
first teacher in the opening activity. The table can be seen as 
follow: 
Table 4.1 Types of Question used by the First Teacher in 
the Opening Activity 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Opening  Procedural Routine  7 
Management  1 
Convergent  4 
Divergent  1 
Total                                                             13 
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As seen in the table 4.1, the researcher found 13 
question utterances used by the first teacher in the opening 
activity. The teacher asked 8 procedural questions which 
divided into 7 questions were classroom routines and 1 
question was classroom management, 4 convergent questions 
and 2 divergent questions. The procedural questions type was 
the most frequent. 
2) Main Activity 
In the main activity, the teacher discussed about 
adjectival ending in descriptive text. The teacher already gave 
homework to translate some prhases in the previous meeting. 
The teacher corrected and discussed the text with the students. 
For this activity, the researcher found 124 utterances which 
included as questions. The data can be classified into the three 
types as follows: 
a) Procedural Question 
Procedural questions relate to classroom 
procedures, routines and classroom management as 
opposed to the content of learning. They are used to 
ensure the smooth flow of the teaching process. 
 The researcher found 19 utterances included as 
procedural questions. The data are classified into three 
types of procedural question as follow: 
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(1) Classroom Procedure 
Classroom procedures refer to  steps for the 
students follow in their daily learning activities,  such 
as how they turn in papers, sharpen pencils and make  
transitions from one activity to another. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 4 data 
included into classroom procedure. The data are QTP-
013, QTP-024, QTP-025 and QTP-027. The example 
can be seen as follow: 
T   : Sudah dilihat? What’s the title? 
       (QTP-013) 
 
The utterance (QTP-013) appeared when the 
teacher were beginning to discuss the lesson that day. 
The teacher asked the students to open their book at 
certain page. The teacher then checked the instruction 
by asking the question (QTP-013). Thus, this the 
question (QTP-013) belongs to classroom procedure 
because it refers to the step of the classroom 
procedure which implicitly the teacher asked the 
students to see the text. 
(2) Classroom Routine 
Classroom routines are specific ways of doing 
things that, for the most part, vary little during course 
of the day and persist over an extended time period. 
For example, routines commonly include how to enter 
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and leave the classroom, take attendance, indicate 
lunch selection, secure materials, dispose of trash, 
label work, turn in assignment, make a transition 
during or between instructional activities, get to safety 
during drills and change from one activity or location 
to another. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 14 data 
classified into classroom routines. The data are QTP-
009, QTP-010, QTP-011, QTP-012, QTP-014, QTP-
015, QTP-016, QTP-017, QTP-018, QTP-019, QTP-
020, QTP-021, QTP-022, and QTP-026. The example 
can be seen as follow: 
T    : This text.. hallo! This text will be very useful  
         for you to looking for the adjectival ending. I  
         have asked you to read the material, right? 
        (QTP-014) 
T    : Have you read it at home? 
        (QTP-015) 
 
The context of the utterances (QTP-013) and 
(QTP-014) happened when the teacher was discussing 
a new text with the students. The teacher asked the 
students to take a look to the text. After that, the 
teacher confirmed that she has instructed the students 
to read the material in the previous meeting. The 
teacher checked the instruction whether the students 
had read the text at home. This question refers to 
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classroom routine because the teacher tried to check 
students’ assignments given in the previous meeting. 
(3) Classroom Management 
Classroom management means the process of 
ensuring that classroom lessons run smoothly despite 
disruptive behaviour showed by students. The term 
also implies the prevention of disruptive  behaviour 
and closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline 
and respect. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 1 datum 
classified into classroom management. The 
explanation can be seen as follow: 
T    : How much is it? 
       (QTP-023) 
 
The utterance (QTP-023) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing the lesson. In 
the barrier of the lesson, the teacher was praised by 
the students. After that, the teacher took some money 
from her pocket and asked the amount of the money 
to the students. The question (QTP-023) can be one of 
the ways to manage the classroom as opposed to the 
content of learning.   
b) Convergent Question 
Convergent questions are the questions which 
require a short answer, usually ‘yes’ or ‘no’, or an answer 
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that does not require much thinking from the answering 
person. It can be said that the answer usually has already 
been presented. In the other hand, convergent questions 
can be a tool to introduce a new subject, to help develop 
aural skills and vocabulary.  
In this activity. the researcher found 102 
convergent questions type. They are QTC-005, QTC-006, 
QTC-007, QTC-008, QTC-009, QTC-010, QTC-011, 
QTC-012, QTC-013, QTC-014, QTC-015, QTC-016, 
QTC-017, QTC-018, QTC-019, QTC-020, QTC-021, 
QTC-022, QTC-023, QTC-024, QTC-025, QTC-026, 
QTC-027, QTC-028, QTC-029, QTC-030, QTC-031, 
QTC-032, QTC-033, QTC-034, QTC-035, QTC-036, 
QTC-037, QTC-038, QTC-039, QTC-040, QTC-041, 
QTC-042, QTC-043, QTC-044, QTC-045, QTC-046, 
QTC-047, QTC-048, QTC-049, QTC-050, QTC-051, 
QTC-052, QTC-053, QTC-054, QTC-055, QTC-056, 
QTC-057, QTC-058, QTC-059, QTC-060, QTC-061, 
QTC-062, QTC-063, QTC-064, QTC-065, QTC-066, 
QTC-067, QTC-068, QTC-069, QTC-070, QTC-071, 
QTC-072, QTC-073, QTC-074, QTC-075, QTC-076, 
QTC-077¸ QTC-078, QTC-079, QTC-080, QTC-081, 
QTC-082, QTC-083¸ QTC-084, QTC-085, QTC-086, 
QTC-087, QTC-088, QTC-089, QTC-090, QTC-091, 
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QTC-092, QTC-093¸ QTC-094, QTC-095, QTC-096, 
QTC-097, QTC-098, QTC-099, QTC-100, QTC-101, 
QTC-102¸ QTC-103, QTC-104, QTC-105, QTC-106. The 
example of it as explained as follow: 
T    : Sudah dilihat? What’s the title? 
(QTC-020) 
 
The utterance (QTC-020) appeared after the 
teacher gave instruction to the students to open their books 
where the text was. The teacher instructed the students to 
take a look to the text. After that, the teacher asked the 
students the title of the text. This question encourages 
similiar students response which focus on a central theme. 
Thus, this question belongs to convergent type. 
The other example: 
T  : Okay, kita baca dulu.  Let’s read it together,  
      discuss together! Adjectival ending in  
      bahasa?  
      (QTC-021) 
 
The utterance (QTC-021) appeared when the 
teacher was going to discuss the material. After that, the 
teacher tried to know the students’ vocabulary mastery by 
asking  the meaning of adjectival ending in bahasa. This 
question was purposed to develop students’ vocabulary 
mastery. Thus, the question (QTC-021) refers to 
convergent type which does not get the students to think in 
higher level.  
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Another example is: 
T    : Okay. Come on, please pay attention at page  
         fifty eight. Eating out in Puducherry. Where  
        is Puducherry? 
        (QTC-055) 
 
The utterance (QTC-055) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing a text entitled 
‘Eating out in Puducherry’. The teacher asked the students 
to open their book at page fifty eight. The teacher asked 
the students to pay attention at that page because there was 
a picture as the content of the text. After that, the teacher 
asked the location of Puducherry based on the picture of 
the text. The question (QTC-055) is described as 
convergent type since it requires short answer and the 
answer has already been presented in the text. Thus, the 
students do not need to get involved in high level thinking 
skills. 
c) Divergent Question 
Divergent question encourages diverse long 
responses with higher-level thinking that requires students 
to give their own answers and express themselves instead 
of just recalling previous lesson.  
In this activity, the researcher noticed 3 divergent 
questions. The data are QTD-002, QTD-003 and QTD-
004. The example would be as follow: 
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T    : Ya. Contohnya di sini adalah for the example.  
       Saya mengamankan bukumu yang kemarin  
       kamu tinggal, itu adalah?        
      (QTD-003) 
T    : Yang V. Kelas ini aman, berarti? 
        (QTD-004) 
 
The utterance (QTD-003) and (QTD-004) 
appeared when the teacher and the students were 
discussing about adjective. The teacher explained the 
difference of using the word safe as an adjective or save as 
a verb. The teacher gave the example in a sentence and 
asked wheter it used the word safe or save. The question 
(QTD-003) and (QTD-004)  invites the students to think in 
higher level instead of just recalling previous lesson. Thus, 
the question (QTD-003) and (QTD-004) refer to divergent 
questions since the answer was not presented in the text. 
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the 
first teacher in the main activity. The table can be seen as 
follow: 
Table 4.2 Types of Question used by the First Teacher in 
the Main Activity 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Opening  
Procedural 
Procedure 4 
Routine  14 
Management  1 
Convergent  102 
Divergent  3 
Total                                                            124 
 
As seen in the table 4.2, the researcher found 124 
question utterances performed by the first teacher in the main 
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activity. The teacher asked 19 procedural questions which 
divided into 4 questions were classroom procedure, 14 
qustions were classroom routines and 1 question was 
classroom management, 102 convergent questions and 3 
divergent questions. The convergent question type was the 
most frequent since the teacher often asked about students’ 
vocabulary mastery. 
3) Closing Activity 
Closing activity happened in the end of the lesson. 
Before closing the lesson, the teacher uttered some questions to 
check whether any question. The researcher only found 2 data 
of procedural question type.  
a) Procedural Question 
Procedural questions relate to classroom 
procedures, routines and classroom management as 
opposed to the content of learning. They are used to 
ensure the smooth flow of the teaching process. 
The researcher found 2 utterances included as 
procedural questions. The data are classified into kind of 
procedural question as follow: 
(1) Classroom Routine 
Classroom routines are specific ways of doing 
things that, for the most part, vary little during course 
of the day and persist over an extended time period. 
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For example, routines commonly include how to enter 
and leave the classroom, take attendance, indicate 
lunch selection, secure materials, dispose of trash, 
label work, turn in assignment, make a transition 
during or between instructional activities, get to safety 
during drills and change from one activity or location 
to another. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 2 data 
classified into classroom routines. The data are QTP-
028 and QTP-029. The explanation can be seen as 
follow: 
T    : Yes, good. Is there any question about  
           adjectival ending? 
             (QTP-028) 
 
The utterance (QTP-028) appeared after the 
class finished discussing the lesson. It was about the 
example of adjective ending in the text. In the end of 
discussion, the teacher asked the students whether any 
question about adjectival ending. The question (QTP-
028) commonly asked by the teacher was to check 
students’ understanding about the presented lesson 
that day.  
The next is: 
T    : Individually. Ya. Minimal you know 
the ingredients, how to make and where is it  
come from. Minimal itu. Besok siap-siap.  
Please be ready if I ask you to tell about this  
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traditional food. Jadi silahkan dicari  
sebanyak mungkin referensinya, nanti nek  
ditanya you should be able to answer my  
questions. I will choose you randomly.  
Okay. Question please? 
         (QTP-029) 
 
The utterance (QTP-029) appeared when the 
teacher was giving explanation about the assignment 
for the next meeting. After giving the instruction, the 
teacher asked the students whether they had question 
about the instruction. Thus, the question (QTP-029)  
commonly occured in classroom while teacher checks 
the students’ instruction for a new task.  
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the 
first teacher in the closing activity. The table can be seen 
below: 
Table 4.3 Types of Question used by the First Teacher in 
the Closing Activity 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Closing  Procedural Routine 2 
Total                          2 
 
As seen in the table 4.3, the researcher only found 2 
utterances used by the first teacher in the closing activity. 
Before closing the lesson, the teacher asked procedural 
questions in order to check the students’ understanding about 
the presented material that day and to make sure the teacher’s 
instruction clear. 
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Based on the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the first 
teacher during teaching learning process. The table as listed as 
follow: 
Table 4.4 Data Finding of Types of Question 
used by the First Teacher in Reading Classroom Interaction 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Opening  Procedural Routine 7 
Management 1 
Convergent  4 
Divergent  1 
Main  Procedural Procedure 4 
Routine 14 
Management 1 
Convergent  102 
Divergent  3 
Closing  Procedural Routine 2 
Total                                                            139 
 
According to the table 4.4, the researcher  found all the three 
types of question used by the first teacher during teaching and 
learning process. They were 29 times procedural questions, 106 
times convergent question and 4 times divergent question. The total 
was 139 utterances. 
The teacher used convergent type as frequent question at the 
main activity since the teacher explained the material and explored 
the students’ vocabulary mastery in reading. Moreover, the teacher 
less used procedural question  because the classroom situation was 
conducive enough. While divergent question was less used because 
the main material was adjectival ending based on the text.  
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b. Type of Questions Tend to be Used by the Second Teacher 
The second observation was done by the researcher at the 8A 
class on 23
rd 
of October 2019. The material was about autobiogprahy  
text. During the teaching and learning process, from the opening 
activity until the teacher closed the lesson, the researcher found 108 
utterances which were indicated as questions. Below the explanation 
as follow: 
1) Opening Activity 
In the opening activity, the teacher always held 
students five minutes presentation.  In this activity, the 
researcher found 14 data of all the types of question. The 
teacher only performed two types of questions. The types of 
question analysis of the second teacher will be as listed as 
follow: 
a) Procedural Question 
Procedural questions relate to classroom 
procedures, routines and classroom management as 
opposed to the content of learning. They are used to 
ensure the smooth flow of the teaching process. 
The researcher found 10 question utterances 
included as procedural questions. The data are classified 
into two types of procedural question as follow: 
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(1) Classroom Routine 
Classroom routines are specific ways of doing 
things that, for the most part, vary little during course 
of the day and persist over an extended time period. 
For example, routines commonly include how to enter 
and leave the classroom, take attendance, indicate 
lunch selection, secure materials, dispose of trash, 
label work, turn in assignment, make a transition 
during or between instructional activities, get to safety 
during drills and change from one activity or location 
to another. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 4 data 
classified into classroom routines. The data are QTP-
030, QTP-031, QTP-032 and QTP-039. The example 
can be seen as follow: 
T    : How are you today? 
               (QTP-030) 
 
The context situation (QTP-030) happened in 
the opening activity after the teacher giving salam to 
the students. The teacher asked the students’ news as 
classroom routine. This kind of greeting (QTP-030) is 
commonly used by teacher which purposed to attract 
and get students’ attention to start the lesson. 
The other example will be: 
T  : I hope that you are wonderful, happy. And  
       alhamdulillah this afternoon I can meet again  
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      with you all. And as usual we will start our  
      activity by listening the presentation. And  
      now, who will do the presentation please? 
      (QTP-031) 
 
The utterance  (QTP-031) appeared after the 
teacher opened the lesson. In the beginning, as usual 
the teacher was going to hold five minutes 
presentation by one of the students. The teacher asked 
the students who was willing to do the presentation. 
The question (QTP-031) was routinely used by 
teacher since everyday they used to do five minutes 
presentation. Thus, it refers to procedural question 
classroom routine type. 
(2) Classroom Management 
Classroom  management means the process of 
ensuring that classroom  lessons run smoothly despite 
disruptive behaviour showed by students. The term 
also implies the prevention of disruptive  behaviour 
and closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline 
and respect. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 6 data 
classified into classroom management. The data are 
QTP-033, QTP-034, QTP-035, QTP-036, QTP-037 
and QTP-038. The example can be seen as follow: 
T    : What happen Yafi? What happen with  
        you? 
       (QTP-033) 
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The utterance  (QTP-033) appeared while the 
teacher was choosing students to do the presentation. 
The students said that it was Yafi’s turn but some of 
the students told that Yafi was sick. After that, the 
teacher came to Yafi and asked what happened to 
him. The question (QTP-033) is such as a the way of 
the teacher manage the class to ensure the smooth 
flow of the teaching process by asking student’s 
condition.  
b) Convergent Question 
Convergent questions are the questions which 
require a short answer, usually ‘yes’ or ‘no’, or an answer 
that does not require much thinking from the answering 
person. It can be said that the answer usually has already 
been presented. In the other hand, convergent questions 
can be a tool to introduce a new subject, to help develop 
aural skills and vocabulary.  
In this activity, the researcher found 4 convergent 
questions type. They are QTC-107, QTC-108, QTC-109, 
and QTC-110. The example will be explained as follow: 
T  : Let’s give him applause. Thank you Norman  
      for your little speech about politeness. So, you  
      know that politeness is very important for us.  
      Especially we are as human being. Are you  
      human being? 
      (QTC-107) 
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The utterance  (QTC-107) appeared after the five 
minutes presentation over. The student closed his 
presentation. The teacher made a conclusion from the 
student’s presentation. The teacher asked the student 
whether they were human being. Thus, the question (QTC-
107) comes to convergent type because it requires only 
short answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ without getting involved in high 
level thinking skill. 
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the 
second teacher in the opening activity. The table can be seen as 
follow: 
Table 4.5 Types of Question used by the Second Teacher in 
the Opening Activity 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Opening  Procedural Routine 4 
Management 6 
Convergent 4 
Total                                                           14 
 
As seen in the table 4.5, the researcher found 14 
question utterances used by the second teacher in the opening 
activity. The teacher asked 10 times procedural questions 
which divided into 4 questions were classroom routine and 6 
questions were classroom management, also 4 times 
convergent questions. 
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2) Main Activity 
In the main activity, the teacher discussed about 
autobiography text. The teacher ordered to read the text and 
asked some questions based on the content of the text, such as 
title, setting, main problem, etc. For this activity, the researcher 
found 92 utterances which indicated as questions. The data can 
be classified into the three types as follows: 
a) Procedural Question 
Procedural questions relate to classroom 
procedures, routines and classroom management as 
opposed to the content of learning. They are used to 
ensure the smooth flow of the teaching process. 
The researcher found 25 question utterances 
included into procedural questions. The data are classified 
into two types of procedural question as follow: 
(1) Classroom Routine 
Classroom routines are specific ways of doing 
things that, for the most part, vary little during course 
of the day and persist over an extended time period. 
For example, routines commonly include how to enter 
and leave the classroom, take attendance, indicate 
lunch selection, secure materials, dispose of trash, 
label work, turn in assignment, make a transition 
during or between instructional activities, get to safety 
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during drills and change from one activity or location 
to another. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 18 data 
classified into classroom routines. The data are QTP-
040, QTP-041, QTP-049, QTP-050, QTP-051, QTP-
052, QTP-053, QTP-054, QTP-055, QTP-056, QTP-
057, QTP-058, QTP-059, QTP-060, QTP-061, QTP-
062, QTP-063, QTP-064. The example can be seen as 
follow: 
T    : Do you know? Any comment? 
         (QTP-040) 
The utterance (QTP-040) appeared when the 
teacher was discussing about the difference of 
biography  and autobiography text. The teacher asked 
the students whether they know the difference. Since 
the students just kept silent, after that the teacher tried 
to make students to take part in the class by saying 
“Any comment?”. The question (QTP-040) is usually 
used by the teacher to get students’ responses.  
The next example can be seen as follow: 
T  : Okay. So you get the point the  
      difference? 
            (QTP-041) 
 
The utterance (QTP-041) appeared when the 
class was discussing about biography text. After 
giving explaination about the difference of biography 
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and autobiography text, the teacher managed the class 
by giving question “So you get the point the 
difference?” to check the students’ understanding. In 
this way, the question refers to procedural question 
specifically in classroom routine. The question (QTP-
041) is usually used by the teacher to check students’ 
understanding after giving lesson of material. 
(2) Classroom Management 
Classroom  management means the process of 
ensuring that classroom  lessons run smoothly despite 
disruptive behaviour showed by students. The term 
also implies the prevention of disruptive  behaviour 
and closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline 
and respect. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 7 data 
classified into classroom management. The data are 
QTP-042, QTP-043, QTP-044, QTP-045, QTP-046, 
QTP-047, QTP-048. The example can be seen as 
follow: 
T    : Ya. And now, in our book we are going  
        to read a little part.. Ceysa, where have  
       you been? 
       (QTP-042) 
T    : Where have you been? 
       (QTP-043) 
T    : Where have you been? 
       (QTP-044) 
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The utterance (QTP-042), (QTP-043) and 
(QTP-044)  appeared when the class was discussing 
about biography text. When the teacher was 
explaining an instruction, the student came in without 
permission. The teacher asked the question (QTP-
042) “Ceysa, where have you been?” to know where 
he was from. The student seemed less discipline 
because he came to the class without asking teacher’s  
permission. Moreover, the student’s answer was long-
winded, the teacher asked the same question and 
repeated two times (QTP-043) and (QTP-044). The 
question (QTP-042) , (QTP-043) and (QTP-044)  
were classified into classroom management since the 
teacher tried to manage the class because of student’s 
distruptive behaviour. 
b) Convergent Question 
Convergent questions are the questions which 
require a short answer, usually ‘yes’ or ‘no’, or an answer 
that does not require much thinking from the answering 
person. It can be said that the answer usually has already 
been presented. In the other hand, convergent questions 
can be a tool to introduce a new subject, to help develop 
aural skills and vocabulary.  
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In this activity. the researcher found 62 convergent 
questions type. They are QTC-111, QTC-112, QTC-113, 
QTC-114, QTC-115, QTC-116, QTC-117, QTC-118, 
QTC-119, QTC-120, QTC-121, QTC-122, QTC-123, 
QTC-124, QTC-125, QTC-126, QTC-127, QTC-128, 
QTC-129, QTC-130, QTC-131, QTC-132, QTC-133, 
QTC-134, QTC-135, QTC-136, QTC-137, QTC-138, 
QTC-139, QTC-140, QTC-141, QTC-142, QTC-143, 
QTC-144, QTC-145, QTC-146, QTC-147, QTC-148, 
QTC-149, QTC-150, QTC-151, QTC-152, QTC-153, 
QTC-154, QTC-155, QTC-156, QTC-157, QTC-158, 
QTC-159, QTC-160, QTC-161, QTC-162, QTC-163, 
QTC-164, QTC-165, QTC-166, QTC-167, QTC-168, 
QTC-169, QTC-170, QTC-171, QTC-172. The example 
will be explained as follow: 
T    : So, we have to keep our politeness. Very  
        important. Thankyou Norman for reminder  
        for us. Hello everyone! Today we want to  
         continue about the text. Today we are going  
        to what is that... talk about one of the  
        autobiography. Do you know  
        autobiography? 
        (QTC-111) 
 
The utterance (QTC-111) appeared after the five 
minutes presentation over and the teacher gave thank to 
the student. The teacher opened the lesson and told the 
new material by asking the question (QTC-111). The 
question (QTC-111) belongs to convergent type which 
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usually used to introduce new material of lesson. 
Moreover, it only requires short answer such as ‘yes’ or 
‘no’ without getting involved the students in higher level 
thinking skill. 
Another example is: 
T    : Have you ever heard about biography? 
        (QTC-112) 
 
The utterance (QTC-112) appeared after the 
previous question (QTC-111) did not get any response 
from the students. Therefore, the teacher changed the 
question to the familiar one. The question (QTC-112) also 
only requires short answer such as ‘yes’ or ‘no’ without 
getting involved the students in higher level thinking skill. 
The other case can be seen below: 
T   : On page sixty eight. On page sixty eight  
       there is a little part of autobiography of? 
       (QTC-120) 
 
The utterance (QTC-120) appeared when the class 
was discussing about autobiography text. The teacher 
instructed the students to open the page of the 
autobiography text. After that, the teacher asked the title 
of the text. Thus, the question (QTC-120) includes into 
convergent question since the answer of the question 
(QTC-120) has already been presented in the text and does 
not require much thinking from the answering person.  
The other example is: 
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T   : This part tell us about...? Or the first one, the  
       setting, where, where is she? 
       (QTC-124) 
 
The utterance (QTC-124) appeared when the class 
was discussing about the content of autobiography text. 
The teacher asked to the students about the setting of the 
text. Thus, the question (QTC-124) includes into 
convergent question since the answer of the question 
(QTC-124) has already been presented in the text and does 
not require much thinking from the answering person. 
c) Divergent Question 
Divergent question encourages diverse long 
responses with higher-level thinking that requires students 
to give their own answers and express themselves instead 
of just recalling previous lesson. In this activity, the 
researcher noticed 5 divergent questions. The data are 
QTD-005, QTD-006, QTD-007, QTD-008, QTD-009. The 
example will be explained as follow: 
T    : Biography is ... the history of? Please Yuan! 
       (QTD-005) 
 
The utterance (QTD-005) appeared when the class 
was discussing the material that day about autobiography. 
The teacher compared autobiography text to biography 
text before explaining the material. The teacher asked the 
difference of autobiography and iography text. Since the 
answer of the question (QTD-005) has not already been 
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presented in the book, the question (QTD-005) is 
classified into divergent question which encourages the 
studens to provide their own answer. 
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the 
second teacher in the main activity. The table can be seen as 
follow: 
Table 4.6 Types of Question used by the Second Teacher in 
the Main Activity 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Main 
Procedural 
Routine  18 
Management  7 
Convergent  62 
Divergent  5 
Total                                                             92 
 
As seen in the table 4.6, the researcher found 92 
utterances used by the second teacher in the main activity. The 
teacher performed 25 procedural questions which divided into 
18 data were classroom routine and 7 data were classroom 
management, 53 convergent questions and 17 divergent 
questions. The convergent question was the most frequent 
since the teacher often asked about the content of the text. 
3) Closing Activity 
Closing activity happened in the end of the lesson. 
Before closing the lesson, the teacher uttered some questions to 
check whether any question. The researcher only found two 
data of procedural question type: 
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a) Procedural Question 
Procedural questions relate to classroom 
procedures, routines and classroom management as 
opposed to the content of learning. They are used to 
ensure the smooth flow of the teaching process. 
The researcher found 2 utterances included as 
procedural questions. The data are classified into kind of 
procedural question as follow: 
(1) Classroom Routine 
Classroom routines are specific ways of doing 
things that, for the most part, vary little during course 
of the day and persist over an extended time period. 
For example, routines commonly include how to enter 
and leave the classroom, take attendance, indicate 
lunch selection, secure materials, dispose of trash, 
label work, turn in assignment, make a transition 
during or between instructional activities, get to safety 
during drills and change from one activity or location 
to another. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 1 datum 
classified into classroom routines. The explanation 
can be seen as follow: 
T    : Okay everyone, before I close, any  
        question? 
              (QTP-065) 
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The utterance (QTP-065) appeared after 
discussing the material of the lesson that day. In order 
to check the students’ understanding, the teacher 
asked the students whether they had question about 
the explanation or the material that day. The question 
(QTP-065) commonly asked by the teacher was to 
check students’ understanding about the presented 
lesson that day.  
(2) Classroom Management 
Classroom  management means the process of 
ensuring that classroom  lessons run smoothly despite 
disruptive behaviour showed by students. The term 
also implies the prevention of disruptive  behaviour 
and closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline 
and respect. 
In this case, the researcher noticed 1 datum 
classified into classroom management. The 
explanation can be seen as follow: 
T    : If no, maybe I think enough. And  
         insyaAllah we will meet again tomorrow.  
        Oh ya, tomorrow you will have  
        competition, right? 
        (QTP-066) 
 
The utterance (QTP-066) appeared after the 
teacher closed the meeting. As the teacher class of 
8A, before leaving the class the teacher made sure that 
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the class would have competition the next day. The 
question (QTP-066) refers to classroom management 
since the teacher manage the class closely linked to 
issues of class agenda. 
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the 
second teacher in the closing activity. The table can be seen as 
follow: 
Table 4.7 Types of Question used by the Second Teacher in 
the Closing Activity 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Closing  Procedural Routine 1 
Management 1 
Total                                                           2 
 
As seen in the table 4.7, the researcher only found 2 
utterances used by the second teacher in the closing activity. 
Before closing the lesson, the teacher perfomed procedural 
questions in each type of classroom routine and classroom 
management. 
Based on the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the types of question used by the second 
teacher during teaching learning process. The table as listed as 
follow: 
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Table 4.8 Data Finding of Types of Question 
used by the Second Teacher in Reading Classroom Interaction 
Activity Types of Question Frequency 
Opening  Procedural Routine 4 
Management 6 
Convergent  4 
Main Procedural Routine 18 
Management 7 
Convergent  62 
Divergent  5 
Closing  Procedural Routine 1 
  Management 1 
Total                                                            108 
 
According to the table 4.8, the researcher  found all the three 
types of question used by the second teacher during teaching and 
learning process. They were 37 times procedural questions, 66 times 
convergent question and 5 times divergent question. The total was 
108 utterances. 
The teacher performed convergent type as the frequent 
question at the main activity. Since at the main activity stage, the 
teacher explained the material and explored the students’ 
comprehension in reading. The teacher used procedural question 
since the classroom situation was passive enough. While divergent 
question was used to invite the students in higher level thinking skill. 
Based on the previous explanation, the researcher makes a table 
that shows the types of question used by the teachers in reading 
classroom interaction at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin 
Surakarta. The table can be seen as follow: 
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Table 4.9 Data Findings of Types of Question 
used by the Teachers in Reading Classroom Interaction 
No Types of Question Frequency 
T1 T2 Total 
1 Procedural Procedure 4 - 4 
Routine 23 23 46 
Management 2 14 16 
2 Convergent 106 66 172 
3 Divergent 4 5 9 
Total  247 
 
In data tabulation on the table 4.9, the researcher found all the 
three types of question used by the teachers in reading classroom 
interaction. The teachers used 66 times procedural questions which 
divided into 4 data were procedure, 46 data were routine and 16 data 
were management, 172 times convergent question and 9 divergent 
questions. The total was 247 utterances.  
2. Questioning Tactics Used by the Teachers in Reading Classroom 
Interaction 
a. Questioning Tactics Used by the First Teacher  
The first observation was done by the researcher at the 8G 
class on 22
nd 
of October 2019. The material was about descriptive  
text. The researcher found 44 tactics used by the teacher  from the 
beginning until the end of the lesson. Below the explanation as 
follow: 
1) Opening Activity 
In the opening activity, the teacher always held 
students five minutes presentation.  The teacher used 2 tactics 
only. They are structuring tactic and directing and distributing 
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tactic. The analysis of the two tactics used by the first teacher 
that appeared include: 
a) Structuring (Signposting) 
Structuring consists of providing signposts for the 
sequence of questions and the topic. The structuring may 
be a brief exposition of the topic, a review of a series of 
questions and explanation based on a previous lesson or a 
statement. In this case, the researcher found one tactic 
only. The datum will be explained as follow: 
T    : Okay. We em.. Actually, we didn’t play after  
        five minutes presentation usually I          
        choose one of you randomly 
Ss   : Ya 
T    : Do you still remember about that? 
      (QTC-STR/001) 
 
The datum (QTC-STR/001) appeared when the 
teacher opened the class by having student’s presentation. 
The utterances were used by the teacher in the beginning 
of the lesson to choose one of the students to do 
presentation. The teacher gave a review of previous lesson 
before asking question. Thus, the datum (QTC-STR/001) 
refers to structuring/signposting tactic since the teacher 
was providing signposts for the sequence of questions and 
the topic. 
b) Directing and Distributing 
Directing questions by name, gesture, head 
movement or facial expression on all students rather than 
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only focusing on the ones who are willing to answer is to 
prevent “chorus answer and lack of control”. Distributing 
is giving chance to every pupil in the group in turn. 
Therefore, students have the same opportunity to answer 
the questions by the teacher. In this case, the researcher 
only found one datum and will be explained as follow: 
T    : Enough? Question again? Ani, do you  
        want to ask? 
S    : No 
       (QTC-DD/001) 
 
The context of situation (QTC-DD/001) happened 
when one of the students was doing the five minute 
presentation. The teacher opened the question-answer 
session and distributed the question the whole class 
whether they had question. After that, the teacher directly 
chose one of the students. Thus, the datum (QTC-DD/001) 
can be classified into directing and distributing since the 
teacher gave the same opportunity to the students for 
asking question to the presenting student and directly 
choose one of the students.  
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the questioniong tactics used by 
the first teacher in the opening activity. The table can be seen 
as follow: 
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Table 4.10 Questioning Tactics used by the First Teacher in 
the Opening Activity 
Activity Questioning Tactic Frequency 
Opening  Structuring (Signposting) 1 
Directing and 
Distributing  
1 
Total                                                           2 
 
As seen in the table 4.10, the researcher found 2 
questioning tactics used by the first teacher in the opening 
activity. The teacher applied one time structuring (signposting) 
tactic and one time directing and distributing. 
2) Main Activity 
In the main activity, the teacher discussed about 
adjectival ending in descriptive text. The teacher already gave 
homework to translate some prhases in the previous meeting. 
The teacher corrected and discussed the text with the students. 
For this activity, the researcher found 44 tactics used in 
questioning. The data can be classified into the following: 
a) Structuring (Signposting) 
Structuring consists of providing signposts for the 
sequence of questions and the topic. The structuring may 
be a brief exposition of the topic, a review of a series of 
questions and explanation based on a previous lesson or a 
statement. In this activity, the researcher found 29 tactics 
used. The data are QTC-STR/002, QTC-STR/003, QTC-
STR/004, QTC-STR/005, QTC-STR/006, QTC-STR/007, 
QTC-STR/008, QTC-STR/009, QTC-STR/010, QTC-
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STR/011, QTC-STR/012, QTC-STR/013, QTC-STR/014, 
QTC-STR/015, QTC-STR/016¸ QTC-STR/017, QTC-
STR/018, QTC-STR/019, QTC-STR/020, QTC-STR/021¸ 
QTC-STR/022  ¸ QTC-STR/023, QTC-STR/024¸ QTC-
STR/025, QTC-STR/026, QTC-STR/027, QTC-STR/028, 
QTC-STR/029. The example will be explained as follow: 
T  : Okay, enough. For today, we will continue  
      The yesterday’s learning. Do you still  
      remember what I’ve given to you? 
      (QTC-STR/002) 
 
The utterance (QTC-STR/002) happened when the 
teacher closed the student presentation session and began 
to start the lesson. The teacher explained that the class was 
going to continue the yesterday’s learning. Thus, the 
teacher used structuring/signposting tactic in the utterance 
(QTC-STR/002) since the teacher was providing a sign 
before asking question. 
The next example is: 
 T    : Minyak goreng. Tahu goreng. Jadi harus  
         ada nounnya di akhir, kata benda. Next. 
         Next. Next. Is ful. Selain pake ed atau ing  
         ada juga yang pakai ful, berakhiran ful. For  
         the  example, colourful, hopeful. The  
          opposite or negative meaning is created by  
          the adding suffix less, colourless, hopeless.  
         There are another dozen adjectival  
         endings. Masih buanyak yang lainnya.  
         Very similiar, like ant  and ent, ible and  
         able. Yang able able bisa kasih contoh? 
         (QTC-STR/017) 
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The utterance (QTC-STR/017) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing the material 
about adjectival ending. The teacher gave explanation and 
example about the material before in the end asking a 
question to the students. Thus, the utterance (QTC-
STR/017) refers to structuring/signposting tactic in 
questioning since the teacher provided explanation before 
giving question. 
b) Directing and Distributing 
Directing questions by name, gesture, head 
movement or facial expression on all students rather than 
only focusing on the ones who are willing to answer is to 
prevent “chorus answer and lack of control”. Distributing 
is giving chance to every pupil in the group in turn. 
Therefore, students have the same opportunity to answer 
the questions by the teacher. In this case, the researcher 
found 4 tactics. The data are QTC-DD/002, QTC-DD/003, 
QTC-DD/004 and QTC-DD/005. Some of them will be 
explained as follow: 
T    : Finish ya the adzan? Okay. Let’s discuss  
        together. Number one. Eclectic listrik.  
        Really? 
S    : Iya 
T    : Where do you find the meaning? 
S    : Google 
T    : Do you input the correct word? 
S    : Kayake aku salah deh nulisnya  
T    : Nah. Jangan-kangan kamu ngetiknya  
         elektrik jadi keluarnya listrik 
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Ss   : Hahaha 
T    : It should be eclectic. Anyone know? 
S    : Memilih dari berbagai sumber 
(QTC-DD/002) 
 
The datum (QTC-DD/002) appeared when the 
class was discussing the assignment of the previous day. 
The teacher instructed the students to write their answers 
in the whiteboard in front of the class. After that, the 
teacher was correcting the student’s answer. Since the 
student’s answers was not appropriate, the teacher probed 
the student’s answer. The teacher distributed the question 
to the class to get the appropriate answer. Thus, the datum 
(QTC-DD/002) indicates directing and distributing tactic 
since the teacher directly asked the answering student then 
gave the same opportunity asking the whole class. 
The other example will be: 
T    : Dazzling? 
Ss   : Place. Ahahahaha  
T    : Shinning shimering... 
Ss   : Splendid 
T    : Ber... 
Ss   : Berkilau 
T    : Apa El? 
S    : Menyilaukan 
T    : Yesss. Glowing glowing sinonimnya 
       (QTC-DD/003) 
 
The utterances (QTC-DD/003) happened when the 
class was discussing the assignment of the previous day. 
The teacher instructed the students to write their answers 
in the whiteboard in front of the class. After that, the 
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teacher was correcting the student’s answer. The teacher 
distributed a question “Dazling?” in order to ask the 
meaning of the word dazling to the class. After that, she 
directly chose one of the students to answer the question. 
Thus, the utterances (QTC-DD/003) applies directing and 
distributing tactic since the teacher gave the same 
opportunity asking the whole class and directly asked one 
of the students. 
c) Prompting and Probing 
Prompts and probes are follow-up questions when 
the first answer are inadequate or inappropriate. Prompts 
contain hints while probes require more precise or detailed 
answers. In this activity, the researcher found 6 prompting 
and probing tactics used. The data are QTC-PP/001, QTC-
PP/002, QTC-PP/003, QTC-PP/004 and QTC-PP/005. 
Some of them will be explained as follow: 
T    : Finish ya the adzan? Okay. Let’s discuss  
        together. Number one. Eclectic listrik.  
        Really? 
S    : Iya 
T    : Where do you find the meaning? 
S    : Google 
T    : Do you input the correct word? 
S    : Kayake aku salah deh nulisnya 
        (QTC-PP/001) 
 
The utterances (QTC-PP/001) happened when the 
class was discussing the assignment of the previous day. 
The teacher instructed the students to write their answers 
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in the whiteboard in front of the class. After that, the 
teacher was correcting the student’s answer. Since the first 
answer was not appropriate, the teacher asked some 
questions to probe the student’s answer. Thus, the datum 
(QTC-PP/001) includes into prompting and probing tactic 
since the teacher asked a series of questions to probe the 
answer of the student and get the detailed answer. 
The other example will be: 
T    : No? Let’s continue kalau belum. Bentar.  
        Contoh yang lain adalah sometimes the  
        consonant of the verb, kalau ini  
        perubahan konsonan. Yang di sini verbnya  
        adalah save, save di sini itu kalau dalam  
        kata kerja artinya  adalah?  
Ss   : Menjaga 
T    : Me? 
Ss   : Menyimpan 
T    : Me? Me? 
Ss   : Menolong 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Itu ng o. Mengambil 
T    : Selain menyimpan apa lagi? 
Ss   : Menyelengi 
T    : Menyimpan nanti sininya gak pas.  
        Selain menyimpan me? 
Ss   : Menjaga.Melindungi 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Membacok. Mengamankan 
T    : Mengamankan. Untuk adjectivenya, for  
        the adjective v become f. Kalau di sini  
        verb, di sini adalah adjective; safe artinya  
        adalah? 
       (QTC-PP/004) 
 
The datum (QTC-PP/004) happened when the class 
was discussing the assignment of the previous day. The 
teacher instructed the students to write their answers in the 
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whiteboard in front of the class. After that, the teacher was 
correcting the student’s answer. Since the first answer was 
not appropriate, the teacher provided some simple 
informations to help the students got the answer. The 
teacher tried to prompt the correct answer. Thus, the 
datum (QTC-PP/004) includes into prompting and probing 
tactic. 
d) Listening to Replies and Responding 
There are four types of listening. They are skim 
listening, survey listening, search listening and study 
listening. Responding is what the teachers do after 
students answer or comment and it is done by showing 
enthusiasm, interest, etc. The researcher found 2 tactics 
included listening to replies and responding. The data are 
QTC-LRR/001 and QTC-LRR/002. The explanation will 
be as follow: 
T    : Adjective. What’s adjective? 
Ss   : Kata benda.Kata sifat 
T    : Kata? 
Ss   : Kata sifat 
       (QTC-LRR/001) 
 
The utterances (QTC-LRR/001) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing the material 
about adjectival ending.  The teacher asked the meaning of 
adjective to the students and paid attention to them. 
Therefore, the teacher corrected the students’ answer by 
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restating the acceptable answer and invlicting voice to 
convert into question. Thus, the datum (QTC-LRR/001) 
refers to listening to replies and responding tactic. 
The next is: 
T    : No? Let’s continue kalau belum. Bentar. 
        Contoh yang lain adalah sometimes the  
        consonant of the verb, kalau ini perubahan 
        konsonan. Yang di sini verbnya adalah save, 
        save di sini itu kalau dalam kata kerja artinya 
       adalah?  
Ss   : Menjaga 
T    : Me? 
Ss   : Menyimpan 
T    : Me? Me? 
Ss   : Menolong 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Itu ng o. Mengambil 
T    : Selain menyimpan apa lagi? 
Ss   : Menyelengi 
T    : Menyimpan nanti sininya gak pas. Selain  
        menyimpan me? 
Ss   : Menjaga. Melindungi 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Membacok. Mengamankan 
T    : Mengamankan. Untuk adjectivenya, for the  
        adjective v become f. Kalau di sini verb, di  
        sini adalah adjective; safe artinya 
        adalah? 
        (QTC-LRR/002) 
 
The utterances (QTC-LRR/002) happened when 
the class was discussing the assignment of the previous 
day. The teacher instructed the students to write their 
answers in the whiteboard in front of the class. After that, 
the teacher was correcting the student’s answer. The 
teacher asked the meaning of the word ‘save’ to the 
students and listened to their answers. The students were 
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trying to answer but still wrong, so the teacher merely 
restated the acceptable part and inflected voice to convert 
into question. Thus, the datum (QTC-LRR/002) refers to 
listening to replies and responding tactic. 
e) Sequencing  
Sequencing is often the responding moves of the 
teacher in between questions. Teacher can ask broader 
questions to narrower ones or narrower one to boarder 
ones, question within the same types, a series of questions 
which lead back to the initial position and questions with 
relevant digressions. For this tactic, the researcher only 
found one case. It will be explained as follow: 
T    : Small.. the small tables. The meaning is? 
Ss   : Table kecil. Meja kecil. Ahahaha table kecil 
T    : Meja kecil. Small here as? Sebagai apa di 
        sini? 
Ss   : Kecil. Bentuk. Sifat 
T    : Iya. Memberi sifat kepada siapa? 
Ss   : Table 
T    : Gimana sifatnya meja? 
Ss   : Cilik. Meja-meja kecil 
T    : Iyaa. So, small belongs to? 
Ss   : To me 
T    : Adjective. Tetapi di sini tidak ada 
        endingnya. Bener ini negatif eh negatif,    
        adjective tetapi tidak ada endingnya. Ini  
        yang the real adjective. Coba cari lagi  
       selain small.What else? 
       (QTC-SQ/001) 
 
The utterances (QTC-SQ/001) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing the material 
about adjectival ending. The teacher gave some sequent 
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questions to lead back the main topic the word class of 
‘small’. Thus, the datum (QTC-SQ/001) can be classified 
into sequencing questioning tactic since the teacher 
provided some questions to lead back the certain topic. 
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the questioniong tactics used by 
the first teacher in the main activity. The table can be seen as 
follow: 
Table 4.11 Questioning Tactics used by the First Teacher in 
the Main Activity 
Activity Questioning Tactics Frequency 
Main  Structuring (Signposting) 29 
Directing and 
Distributing  
4 
Prompting and Probing 6 
Listening to Replies and 
Responding 
2 
Sequencing  1 
Total                                                          42 
 
As seen in the table 4.11, the researcher found 42 
questioning tactics used by the first teacher in the main 
activity. The teacher applied 29 times structuring (signposting) 
tactics, 4 times directing and distributing tactics, 6 times 
prompting and probing tactics, 2 times listening to replies and 
responding tactics and only one time sequencing tactic used. 
3) Closing Activity 
In the closing activity, the researcher did not find any 
tactic used by the teacher in questioning. 
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Based on the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the questioning tactics used by the first 
teacher during teaching learning process. The table as listed as 
follow: 
Table 4.12 Data Finding of Questioning Tactics 
used by the First Teacher in Reading Classroom Interaction 
Activity Questioning Tactics Frequency 
Opening  Structuring (Signposting) 1 
Directing and 
Distributing  
1 
Main Structuring (Signposting) 29 
Directing and 
Distributing  
4 
Prompting and Probing 6 
Listening to Replies and 
Responding 
2 
Sequencing 1 
Closing  - - 
Total                                                          44   
 
According to the table 4.12 the researcher found 5 kinds of 
tactic used by the first teacher in reading classroom interaction. 
Those are structuring (signposting) tactic 30 data, directing and 
distributing tactic 5 data,  prompting and probing 6 data, listening to 
replies and responding 2 data, and the last sequencing with 1 data 
only. The total was 44 tactics of questioning. 
b. Questioning Tactics Used by the Second Teacher 
The second observation was done by the researcher at the 8A 
class on 23
rd 
of October 2019. The material was about autobiogprahy  
text. During the teaching and learning process, from the opening 
activity until the teacher closed the lesson, the researcher found 47 
tactics used in questioning. Below the explanation as follow: 
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1) Opening Activity 
In the opening activity, the teacher always held 
students five minutes presentation.  In this activity, the 
researcher found 3 data of stucturing questioning tactics. The 
questioning tactics analysis of the second teacher will be as 
listed below: 
a) Structuring (Signposting) 
Structuring consists of providing signposts for the 
sequence of questions and the topic. The structuring may 
be a brief exposition of the topic, a review of a series of 
questions and explanation based on a previous lesson or a 
statement. In this activity, the researcher found 3 tactics. 
The data will be explained as follow:  
T  : I hope that you are wonderful, happy. And  
       alhamdulillah this afternoon I can meet again  
       with you all. And as usual we will start our  
      activity by listening the presentation. And  
      now, who will do the presentation please? 
      (QTC-STR/031) 
 
The utterance (QTC-STR/031) appeared when the 
teacher opened the class by having student’s presentation. 
The teacher gave a brief statement about the routine 
classroom activity for doing five minutes presentation of 
one of the students. The utterance (QTC-STR/031) refers 
to structuring/signposting tactic since the teacher provided 
some informations before giving question “who will do 
the presentation please?” to the students. 
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The next is: 
T : Let’s give him applause. Thank you Norman  
      for your little speech about politeness. So, you  
      know that politeness is very important for us.  
      Especially we are as human being. Are you  
      human being? 
      (QTC-STR/032) 
 
The utterance (QTC-STR/032) appeared after the 
student did his presentation. After that, the teacher gave a 
conclusion from the student’s presentation. In the datum 
(QTC-STR/032), the teacher provided ‘orientation’ to 
construct students previous knowledge before giving 
question. Thus, the utterance (QTC-STR/032) applies 
structuring/signposting tactic. 
The last will be: 
T  : We need to be polite to each other, student to  
      teacher, among you student with student.  
       Because we know that, sometimes when you  
      say something without politeness. Maybe  
      your friends will be? 
      (QTC-STR/033) 
 
The utterance (QTC-STR/033) appeared after the 
student did his presentation. After that, the teacher gave a 
review from student’s presentation. In the datum (QTC-
STR/033), the teacher provided ‘orientation’ to construct 
students previous experience before giving question. Thus, 
the utterance (QTC-STR/033) applies structuring or 
signposting tactic. 
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From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the questioniong tactics used by 
the second teacher in the opening activity. The table can be 
seen as follow: 
Table 4.13 Questioning Tactics used by the Second Teacher 
in the Opening Activity 
Activity Questioning Tactic Frequency 
Opening  Structuring  
(Signposting) 
3 
Total                                                           3 
 
As seen in the table 4.13, the researcher found 3 data of 
questioning tactics used by the second teacher in the opening 
activity. The teacher only applied structuring (signposting) 
tactic for 3 times. 
2) Main Activity 
In the main activity, the teacher discussed about 
autobiography text. The teacher ordered the stduents to read 
the text and asked some questions based on the content of the 
text, such as title, setting, main problem, etc. For this activity, 
the researcher found 44 tactics used in questioning. The data 
can be classified into the following: 
a) Structuring 
Structuring consists of providing signposts for the 
sequence of questions and the topic. The structuring may 
be a brief exposition of the topic, a review of a series of 
questions and explanation based on a previous lesson or a 
statement. In this activity, the researcher found 15 tactics 
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used by the teacher. The data are QTC-STR/034, QTC-
STR/035, QTC-STR/036, QTC-STR/037, QTC-STR/038, 
QTC-STR/039, QTC-STR/040, QTC-STR/041, QTC-
STR/042, QTC-STR/043, QTC-STR/044, QTC-STR/045, 
QTC-STR/046, QTC-STR/047, QTC-STR/048. Some of 
them will be explained below: 
T    : So, we have to keep our politeness. Very  
         important. Thankyou Norman for reminder  
        for us. Hello everyone! Today we want to   
         continue about the text. Today we are going 
        to what is that... talk about one of the  
        autobiography. Do you know  
        autobiography? 
        (QTC-STR/034) 
 
The utterance (QTC-STR/034) appeared when the 
teacher gave a review of the student’s presentation. After 
that, the teacher started to open the class. The teacher gave 
an orientation to the topic which would be discussed that 
day. Thus, the datum (QTC-STR/034) refers to 
structuring/signposting tactic since the teacher gave an 
orientation to the topic which would be discussed that day 
“Today we are going to what is that... talk about one of the 
autobiography” before giving question “Do you know 
autobiography?”. 
The other example is: 
T    : PBB yaa. And after that, Nanda, because  
         Nanda is his friend. Nanda knows everything   
        about Reyhan, so Nanda asks permission to   
        Reyhan. “Reyhan, can I write something  
        about yourself or your life?” Then, Nanda   
         writes about Reyhan’s life starting from born   
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         until... now. Because he is still life, until the   
         last activity of Reyhan. And then, written in  
        one book. We call it? Biography or  
        autobiography? 
        (QTC-STR/037) 
 
The utterance (QTC-STR/037) appeared when the 
teacher was giving explanation about the difference 
between biography and autobiography text. The teacher 
gave simple example to construct students knowledge and 
experience and to make the students easier to understand. 
Thus, in the utterance (QTC-STR/037) the teacher applied 
structuring/signposting tactic since the teacher gives 
explanation before asking question “We call it? Biography 
or autobiography?”. 
b) Directing and Distributing 
Directing questions by name, gesture, head 
movement or facial expression on all students rather than 
only focusing on the ones who are willing to answer is to 
prevent “chorus answer and lack of control”. Distributing 
is giving chance to every pupil in the group in turn. 
Therefore, students have the same opportunity to answer 
the questions by the teacher. 
 In this case, the researcher found 9 data of 
directing and distributing tactic. The data are QTC-
DD/006, QTC-DD/007, QTC-DD/008, QTC-DD/009, 
QTC-DD/010, QTC-DD/011, QTC-DD/012, QTC-
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DD/013, QTC-DD/014. The example will be explained 
below: 
T    : Okay. Good job. Give applause for  
        Naswan and Juan! Thank you. Juan or  
        Naswan, can you tell us in the brief so  
        what is the story tell about what? 
S    : About... a story of.... 
T    : Or the others maybe? 
Ss   : (silent) 
        (QTC-DD/008) 
 
The utterances (QTC-DD/008) appeared when the 
teacher asked two the students read the text in front of the 
class. The teacher asked one of the reading students to tell 
the story in the brief. The student seemed doubt about his 
answer. After that, the teacher distributed the question “Or 
the others maybe?” to the class who want to retell the 
story in the brief. The datum (QTC-DD/008) which 
directly asked one of the students and distributed the 
question to the class includes into directing and 
distributing tactic. 
The next example is: 
T    : Is she primary or secondary? Or like you  
        all junior high school? 
S    : I don’t know 
T    : You don’t know. Okay, in what level that  
        she is? Primary or junior? 
        (QTC-DD/009) 
 
The utterances (QTC-DD/009) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing biography text as 
the material of the lesson that day. The teacher wanted to 
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know the students’ comprehension about the text. The 
teacher asked directly one of the students about the grade 
of the main character. Since the student did not know the 
answer, the teacher distributed the question “Okay, in 
what level that she is? Primary or junior?” to the whole 
students in the class. Thus, the utterances (QTC-DD/009) 
includes into directing and distributing tactic. 
c) Prompting and Probing 
Prompts and probes are follow-up questions when 
the first answer are inadequate or inappropriate. Prompts 
contain hints while probes require more precise or detailed 
answers. The researcher noticed 4 data of prompting and 
probing tactic. They are QTC-PP/007, QTC-PP/008, QTC-
PP/009 and QTC-PP/010. Some of them will be explained 
below: 
T    : This part tell us about...? Or the first one,  
         the setting, where, where is she? 
S    : At school 
T    : At school. The city is Sanghai and then  
         the specific place is? 
S    : School 
T    : How do you know that it is at school? 
S    : Because the first is after school, then gate 
       (QTC-PP/008) 
 
The utterances (QTC-PP/008) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing biography text as 
the material of the lesson that day. The teacher wanted to 
know the students’ comprehension about the text. The 
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teacher asked the setting of place of the text “This part tell 
us about...? Or the first one, the setting, where, where is 
she?”. Since the student did not give the detailed answer, 
the teacher prompted the students by asking a series 
questions. More, the teacher probed the student’s answer 
how he knew the answer. Thus, the datum (QTC-PP/008) 
applies prompting and probing tactic. 
The other example is: 
T    : You don’t know. Okay, in what level that  
        she is? Primary or junior? 
Ss   : Junior 
T    : Junior high school, how do you know that  
        she is junior high? Is there any phrase? 
Ss   : First grader 
T    : First? 
Ss   : Grader 
T    : Is it first grader primary or junior? 
S    : Primary 
      (QTC-PP/009) 
 
The utterances (QTC-PP/009) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing biography text as 
the material of the lesson that day. The teacher wanted to 
know the students’ comprehension about the text. The 
teacher asked in what level the main character was “Okay, 
in what level that she is? Primary or junior?” to the 
students. Although the students’ answer was right, the 
teacher was trying to probe the students to get the precise 
answer by asking “how do you know that she is junior 
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high? Is there any phrase?”. Thus, the datum (QTC-
PP/009) includes into prompting and probing tactic. 
d) Listening to Replies and Responding 
There are four types of listening. They are skim 
listening, survey listening, search listening and study 
listening. Responding is what the teachers do after 
students answer or comment and it is done by showing 
enthusiasm, interest, etc. The researcher found 15 data of 
this tactic. They are QTC-LRR/003, QTC-LRR/004, QTC-
LRR/005, QTC-LRR/006, QTC-LRR/007, QTC-
LRR/008, QTC-LRR/009, QTC-LRR/010, QTC-
LRR/011, QTC-LRR/012, QTC-LRR/013, QTC-
LRR/014, QTC-LRR/015, QTC-LRR/016, QTC-
LRR/017. The example will be explained as follow: 
T    : So, we have to keep our politeness. Very  
        important. Thankyou Norman for reminder  
        for us. Hello everyone! Today we want to  
         continue about the text. Today we are going  
        to what is that... talk about one of the  
        autobiography. Do you know  
        autobiography? 
Ss    : (silent) 
T     : Have you ever heard about biography?  
S     : Yes 
       (QTC-LRR/003) 
 
The utterances (QTC-LRR/003) appeared when the 
teacher was introducing new topic about autobiography 
text as the material that day. The teacher wanted to know 
the students’ knowledge by asking “Do you know 
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autobiography?” to the students and listening their 
answers. Since the students kept silent and did not give 
any response, the teacher changed the question to the 
familiar one “Have you ever heard about biography?” 
listened to an answer.  Thus, the utterances (QTC-
LRR/003)  includes into listening to replies and 
responding tactic. 
The next is:  
T     : There is biography. There is autobiography. 
        You know what is the difference? What is  
        biography? 
Ss   : (silent) 
T    : Biography is ... the history of? Please  
        Yuan! 
S    : mmm 
T    : Biography is? 
S    : The history of someone’s life 
        (QTC-LRR/004) 
 
The utterances (QTC-LRR/004) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing biography text as 
the material of the lesson that day. The teacher wanted to 
know the students’ comprehension about biography.The 
teacher asked the definition of biography “What is 
biography?” to the students. Since the students tended to 
be silent and gave no responses, the teacher changed the 
question to “Biography is ... the history of? Please Yuan!” 
and asked someone directly. Thus, the utterances (QTC-
LRR/004) includes into listening to replies and responding 
tactic.  
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The other example is: 
T    : For picking her up. Why why nobody  
        come? 
S1   : Eeeee 
T     : Yes? 
S1   : Rejected by her step mother 
T     : She was rejected by her ? 
S1    : Her step mother 
       (QTC-LRR/010) 
 
The utterances (QTC-LRR/010) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing biography text as 
the material of the lesson that day. The teacher wanted to 
know the students’ comprehension about the text. The 
teacher asked “Why why nobody come?” to the whole 
students. One of the students was willing to answer, the 
teacher then came to and paid attention to him by giving 
response “Yes?” which meant the teacher encourage the 
students to answer the question. The datum (QTC-
LRR/010) includes into listening to replies and responding 
tactic since the student tried to acknowledge the question 
and the teacher gave response by saying “Yes?”. 
The next example will be: 
T    : It tells us about what, Reyhan? about? 
S    : The poor woman 
T    : The poor woman? 
S    : That... I forget the story 
        (QTC-LRR/011) 
 
The utteance (QTC-LRR/011) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing biography text as 
the material of the lesson that day. After discussing the 
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text, the teacher compared to the familiar story of 
biography entitled Cinderella. The teacher asked the story 
of Cinderella “It tells us about what, Reyhan? about?” to 
one of the students and paid attention to him. The student 
was trying to acknowledge the question by giving answer 
“The poor woman”. After that, the teacher merely restated 
the student’s answer “The poor woman?” and inflected 
voice to convert into question. Thus, the datum (QTC-
LRR/011) includes into listening to replies and responding 
tactic. 
e) Sequencing  
Sequencing is often the responding moves of the 
teacher in between questions. Teacher can ask broader 
questions to narrower ones or narrower one to boarder 
ones, question within the same types, a series of questions 
which lead back to the initial position and questions with 
relevant digressions. In this activity, the resarcher only 
found one tactic and will be explained below: 
T    : Okay, everyone. Let’s continue! So, this is 
        what is that... a little bit story about Adeline. 
        And then, after that when she was waiting in 
       the what is that... in front of the school and  
        when the others students already went home.  
       Then, what happened with her? 
Ss   : (Silent) 
T    : What did she do? 
S    : Travel 
T    : Travel the city. What for? 
S    : To find her house 
T    : To find her house. Did she know her 
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         address? 
Ss   : No 
        (QTC-SQ/002) 
 
The utterances (QTC-SQ/002) appeared when the 
teacher and the students were discussing biography text as 
the material of the lesson that day. The teacher wanted to 
know the students’ comprehension about the text. The 
teacher asked a series of  questions from broader “Then, 
what happened with her?” to narrower one “Did she know 
her address?” in order to lead back to the topic. Thus, the 
utterances (QTC-SQ/002) includes into sequencing tactic. 
From the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the questioniong tactics used by 
the second teacher in the main activity. The table can be seen 
as follow: 
Table 4.14 Questioning Tactics used by the Second Teacher 
in the Main Activity 
Activity Questioning Tactic Frequency 
Main  Structuring (Signposting) 15 
Directing and 
Distributing  
9 
Prompting and Probing 4 
Listening to Replies and 
Responding 
15 
Sequencing  1 
Total                                                          44 
 
As seen in the table 4.14, the researcher found 44 
questioning tactics used by the second teacher in the main 
activity. The teacher applied 15 times structuring (signposting) 
tactics, 9 times directing and distributing tactics, 4 times 
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prompting and probing tactics, 15 times listening to replies and 
responding tactics and only one time sequencing tactic used. 
3) Closing Activity 
In this activity, the researcher did not find any tactic 
used by the teacher in questioning. 
Based on the previous explanation, the researcher makes a 
table to show the finding of the questioning tactics used by the 
second teacher during teaching learning process. The table is as 
listed as follow: 
Table 4.15 Data Finding of Questioning Tactics 
used by the Second Teacher in Reading Classroom Interaction 
Activity Questioning Tactics Frequency 
Opening  Structuring (Signposting) 3 
Main Structuring (Signposting) 15 
Directing and 
Distributing  
9 
Prompting and Probing 4 
Listening to Replies and 
Responding 
15 
Sequencing 1 
Closing  - - 
Total                                                          47   
 
According to the table 4.15, the researcher found 5 kinds of 
tactic used by the second teacher in reading classroom interaction. 
Those are structuring (signposting) tactic 18 data, directing and 
distributing tactic 9 data,  prompting and probing 4 data, listening to 
replies and responding 15 data, and the last sequencing with 1 data 
only.  
Based on the previous explanation, the researcher makes a table 
that shows the questioning tactics used by the teachers in reading 
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classroom interaction at the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin 
Surakarta. The table can be seen as follow: 
Table 4.16 Data Findings of Questioning Tactics 
used by the Teachers in Reading Classroom Interaction 
No Questioning Tactics Frequency 
T1 T2 Total 
1. Structuring (Signposting) 30 18 48 
2. Directing and Distributing 5 9 14 
3. Prompting and Probing 6 4 10 
4. Listening to Replies and 
Responding 
2 15 17 
5. Sequencing  1 1 2 
Total  91 
 
In data tabulation on the table 4.16, the researcher found five 
questioning tactics used by the teachers in reading classroom interaction. 
They were structuring (signposting) 48 data, directing and distributing 14 
data, prompting and probing 10 data, listening to replies and responding 
17 data and sequencing 2 data.   
 
B. Discussion 
This section presents the discussion of the research findings. The 
discussion will focus on the two problem formulation as stated in the first 
chapther. The aims of the study are to find out the types of question and 
questioning tactics used by the teachers in reading classroom interaction at 
the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta.  
The researcher used the theory of types of question and questioning 
tactics to analyze the dialog of the teachers and the students in teaching and 
learning process. The researcher classified the types of question based on the 
purpose of question in classroom by Richard and Lockhart (1996) into 
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procedural question, convergent question and divergent question. While, the 
theory stated by Wragg and Brown (2001) was used in analysing the 
questioning tactics. The seven tactics are structuring (signposting), pitching 
and puting clearly, directing and distributing, pausing and pacing, prompting 
and probing, listening to replies and responding and sequencing tactic.  
From the research finding, the researcher found all the three types of 
question and some of questioning tactics used by the teachers in teaching and 
learning process. The findings are discussed below: 
1. Type of Questions Used by the Teachers in Reading Classroom 
Interaction 
In this part of discussion, the researcher would like to discuss 
about the result of the study related to the types of question used by the 
teachers in reading classroom interaction. As stated before, the researcher 
classified the types of question based on the theory of Richard and 
Lockhart (1996). The researcher analyzed all the teachers’ utterances 
which included as question during the teaching and learning process. 
In the teaching and learning process, the teachers can not deny 
that they often used questioning. The teachers asked many questions 
almost in all part of teaching and learning from the opening activity, 
main activity and closing activity. After conducting the research, the 
researcher found all the three types of question used by the teachers in 
reading classroom interaction. However, the findings shows that there 
were procedural question, convergent question and divergent question. 
Those types were used based on different purposes in classroom. 
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Procedural questions relate to classroom procedures, routines and 
classroom management as opposed to the content of learning. They are 
used to ensure the smooth flow of the teaching process. For instants, the 
following questions occured in classroom while teacher checks students’ 
assignments, instructions for a task or ready for a new task. In the process 
of teaching learning, the teacher commonly used in the whole activity 
from the opening, main and closing activity. The teachers asked 
procedural qustions to manage the class, check students’ assignment and 
check students’ understanding. The reseacher found this type which is in 
accordance with the theory of Richard and Lockhart (1996). 
Covergent questions encourage similiar students responses which 
focus on a central theme. These responses are often short answers, such 
as “yes” or “no” or even short statements. They require students to recall 
the previously taught material to answer the questions without getting 
involved in high level thinking skills. Language teachers often ask rapid 
sequence of convergent questions to help develop aural skills and 
vocabulary. In the process of teaching learning, the teacher commonly 
used in the main activity. The teachers asked convergent qustions to 
introduce new topic, check the students’ vocabulary mastery, check the 
students’ comprehension based on the text. The reseacher found this type 
which is in accordance with the theory of Richard and Lockhart (1996). 
Divergent questions are the opposite of covergent questions. They 
encourage diverse long responses with higher-level thinking that require 
students to give their own answers and express themselves instead of just 
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recalling previous lesson. This type of questions invite students to 
provide their own information rather than recall previous presented 
information. In the process of teaching learning, the teachers commonly 
used in the main activity. The teacher asked divergent qustions to explore 
students’ knowledge and understanding which the answer not presented 
in the text. The reseacher found this type which is in accordance with the 
theory of Richard and Lockhart (1996). 
From the findings of the first teacher, the researcher found 139 
utterances which included as question from 263 teacher’s utterances. It 
means that a half of teacher’s utterances were questioning. From the 139 
data, the most frequent type was convergent question with 106 data, 
while procedural type were 29 data which divided into classroom 
procedure 4 data, classroom routine 23 data and classroom management 
2 data. The last divergent type were 4 data only. Whereas, from the 
second teacher, the researcher found 108 utterances which indicated as 
question from 123 teacher’s utterances. It means that almost all of 
teacher’s utterances were questioning. From the 108 data, the most 
frequent type was convergent question with 66 data, while procedural 
type were 37 data which divided into classroom routine 23 data and 
classroom management 14 data. The last divergent type were 5 data only. 
Based on the explanation, the data of the first and the second 
teachers were 247 utterances which indicated as question. From the 247 
data, convergent question type was 172 data. While, the procedural type 
and divergent type were 66 data and 9 data. 
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2. Questioning Tactics Used by the Teachers in Reading Classroom 
Interaction 
In this part of discussion, the researcher would like to discuss 
about the result of the study related to the questioning tactics used by the 
teachers in reading classroom interaction. As stated before, the researcher 
classified the questioning tactics based on the theory of Wargg and 
Brown (2001). The researcher analyzed the teachers’ and the students’ 
utterances, gesture and condition of class to classify the tactic used 
during the teaching and learning process. 
In the teaching and learning process, the teachers can not deny 
that they often used questioning. The teachers asked many questions 
almost in all part of teaching and learning from the opening activity, 
main activity and closing activity. But, the researcher noticed that not 
every question used certain tactic. From the seven tactics stated by 
Wragg and Brown (2001), the researcher found five tactics. They were 
structuring (signposting), directing and distributing, prompting and 
probing, listening to replies and responding, sequencing. 
Structuring (signposting) consists of providing signposts for the 
sequence of questions and the topic. The structuring may be a brief 
exposition of the topic, a review of a series of questions and explanation 
based on a previous lesson or a statement. This tactics can be as 
‘orientations’ to construct students previous knowledge and experience. 
In the teaching and learning process, the teacher frequently used this kind 
of tactic. The teachers gave review of previous lesson, a brief explanation 
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or a statement before asking question. The reseacher found this tactic 
which is in accordance with the theory of Wragg and Brown (2001). 
Directing questions by name, gesture, head movement or facial 
expression on all students rather than only focusing on the ones who are 
willing to answer is to prevent “chorus answer and lack of control”. 
Distributing is giving chance to every pupil in the group in turn. 
Therefore, students have the same opportunity to answer the questions by 
the teacher. In the teaching and learning process, the teachers used this 
kind of tactic to manage and help in interacting with the class. The 
reseacher found this tactic which is in accordance with the theory of 
Wragg and Brown (2001). 
Prompts and probes are follow-up questions when the first answer 
are inadequate or inappropriate. Prompts contain hints while probes 
require more precise or detailed answers. There are three ways of 
prompting namely 1) rephrasing the question in different or simpler 
words that relate to pupil’s knowledge and experience, 2) asking simpler 
questions that lead back to the original question and 3) providing an 
information and asking questions that help the pupil to recall the answer. 
In the teaching and learning process, the teachers used this kind of tactic 
to probe the students’ answer and get the detailed answer. The reseacher 
found this tactic which is in accordance with the theory of Wragg and 
Brown (2001). 
In listening to replies and responding, there are four types of 
listening. They are skim listening, survey listening, search listening and 
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study listening. Responding is what the teachers do after students answer 
or comment and it is done by showing enthusiasm, interest, etc. The 
researcher found 2 tactics included listening to replies and responding. In 
the teaching and learning process, the teachers asked the question and 
paid attention to both students’ responses and answers. Therefore, the 
teachers replied the students’ asnwers or responses by changing the 
question, asking someone else, merely restating the students’ answer and 
inflecting the voice to convert into question. The reseacher found this 
tactic which is in accordance with the theory of Wragg and Brown 
(2001). 
Sequencing is often the responding moves of the teacher in 
between questions. Teacher can ask broader questions to narrower ones 
or narrower one to boarder ones, question within the same types, a series 
of questions which lead back to the initial position and questions with 
relevant digressions. In the teaching and learning process, the teachers 
asked some sequent questions to lead back to the main topic. The teacher 
seldom applied this tactic. The reseacher found this tactic which is in 
accordance with the theory of Wragg and Brown (2001). 
From the findings of the first teacher, the researcher found 44 
questioning tactics. From the 44 data, the most frequent tactic was 
structuring (signposting) with 30 data, directing and distributing 5 data, 
prompting and probing 6 data, listening to replies and responding 2 data 
and sequencing 1 data. Whereas, from the second teacher, the researcher 
found 47 questioning tactics. From the 47 data, the most frequent tactic 
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was also structuring (signposting) with 18 data, directing and distributing 
9 data, prompting and probing 4 data, listening to replies and responding 
15 data and sequencing 1 data. 
Based on the explanation, the data of the first and the second 
teachers were 91 questioning tactics used in reading classroom 
interaction. They are classified into structuring (signposting) 48 data, 
directing and distributing 14 data, prompting and probing 10 data, 
listening to replies and responding 17 data and sequencing 2 data. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Conclusion 
This research aimed to find out the types of question and 
questioning tactics used by the teachers in reading classroom interaction at 
the eighth grade students of SMPI Al Abidin Surakarta. In the teaching 
learning process, the teachers frequently used questioning. The result of 
the research can be concluded as follow: 
1. The teachers used all the three types of question in the reading 
classroom interaction. It can be found in the process of teaching 
learning from opening activity, main activity until closing activity. 
From 247 data of utterances which indicated as question, it can be 
classified into three types of question proposed by Richard and 
Lockhart (1996). The data were classified into procedural question, 
convergent question and divergent question. 
2. The teachers applied some tactics while asking question to the 
students. From the seven tactics stated by Wragg and Brown (2001), 
only five tactics used by the teachers. The researcher found 91 tactics 
used by the teachers. The data were classified into structuring 
(signposting) tactic, directing and distributing tactic, prompting 
and probing tactic, listening to replies and responding tactic and 
sequencing tactic. Pitching and putting clearly tactic and pausing and 
pacing tactic were not found in this case. 
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B. Suggestions 
Based on the conclusion above, some suggestions are proposed to 
the following parties: 
1. To the Teachers 
The present study is expected to give an insight about the 
importance of giving question based on the purpose of question. the 
types of question and tactics used will be considered in giving 
question effectively. The right types of question with the appropriate 
tactic is expected to encourage the students to intearct in teaching 
learning process. 
2. To the Other Researchers 
The aim of the study is only limited to find out the types of 
question and questioning tactic used by the teachers in reading 
classroom interaction. Therefore, it is expected that the limitation of 
the present study will encourage other researcher who want to conduct 
the similiar study to investigate more about the other aspect of 
question such as the purpose of asking question, the students’ 
responses toward the teachers’ question, etc.  
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THE TRANSCRIPT OF READING CLASSROOM INTERACTION 
Transcript 1 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : VIII G 
Teacher : Ms Ana Susanti, S.Pd 
Date  : October 22
nd
, 2019 
Time   : 11.10-11.50 and 13.00-13.40 
1. T   : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
2. Ss  : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
3. T   : How are you today? 
4. S   : Alhamdulilah. I’m good. I’m great. I’m wonderful 
5. T   : Are you really wonderful? 
6. Ss  : No! No no. So so miss 
7.  T   : As usual before we start, it’s time to have five minutes presentation.  
8. S   : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
9. Ss  : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
10. S   : My favorite food is.. eee every food I like. So any question? 
11. Ss  : Ha? Apa? 
12. T   : Whatttttt.. It’s very short.  
13. Ss  : Yes. Very very short. 
14. S   : Aku .... miss 
15. T   : Why? You can explain it more to your friends.  
16. S   : Em.. apa ya? Saya ndak bisa miss. 
17. T   : Repeat! Repeat! Repeat! But louder!  
18. S   : My favorite food is.. every food I like. Em, so any question? 
19. Ss  : Because ? 
20. S    : Ya, because I like 
21. T    : Question please! Come on! Come on!  
         Because she likes everything, I think you will have so many questions.  
22. S    : Me 
23. T    : Yes, Rosan? 
24. S    : Do you like avocado? 
25. S    : Yes 
26. S    : Do you like tomatoes? 
27. S    : Yes 
28. S    : Do you like dragon fruit? 
29. S    : Yes 
30. S    : Do you like... 
31. T    : Don’t don’t ask about fruit because she likes all fruits. You can ask about ... 
32. Ss   : Ya siapa tahu miss. Do you like kedondong? 
33. T    : What is kedondong in English? Do you know kedondong? 
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34. S    : Enggak 
35. T    : She doesn’t know kedondong 
36. Ss   : Seng itu lho.. apa.. kecut kecut itu lho. Lotisan kae lho. Ada rambut-rambutnya 
37. T    : I know. But she doesn’t know 
38. Ss   : Enak lho padahal. Have you ever tried peach? 
39. S    : Yes 
40. Ss   : What’s the flavour? 
41. S    : I think it’s sweet and a.. sedikit-sedikit 
42. T    : Little 
43. S    : Little... kecut kecut 
44. T    : Enough? Question again? Ani, do you want to ask? 
45. S    : No 
46. T    : No? Enough 
47. S    : It’s enough for me. Wassalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
48. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
49. T    : Give applause please! 
50. Ss   : (giving applause) 
51. T    : Okay. We em.. Actually, we didn’t play after five minutes presentation usually  
         I choose one of you randomly 
52. Ss   : Ya 
53. T    : Do you still remember about that? 
54. Ss   : Yes 
55. T    : Okay. Before we start the learning, I will play it again. Please be prepare! 
        What date is it today? 
56. Ss   : Twenty two 
57. T    : Twenty two. Month? 
58. Ss   : Ten 
59. T    : What time is it? 
60. Ss   : Eleven twenty one  
61. T    : So, forty three. Lihat! Thirty two students. So, absence number.... 
62. Ss   : .... 
63. T    : Eleven 
64. Ss   : Mak! 
65. T    : Who? 
66. Ss   : Mak! Hahaha  
67. T    : So, here. The activity starts from you wake up. 
68. S    : I wake up in the morning 
69. T    : Start from you wake up. What’s your activities? Tell us about it! 
70. S    : I wake up at.. eh Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
71. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. Louder please! 
72. S    : I wake up at 4 a.m and I take a bath and do al matsurat and prepare to mmm  
        opo yaa... 
73. T    : I don’t know  
74. S    : Prepare to go to school and aa... 
75. Ss   : Walk to the school 
76. S    : Walk to the school 
77. Ss   : Arrive to the school 
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78. S    : wkwkwk 
79. T    : It’s okay 
80. Ss   : Come to the class 
81. S    : Come to the class and... 
82. Ss   : Sit to the chair. Hahaha  
83. S    : Do muroajaah and dzikir 
84. Ss   : Al matsurat 
85. S    : Dzikir o, al matsurat kan semuanya. After that, we.. eh.. me eh.. salah. Do the  
        First lesson. The first lesson is sport, there is badminton. After that is science 
86. Ss   : Have break have break 
87. S    : O ya. After sport is break and after break is science and after science is English  
88. Ss   : Qur’annnn 
89. S    : Eh Qur’an. After Qur’an is English. That’s my activity. Assalamu’alaikum  
         warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
90. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
100. T    : Give applause please! 
101. Ss   : (giving applause) 
102. T    : Thank you Faiza. You did it well. Okay. Bismillahirahmanirahim.  
        Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. 
103. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
104. T    : I saw that you have a badminton match with 8K 
105. Ss   : Yess 
106. T    : How about the result? 
107. Ss   : Win! We are the champion my friends. 
108. T    : You are the champion? 
109. Ss   : Yesss. Ofcourse 
110. T    : Okay, enough. For today, we will continue the yesterday’s learning. Do you  
         still remember what I’ve given to you? 
111. Ss   : Yes. Page fifty nine. 
112. T    : I’ve prepared number 1 until 10 
113. Ss   : I want! I wantttt.. Miss Anaaaa. Should we write the synonym or not? 
114. T    : No. Only the meaning. 
115. Ss   : Miss saya mau. I want... I want 9. 8 
116. S    : With the synonym? 
117. T    : Only the translation 
118. S    : Aku 2. Three. Sevennnn 
119. S    : Wa.. tulisan ku apik banget i 
120. T    : Ya. It’s your perception. Next! 
121. S    : What’s fusion miss? 
122. T    : Fusion. Fusion is like an advertisement. Siapa lagi? 
123. Ss   : Saya.. Adzan, adzan! 
124. T    : Finish ya the adzan? Okay. Let’s discuss together. Number one. Eclectic listrik.  
        Really? 
125. S    : Iya 
126. T    : Where do you find the meaning? 
127. S    : Google 
128. T    : Do you input the correct word? 
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129. S    : Kayake aku salah deh nulisnya elektrik deh  
130. T    : Nah. Jangan-kangan kamu ngetiknya elektrik jadi keluarnya listrik 
131. Ss   : Hahaha 
132. T    : It should be eclectic. Anyone know? 
133. S    : Memilih dari berbagai sumber 
134. T    : Yes. Memilih dari berbagai sumber. Kenapa kamu tulis ini, Dil? Why? 
135. S    : Lha saya barusan lihat punya e Bong.  
136. T    : Choose from the other source. Memilih dari berbagai sumber. Eclectic 
137. S    : Bervariasi miss? 
138. T    : Bervariasi boleh. Kan macam-macam sumbernya itu. The other?  
139. Ss   : .... 
140. T    : Next number two. Fusion. Fusi. What’s the meaning of fusi? I don’t know. 
141. Ss   : Pelebura. Penggabungan 
142. T    : Yaaa. Peleburan. Penggabungan. What else? 
143. Ss   : Perpaduan.Penyatuan.Persatuan.Pencampuran. 
145. T    : Shabby. Shabby. Shabby. Lusuh  
146. Ss   : Tercemar. Buruk. Jorok 
147. T    : Ya. Jorok. Buruk. 
148. S    : Lecek miss 
149. T    : Ya boleh boleh boleh. Next number four. Authentic? 
150. S    : Asli. Sejati. Tulen  
151. T    : Ya. Number five. Frenetic. Fanatik  
152. Ss   : Miss saya hingar bingar itu miss 
153. T    : Fanatik itu apa, Bel? 
154. S    : Sangat-sangat itu lho. Terlalu  
155. T    : Berarti sama dengan hingar bingar? Okay. Really using V? 
156. S    : Gak kok miss. F f 
157. T    : I think F 
158. Ss   : Yaaa 
159. T    : Next. Heady? 
160. S    : Keras 
161. T    : Beside keras? 
162. Ss   : Sengit. Gegabah. Panas hati. Sangit 
163. T    : Hello, bukan sangit lho yaa 
164. S    : Saya nulisnya sangit coba miss. 
165. T    : Sengit 
166. S    : Lekas panas hati gapapa miss? 
167. T    : Boleh 
168. S    : Gegabah miss 
169. T    : Gegabah, yes.  
170. S    : Miss kalau memabukan? 
171. T    : Memabukan, ada artinya di situ 
172. Ss   : Keras miss. Iya nggak? 
173. T    : Yes. Next, numer seven.Versatile serbaguna. Selain serbaguna? 
174. Ss   : Multi fungsi. Berubah-ubah.Aneka guna. Cakap dalam berbagai hal 
175. T    : Yes. Alias mmm.. multitalen. Delectable? 
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176. Ss   : Lezat 
178. T    : Lezat. Sinonimnya delectable berarti? 
179. Ss   : Berarti enak. Delicious  
180. S    : Miss kalau yang versatile itu berubah-ubah? 
181. T    : Versatile berubah-ubah. Tapi nanti lihat konteksnya ya. Based on the context  
         ya. Karena artinya kan very various meaning, jadi kita menyesuaikan ya.  
         Next number nine. Punget, tajam pedas kayak Faiza 
182. S    : Astaghfirullah. Saya salah milih nomor sembilan miss 
183. T    : Hihihi. Itu mencerminkan Za 
184. S    : Ya in deh. 
185. T    : The last. Astringent, zat apa? 
186. Ss   : Zat yang mengecilkan? 
187. T    : Mengecilkan apa? 
188. S    : Ini di kamus cuma gitu miss. Alat pengukur jalan darah 
189. T    : Yes. Zat yang fungsinya untuk menciutkan jalan darah. Nanti di dalam teks  
        nanti sesuai konteksnya. Kalau diartikan secara in text, mengecilkan aliran  
        sehingga darah berhenti 
190. S    : Berarti kalau orang mati itu gara-gara zat itu? 
191. T    : Yo nggak melulu.  
        Now, we will check the pronunciation of that words because I think its new  
        word for you. Just pay attention to the pronunciation! 
192. Ss   : Gak denger miss 
193. T    : It’s maximum voice. So please be silent! It’s very very... 
194. Ss   : I won’t be silent, you can keep me quiet.... 
195. T    : Let’s check! Number one is... 
196. Ss   : Eclectic 
197. T    : One more 
198. Ss   : Eclectic 
199. T    : Number two is.. 
200. Ss   : Fusion 
201. T    : Let’s checek 
202. Ss   : Fusion 
203. T    : Fyu.. fyusion  
204. Ss   : Ini British miss? 
205. T    : Ya. Kan ini cambridge 
206. Ss   : Shabby.. shabby  
207. T    : Yo Ul check Ul! 
208. Ss   : Authentic 
209. T    : Tetep dibaca authentic. Next is Frenetic 
210. Ss   : Frenetic 
211. T    : Stressnya.. Do you still remember about stress? 
212. Ss   : Yaaa 
213. T    : Stressnya di net. Frenetic. Next  
214. Ss   : Heady 
215. T    : Next versatile 
216. Ss   : Versatile  
217. T    : Se nya unstress, jadi tidak ditekan 
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218. Ss   : Versatile 
219. T    : Delectable 
220. Ss   : Delectable 
221. T    : Dil repeat Dil! Repeat please! 
222. S    : Delectable 
223. T    : Bell... 
224. S    : Yes. Delectable  
225. T    : Azalea 
226. S    : Repeat 
227. T    : Once more 
228. S    : Delectable 
229. T    : Okay. Next punget. Not pu nget ya 
230. Ss   : Pan get 
231. T    : Not pa tebal ya, tipis. Anyong! Anyong! 
232. S    : Punget  
233. T    : Lintang! Come on! Repeat please! 
234. S    : Ha? 
235. Ss   : Suruh repeat bukan copot kacamata 
236. T    : What? 
237. S     : Punget 
238. Ss   : Panjenengan whahaha 
239. T    : Once more Lin! 
240. S     : Punget 
241. T    : Next the last astringent 
242. Ss   : Astringent 
243. T    : Okay. It is the pronunciation of that words. I do really hope it will be useful for  
         you. Okay. For the next, we move back to sixty eight. 
244. S     : Itu ngapain miss? 
245. T    : Sudah dilihat? What’s the title?  
246. Ss   : Eating out in Puducherry 
247. T    : This text.. hallo! This text will be very useful for you to looking for the  
         adjectival ending. I have asked you to read the material, right? 
248. Ss   : Yes 
249. T    : Have you read it at home? 
250. Ss   : Yes. Tapi belum paham 
251. T    : Okay, kita baca dulu.  Let’s read it together, discuss together! 
         Adjectival ending in bahasa? 
252. Ss   : Akhiran adjective 
253. T    : Adjective. What’s adjective? 
254. Ss   : Kata benda. Kata sifat 
255. T    : Kata? 
256. Ss   : Kata sifat 
257. T    : Kata sifat. Adjective. Berarti yang kita bahas apa? 
258. Ss   : Akhiran. Kata sifat 
259. T    : Akhiran. Karena dalam bahasa itu biasanya usually there will be ending atau  
        yang awalan. Dulu kan sudah pernah ada. But, today we will just focus on  
        adjective. Adjective tadi kata? 
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260. Ss   : Siifat. Miss ganti! Ganti spidol gak kelihatan. No signal 
261. T    : Lhah your marker is not useful. 
262. Ss   : Ya tadi. Ada tiga i miss 
263. T    : Yang satu dimana? 
264. Ss   : Saya pake yang bobrok lho miss. Itu miss di mejanya Bita.Miss, Bita jilbabnya  
         panjang sekali 
265. T    : Alhamdulilah. Besok Solana yaa 
266. Ss   : Uuuw.. yaaa. Pake bagor yaa 
267. T    : Stop! Stop! Come back. Kembali ke laptop! Adjectival ending. Ending tadi  
       apa? 
268. Ss   : Akhiran 
269. T    : Akhiran. Adjective? 
270. Ss   : Kata sifat 
271. T    : Berarti akhiran kata sifat. In English, kata sifat itu bisa ditengeri, bisa dilihat  
       dari akhirannya. Contohnya di situ sudah ada. Adjectives are often formed from  
        the verb form. Kata sifat, often? Often? 
272. S    : Sering  
273. T    : Seringnya. Biasanya. Formed? 
274. S    : Terbentuk 
275. T    : Terbentuk. From? 
276. S    : Dari kata 
277. T    : He’em 
278. S    : Kata kerja 
279. T    : He’em. Dari bentuk kata kerja. Jadi kata sifat itu usually made from verb.  
       Verb berubah menjadi kata sifat. Attract, attract ini adalah verb kata kerja. The  
        meaning is? 
280. S    : Menarik 
281. T    : Attract menarik. Di simpen dulu. Meh mentung Elya po piye. 
        Attract. Kalau mau diubah if you wanna change it into adjective, it can be? 
282. Ss   : Attractive 
283. T    : Attractive 
284. S    : Artinya tapi sama gak miss? 
285. T    : Kalau di sini menariknya menarik dalam hal kata kerja. Paham gak menarik  
        kata kerja gimana? 
286. Ss   : Oh, enggak. Ditarik, narik-narik  
287. T    : Tarik menarik. Kalau menarik di sini adalah ... 
288. S    : Kita tertarik gitu? 
289. T    : Yes, you are right. Do you get the point? 
290. Ss   : Hiyaa permen dulu. Ndak punya ya? Wkwkw 
291. T    : Nanti. Do you get the point? 
292. Ss   : Yess. Noo 
293. T    : No? Let’s continue kalau belum. Bentar. Contoh yang lain adalah sometimes  
        the consonant of the verb, kalau ini perubahan konsonan. Yang di sini verbnya 
        adalah  save, save di sini itu kalau dalam kata kerja artinya adalah?  
294. Ss   : Menjaga 
295. T    : Me? 
296. Ss   : Menyimpan 
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297. T    : Me? Me? 
298. Ss   : Menolong 
299. T    : Meng? 
300. Ss   : Itu ng o. Mengambil 
301. T    : Selain menyimpan apa lagi? 
302. Ss   : Menyelengi 
303. T    : Menyimpan nanti sininya gak pas. Selain menyimpan me? 
304. Ss   : Menjaga. Melindungi 
305. T    : Meng? 
306. Ss   : Membacok. Mengamankan 
307. T    : Mengamankan. Untuk adjectivenya, for the adjective v become f. Kalau di sini  
        verb, di sini adalah adjective; safe artinya adalah? 
308. S    : Aman 
309. T    : Aman 
310. S    : Itu pronunnya sama miss? 
311. T    : Save safe. Ini agak lebih berat, kalau ini lebih ringan 
312. S    : Lebih tebel gitu? 
313. T    : Yes 
314. S    : Lebih ditekankan 
315. T    : Ya. Contohnya di sini adalah for the example. Saya mengamankan bukumu  
        yang kemarin kamu tinggal, itu adalah?  
316. Ss   : Save 
317. T    : Yang V. Kelas ini aman, berarti? 
318. Ss   : Safe 
319. T    : Do you know? Understand?  
320. Ss   : Yeah 
321. T    : Understood? 
322. Ss   : Yaa 
323. T    : Do you get the point? 
324. Ss   : Yaaaa 
325. T    : Next. The present participle or past participle verb form, ending in ing or ed,  
        may be used as an adjective. Jadi, yang berakhiran ing atau ed bisa juga  
        digunakan. For example charming. What is charming? 
326. Ss   : Merk miss merk 
327. T    : Ojo ngomong... 
328. Ss  : Mwehehe 
329. T    : Yes. Menawan  
330. Ss   : Bariki bariki 
331. T    : The next is prized. Prized  
332. Ss   : E.. dilewati. Waa.. miss Ana i 
333. T    : Prized? 
334. Ss   : Hadiuh 
335. T    : Berharga. Paling berharga, prized. And then 
336. Ss   : Harta yang paling berharga adalah keluarga. Rumah warga 
337. T    : Nanti kamu tinggal di rumah warga 
338. Ss   : Miss Ana harus ikut 
339. T    : Gak mau. Gak mau 
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340. Ss   : Tak tuntut lho miss 
341. T    : Hallo! Hallo! Pay attention. Fried. Ini adalah adjectivenya. And then how  
        about the verb? 
342. Ss   : Fry 
343. T    : Yes. Jadi kalau kamu mau bilang ayam goreng atau menggoreng 
344. S     : Aya? 
345. T    : Kok Aya 
346. S    : Dengerku Aya 
347. T    : Kalau kamu mau bilang ayam goreng jangan sampai salah bilang 
348. Ss   : Chicken fly. Ayam mabur 
349. T    : Jangan bilang menggoreng ayam, kalau kamu mau bilang ayam goreng  
        gimana? 
350. Ss   : Chicken fry. Fried chicken 
         Miss kalau mau bilang digoreng ayam gimana? hahaha 
351. T    : Fried chicken. And then jika kamu menggoreng ayam? 
352. Ss   : Fry chicken. I fry chicken. I’m fried chicken. Hahaha. Kamu ayam goreng? 
353. T    : Jadi di sini adalah ayam goreng. Jangan sampai nanti di sini kamu bilang I’m  
        fried chicken. 
354. Ss   : Heyy.. Aku digoreng ayam. Aku adalah ayam goreng. Aku ayam goreng 
         Heee aku ayam goreng. Hahaha  
355. T     : Dari sisi grammar benar. Tapi dari makna? 
356. Ss    : Salah 
357. T     : Kalau kamu bener ayam goreng ya berarti bener. 
358. Ss    : Wkwkwk 
359. T     : Anin rasah ngguyu. Next next next. Dazzling ? 
360. Ss    : Dazzling place I’ve never knew. But when you were up here it’s crystal clear 
          Woyyyy! Ssssttttt. Meneng lo. Ra rampung-rampung ki ngko 
361. T    : Dazzling? 
362. Ss   : Place. Ahahahaha  
363. T    : Shinning shimering... 
364. Ss   : Splendid 
365. T    : Ber... 
366. Ss   : Berkilau 
367. T    : Apa El? 
368. S    : Menyilaukan 
369. T    : Yesss. Glowing glowing sinonimnya 
370. Ss   : Wesssehh. Ahahahaha. Apa miss artinya? 
371. T    : Kilau. Menyilaukan  
372. S    : Berkilau miss kalau di aladin 
373. T    : O yayaya. Common common common common? 
374. Ss   : Common diference 
375. T    : A common adjectival ending. A common, common i opo? 
376. S    : Umum 
377. T    : Yes. Umumnya akhiran kata sifat itu added to the noun, ditambahkan di noun? 
378. Ss   : Kata benda 
379. T    : Kata benda. Lha ini sudah saya beri contoh. Lha nek tidak ada kata bendanya  
        lha apa, goreng, goreng apa, ayam goreng, 
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380. S    : Goreng minyak 
381. T    : Minyak goreng. Tahu goreng. Jadi harus ada nounnya di akhir, kata benda. 
        Next. Next. Next. Is ful. Selain pake ed atau ing ada juga yang pakai ful,  
        berakhiran ful. For the example, colourful, hopeful. The opposite or negative  
        meaning is created by the adding suffix less, colourless, hopeless. There are  
        another dozen adjectival endings. Masih buanyak yang lainnya. Very similiar,  
        like ant and ent, ible and able. Yang able able bisa kasih contoh? 
382. S    : Able, bisa dikasih contohnya? 
383. T    : Able contoh yang able. Bukan Abel. Able? Able? What? 
384. S    : Forgetable 
385. T    : Forgetable weyyy 
386. Ss   : wey wey weyy. Be able itu apa nggak miss? 
387. T    : Yo nggak no. Yang bisa ditambah able 
388. Ss   : Table. Unbelievable. Unbelievable sight indescribable feeling 
        Dah dah udah udahhh 
389. T    : Stop! Next! 
390. Ss   : Indescribable 
391. T    : Ya bener 
392. S    : Incredible 
393. T    : What else? Incredible. Ble ble ble ble, what else? 
394. S    : Vegetable miss kata Dila 
395. T    : No. Vegetable itu ya sudah vegetable, not adding by able. Vegetable able.  
        Gabisa. Satu lagi once more example of able? 
396. S    : Valuable 
397. T    : Yas. Valuable. Okay, we can continue after your lunch and don’t forget to pray  
       dzuhur together. Thank you. Wassalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. 
398. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. 
399. T   : Okay. Let’s we start. Bismilahirahmanirahim. Aassalamu’alaikum  
       warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. 
400. Ss  : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. 
401. T   : Good afternoon! 
402. Ss  : Afternoon miss 
403. T   : Okay. Let’s continue our material today. Em, the previous before you have your  
       lunch. Hello! Hello! Hi! Before you have your lunch, I have explained to you  
       about adjectival ending. And now, we move back to page fifty eight. 
404. Ss   : Miss nya beda miss. Ciputnya terlalu maju miss. Ciputnya maju banget miss 
405. T    : Don’t see my face, just see your book! 
406. S    : I just want to see your face. 
407. Ss   : Hiyaaaaaaaaa... 
408. T    : How much is it? 
409. S    : Eleven thousand 
410. T    : You are clever 
411. Ss   : Aaaa.. ya ya 
412. T    : Okay. Come on, please pay attention at page fifty eight. Eating out in  
         Puducherry. Where is Puducherry? 
413. Ss   : I don’t know. Tempat 
414. T    : Yes. Where? 
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415. Ss   : Indiaaa 
416. T    : How do you know that if it is in India? 
417. Ss   : Lha ini bajue. Bajunya. Sari, pake sari 
418. T    : Good. Yes. Puducherry is a part of place in India. Please pay attention to the  
        first paragraph. Who want to read this paragraph? 
419. S    : Apa miss? 
420. T    : Read this paragraph. Who want to read? 
421. Ss   : Oh. Yang a place itu miss? 
422. T    : Yes. Come on! I need one student to read this text, the first paragraph only. The  
         other? hello please pay attention! 
423. S    : Saya miss 
424. T    : Hello please pay attention! While your friend reads the text, please try to  
        looking for the adjective, the adjective, the adjective. Come on, Bel! 
425. S    : A place which the locals rave about is Satsanga, run by a Frenchman who left 
Paris 15 years ago. Here, locals come in droves to sit at the small tabls in the outdoor 
courtyard and feast upon the eclectic fusion of French ingredients and Indian spices. 
426.  T    : Thank you Bel. A place which the locals rave about bla bla bla bla bla. Which 
one is the adjective? 
427. Ss   : No 
428. T    : There is an adjective or not? 
429. Ss   : No 
430. T    : Really?..... Really? No adjective? 
431. Ss   : Ho o 
432. T    : Louder please! Come on! 
433. Ss   : ......... 
434. T    : Okay. Come on the other please! Is there any adjective in this paragraph? 
435. Ss   : No 
436. T    : What? Nye, banter to nye! 
437. S    : Ingredients 
438. T    : Ingredients. Kata dasarnya apa ingredients? 
439. S    : Gatau miss 
440. T    : Nyenye said ingredients 
441. Ss   : Apik Nyenye miss 
442. T    : Fatiha Hasna said about ingredients. Ingredents di situ, what’s the meaning of  
         ingredients? 
443. Ss   : Bahan-bahan 
444. T    : Bahan-bahan 
445. Ss   : Kandungan miss. Komposisi. Courtyard miss 
446. T    : Courtyard? What is that? What is the meaning of courtyard? 
447. S    : Gatau 
448. T    : Courtyard adalah? 
449. S    : Halaman 
450. T    : Halaman. And then, ayo! Padahal tadi udah dibahas. Come on! 
451. S    : Small 
452. T    : Small.. the small tables. The meaning is? 
453. Ss   : Table kecil. Meja kecil. Ahahaha table kecil ahahah 
454. T    : Meja kecil. Small here as? Sebagai apa di sini? 
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456. Ss   : Kecil. Bentuk. Sifat 
457. T    : Iya. Memberi sifat kepada siapa? 
458. Ss   : Table 
459. T    : Gimana sifatnya meja? 
460. Ss   : Cilik. Meja-meja kecil 
461. T    : Iyaa. So, small belongs to? 
462. Ss   : To me 
463. T    : Adjective. Tetapi di sini tidak ada endingnya. Bener ini negatif eh negatif, 
adjective tetapi tidak ada endingnya. Ini yang the real adjective. Coba cari lagi 
selain small. What else? 
464. S     : Di paragraf pertama? 
465. T    : Yes. Only the first paragraph 
466. S    : Miss, Nasyifa tanya feast upon itu apa? 
467. T    : Feast 
468. Ss  : Fish. Iwak. Hari raya noh  
469. T    : Nah.. lagi arep tak pancing. Jacy, thank you. Kemarin kan kita sudah 
membahas hari raya yang diberbagai negara itu beda-beda. What else? Hello guys 
come on! 
470. Ss   : left Paris.. eh gatau deng 
471. T    : Please pay attention after the small tables in the... 
472. Ss   : Outdoor.  Halaman 
473.  T    : Outdoor courtyard 
474. S    : Rave itu apa miss? 
475. T    : Rave itu adalah sambutan hangat 
476. Ss   : Wadaww 
477. T    : Pay attention. Outdoor courtyard. Mana noun mana adjective? Which one is 
noun? 
478. Ss   : Courtyard 
479. T    : Yes. And then here? 
480. Ss   : Adjective 
481. T    : Adjective. Artinya apa? 
482. Ss   : Halaman... 
483. T    : Halaman yang  ada diluar. Maksudnya, tahu indoor? Tahu lapangan indoor?  
484. Ss   : Tahu 
485. T    : Tahu lapangan outdoor?  
486. Ss   : Tahu 
487. T    : Kalau yang di ABBS itu indoor apa outdoor? 
488. Ss   : Indoor 
489. T    : Indoor. Kalau lapangan Banyuanyar? 
490. Ss   : Outdoor 
491. T    : Kalau ini berarti yang seperti di? 
492. Ss   : Banyuanyar 
493. T    : Next. And feast upon the eclectic fusion. Eclectic fusion. Perasaan tadi baru 
kita bahas. Eclectic tadi apa? 
494. Ss   : Anu.. memilih dari berbagai sumber 
495. T    : Kalau di situ digabung. It is joined become one eclectic fusion. The meaning 
is? 
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496. Ss   : Memilih dari berbagai sumber penggabungan 
497. T    : Penggabungan.... 
498. Ss   : Penggabungan dari berbagai sumber 
499. T    : Yes. Penggabungan dari berbagai sumber. Mana yang noun mana yang 
adjective? 
500. Ss   : Yang noun yang fusion 
501. T    : Fusion. Kalau kalian masih ingat dulu, yang akhiran noun itu ada ion-ionnya. 
Eclectic here is? 
502. Ss   : Adjective 
503. T    : Adjective. Eclectic fusion of French ingredients and Indian spices.  
        Next. Second paragraph? 
504. Ss   : Manda manda! 
505. T    : Manda! Come on! 
506. S    : Over at the charming Hotel de Orient, you can sup to your heart’s content on 
prawns in saffron sauce or, for the sweet-toothed, the coconut flan with caramel that 
is as close to perfection as one can get. 
507. T    : Is there any adjective there? 
508 Ss   : Sweet-toothed. Saffron sauce miss. Charming hotel miss 
509. T    : Yes. You are right. Charming hotel. Charming. The meaning of charming? 
510. Ss   : Charming. Miss toothed itu apa miss? 
511. T    : Sweet toothed. Itu adalah suatu ungkapan. 
512. Ss   : Gigi yang manis 
513. T    : Ya maksude suka makan yang manis-manis. Bukan gigi yang rasanya manis 
lho yaa. 
514. S    : Lha itu termasuk gak miss? 
515. T   : Sweet toothed, yes. Do you think sweet belongs to adjective or not? 
516. S    : Yes. Karena itu kan menerangkan 
517. T    : Ya. Tadi kan tidak hanya yang berakhiran ing to ada juga yang berakhiran ed-
ed tadi. Charming hotel. Charming tadi artinya? 
518. Ss   : Menawan 
519. T    : Menawan 
520. S    : Hotel yang menawan 
521. T    : Yes. And then, there is also sweet toothed. And then what else? 
522. S    : Saffron itu apa to miss? 
523. T    : Saffron itu semacam kunyit. Saffron sauce berarti? 
524. S    : Saus kunyit? 
525. T    : Saus yang mengandung kunyit ya. Prawns, what is prawns? 
526. S    : Udang to? 
527. T    : Yes. You are right. What else? Is there any adjective? 
         Caramel that is as close to perfection as one can get. Next, the third paragraph 
528. S    : On every street corner there is a food shack or dhaba waiting to be discovered. 
Despite their generally shabby appearance, these small places serve some of the 
most authentic and delicious food around. Dosa meals are prepared from scratch in 
front of hungry customers, as are Mysore bondas (spicy deep fried potato cakes). 
529. T    : Okay, pay attention! Is there any adjective? 
530. Ss   : Yesss. Hungry customers 
531. T    : Small places. Bisa digarisbawahi ya yang adjective ya biar tau. 
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        Dhaba waiting to be discovered. Despite their generally shabby appearance. 
        Elya, what is your opinion? 
532. S    : Small places 
 Ss   : Street corner iya gak miss? Pojok dalan 
533. T    : Pojok dalan yo ra no. Itu ya memang di pojok. What else hello? Selain small 
places 
534. Ss   : Hungry customer. Sifatnya dia lapar 
535. T    : Yas. What else? 
536. Ss   : Delicious food 
537. T    : Delicious food. Yes. What else? 
538. Ss   : Shabby appearance 
539. T    : Yes. Shabby appearance. What else? 
540. Ss   : Shack itu apa miss? S h a c k 
541. T    : Food shack. Gubuk makanan. Shack kan gubuk. Ya kayak tenda 
542. Ss   : O yayaya. Kalau hut itu apa miss? 
543. T    : Hut which one? 
544. Ss   : Endak miss, saya kan tanya 
545. T    : Ya itu sejenis tapi beda dengan shack. Kalau ini kan yang di pinggir-pinggir 
jalan kek gitu.Tadi ada yang tanya lagi 
546. Ss   : Apear.. gak tau bacanya 
547. T    : Appearance. Penampakan, kelihatan, terlihat appearance. Jadi nek shabby 
appearance berarti? 
548. Ss   : Terlihat lusuh 
549. T    : Yes. Dari penampilannya terlihat lusuh.  
        What else? Is there any adjective left? 
550. Ss   : Every street iya gak miss? 
551. T    : Every.. street. Bukan bukan kalau itu. Yang terakhir itu spicy deep fried potato 
cakes 
552. Ss  : Sifatnya spicy 
553. T   : Okay. One. Two. Three. Start from the fourt paragraph please try to look for the     
       adjective with your friends. One group the fourth paragraph start from Vita, 
Inaya, Ulya and Rosan. Please look for the adjective like that. And then you, the fifth 
paragraph start from Visitors bla bla bla until similiar to tuna, from Tirza until Erlin. 
And then, this group start from another until end astringent.  
554. Ss  : Nyari itu kan miss? 
555. T    : Yes. Like that. Discuss with your friends! You may look for in your dictionary. 
Use your dictionary! 
556. Ss   : ..... 
557. T    : Okay. If you’ve done please write what you’ve found 
558. Ss   : Not yet 
559. T    : Group one. Group two. Group three 
560. S    : ..... 
561. T    : Hello group one group one. Untuk yang rice cooked itu adalah...hello bedakan 
yaa  between adjective and passive voice. Kalau cooked disini adalah sebagai 
passive voice jadi beras yang dimasak yaa.. beda kalau cooked nya ini ditaruh di 
depan cooked rice, itu adjective dan noun. Kalau di sini rice masih ada 
kelanjutannya, bla bla bla bla yaa. Jadi ini bukan. Dah, yang lain sudah. Next, 
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group two. Heady scent. What is scent? Hello hello! 
562. Ss   : Bau bau 
563. T    : Yes. Bau. Red snappers, sardines, eels, mackerel and large prawns. Yes.  
        Hello hello hi! Before the word versatile fish there is also prized. Ini juga  
       masuk,  karena ini satu kesatuan. Good. Next the last.  
564. Ss   : ..... 
565. T    : Yes, good. Is there any question about adjectival ending? 
566. Ss   : No 
567. T    : No? Time is almost over 
568. Ss   : Satu menit lageee 
569. T    : Yes, I know 
570. Ss   : Eh empat puluh detik lagee 
571. T    : Okay. Okay. For your adventure at home please read page sixty two.   
572. Ss   : Just read it? 
573. T    : Hello hello! The first is read the text and the second is prepare, it can be kalau 
        Gambar paling kalian kesusahan yaa.. jadi yang penting kalian tau searching  
        searching ajalah. Prepare about ingredients food 
574. Ss   : Di print miss? 
575. T    : Kalau yang bisa ngeprint ya monggo, nek enggakpun minimal you know the  
        information about the traditional foods 
576. Ss   : Miss itu kelompokan atau individu? 
577. T    : Individually. Ya. Minimal you know the ingredients, how to make and where is 
it come from. Minimal itu. Besok siap-siap. Please be ready if I ask you to tell about 
this traditional food. Jadi silahkan dicari sebanyak mungkin referensinya, nanti nek 
ditanya you should be able to answer my questions. I will choose you randomly. 
Okay. Question please? 
578. Ss   : No 
579. T    : Okay. Thank you very much. See you tomorrow. Assalamu’alaikum 
warahmatullahi  Wabarakatuh 
580. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
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Transcript 2 
Subject : Bahasa Inggris 
Class  : VIII A 
Teacher : Mr Ahmad Sulaeman, M.Pd 
Date  : October 23
th
, 2019 
Time   : 13.00-13.40 
1. T    : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
2. Ss  : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
3. T    : Okay. Good afternoon everyone!  
4. Ss   : Good afternoon 
5. T    : How are you today? 
6. Ss   : Wonderful 
7.  T    : I hope that you are wonderful, happy. And alhamdulillah this afternoon I can 
meet again with you all. And as usual we will start our activity by listening the 
presentation. And now, who will do the presentation please? 
8. Ss   : Yusuf yusuf ...  
9. T    : Come on! 
10. S    : I’ll do the presentation 
11. T    : Okay please! Really your turn now? 
12. S    : Hehehe 
13. T    : Okay please! Five minutes presentation 
14. Ss   : Norman..norman.. 
15. T    : Please Norman! 
16. Ss   : Yafi.. yafi.. Yafi is sick 
17. T    : What happen Yafi? What happen with you? 
18. S    : Fall fall 
19. T    : Fall from? 
20. S    : Motorcycle 
21. T    : Motorcycle? 
22. S    : Eh bicycle 
23. T    : Motorcycle or bicycle? 
24. S    : Bicycle mister  
25. T    : Are you sure? 
26. S    : Yes 
27. T    : Be careful okay! 
28. S    : Okay 
29. T    : Please welcome Norman! 
30. Ss   : Subhanallah 
31. T    : Louder please! 
32. S    : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
33. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
34. S    : Today I’m going to presented about politeness. Politeness is respectful in 
considering other people. Teacher command to teach politeness is better than 
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giving ..... I think enough. Any question?  
35. S    : What is the conclusion of this ? 
36. S    : The conclusion is with politeness we will get reward from Allah and other 
people can also reply our kindness if we are polite to everyone.  
37. S    : What is the purpose of politeness? 
38. S    : Emm respect each others 
39. T    : The other question? 
40. S    : Why we must polite? 
41. S    : Because with politeness we can get reward from Allah and the people we 
polite will reply our kindness. Any else? 
42. S    : .... 
43. S    : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
44. Ss   : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
45. T    : Let’s give him applause. Thank you Norman for your little speech about 
politeness. So, you know that politeness is very important for us. Especially we are 
as human being. Are you human being? 
46. Ss   : Yes 
47. T    : We need to be polite to each other, student to teacher, among you student with 
student. Because we know that, sometimes when you say something without 
politeness. Maybe your friends will be? 
48. Ss   : Angry 
49. T    : Angry. And then will be? 
50. Ss   : Hate..maybe 
51. T    : Will be hurt, right? 
52. Ss   : Yes 
53. T    : So, we have to keep our politeness. Very important. Thankyou Norman for 
reminder for us. Hello everyone! Today we want to continue about the text. Today 
we are going to what is that... talk about one of the autobiography. Do you know 
autobiography? 
54. Ss   : (silent) 
55. T    : Have you ever heard about biography?  
56. S    : Yes  
57. T    : There is biography. There is autobiography. You know what is the difference? 
What is biography? 
58. Ss    : (silent) 
59. T    : Biography is ... the history of? Please Yuan! 
60. S    : mmm 
61. T    : Biography is? 
62. S    : The history of someone’s life 
63. T    : The history of someone’s life. Good job. Yuan said that biography is the 
history of someone’s life. So, biography is a book what is that.. tell us about 
someone life starting from? 
64. Ss   : Born 
65. T    : From born or from child until...? 
66. Ss   : Die 
67. T    : Until die. Ya that’s good. And also there is autobiography. What is the 
difference? 
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68. Ss   : (silent) 
69. T    : Do you know? Any comment? 
70. Ss   : (silent) 
71. T    : You know? 
72. S    : (shake of the head) 
73. T    : Biography.. the difference is biography is the book or the story of someone 
written by the others, if autobiography written by him/her self. For example, Nanda 
or Reyhan. For example Reyhan later in the future Reyhan will become well 
known or famous person in this world. For example, Reyhan become the general 
secretary of United Nation. Aamiin ya Rabbal  
74. Ss   : ‘alamin... 
75. T    : Do you know United Nation? 
76. S    : Yes. I know 
77. T    : PBB yaa. And after that, Nanda, because Nanda is his friend. Nanda knows 
everything about Reyhan, so Nanda asks permission to Reyhan. “Reyhan, can I 
write something about yourself or your life?” Then, Nanda writes about Reyhan’s 
life starting from born until... now. Because he is still life, until the last activity of 
Reyhan. And then, written in one book. We call it? Biography or autobiography?  
78. Ss    : Biography 
79. T     : Biography. If the story is written by you, we call ..? 
80. Ss    : Autobiography 
81. T     : Okay. So you get the point the difference? 
82. Ss   : Ya. Yes 
83. T    : Ya. And now, in our book we are going to read a little part.. 
        Ceysa, where have you been? 
84. S    : Lah ke sana tadi.  
85. T    : Where have you been? 
86. S    : Apa? 
87. T    : Where have you been? 
88. S    : Ambil novel 
89. T    : Oh, okay. Now, we are going to read a what is that... a part of autobiography. 
Let’s open our book on page sixty eight. On page sixty.. 
90. Ss   : Eight 
91. T    : On page sixty eight. On page sixty eight there is a little part of autobiography 
of? 
92. Ss   : Adeline  
93. T    : Adeline Yen Mah. Can we guess from what country? 
94. Ss   : Chinese 
95. T    : China. She is chinese from China. We can know from her name. Okay, this is 
a part. Actually, there is one book and this is a part of biography. And then the 
book is Chinese Cinderella, the title is Chinese Cinderella. This is a little part of 
this autobiography. And now, I let one of you or two of you please read this part of 
autobiography. Come on! 
96. Ss   : Rafi Rahmatullah  
97. T    : Please don’t need to appoint the other. Appoint your self. Me mister 
98. Ss   : .... 
99. T    : Please any? Come on! 
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100. Ss   : He said he wants mister 
101. T    : Okay please!   
102. Ss   : .... 
103. T    : Don’t look at each other just look at yourself. Okay come on! Please! 
104. Ss   : Naswan.. naswan.. Arifin.. arifin come on arifin hurry up! 
105. T    : Hallo, anybody home? Anybody class? 
106. Ss   : (silent) 
107. T    : Naswan. Okay please welcome Naswan. Naswan with..? 
108. Ss   : Arifin arifin 
109. T    : Arifin 
110. S    : No no 
111. T    : Not the other, but me.  
112. S    : Hehehe 
113. T    : Okay please Naswan! 
114. S    : With Juan 
115. T    : With Juan okay. Please Juan. Give applause! 
116. Ss   : .... 
117. T    : Louder okay. The other please listen and try to understand this text!  
118. S    : After school was let out in the early afternoon. I waited with all the other first-
graders by the school gate. One by one ther were greeted and led away y their 
anxiously hovering mothers. Eventually, I was the only one left. Nobody had come 
for me. The metal gate slowly changed shut ehind me as I watched my classmates 
disperse, each clutching her mother’s hand and eagerly recounting the adventures 
of her first day at school. After a long time, I peeres through a crack into the 
deserted playground. Not a person was in sight. Cautiously, I pushed against the 
massive iron gate. It was firmly locked. Trembling with fear, I realised that nobody 
was coming to pick me up. Too embarrased to knock or draw attention to my self, I 
walked out tentatively into the Shanghai streets. Surely, if I tried hard enough, I 
would remember the way home. It was a beautiful, sunny afternoon. At first I 
wandered along a wide, straight road lined with tall, leafy tress. Motor, cars, trams, 
rickshaws, pedicabs and bicycle whizzed by. I kept walking ut dares not cross the 
road, glancing briefly at the open-fronted stores overhung with colourful, upright, 
bilingual signboards. I turned a corner and now the pavements seethed with people 
and noise and commotion: labourers shouldering heavy loads on bamboo poles; 
hawkers selling toys, crickets in cgae, fans, cold tea, candies, meat-filled buns, 
spring rolls, teag-eggs and fermented bean curd; stalls and booths offering services 
such as hair-cuts, shavs, dental care, letter-writing, extraction of ear wax, beggars 
banging tin cups and chanting for a handout. Except for me, everyone was       
striding along purposefully, going somewhere. Everyone had a destination. I must 
have walked for miles and miles. But where was I? 
119. T    : Okay. Good job. Give applause for Naswan and Juan! Thank you.  
Juan or Naswan, can you tell us in the brief so what is the story tell about what? 
120. S    : About... a story of.... 
121. T    : Or the others maybe? 
122. Ss   : (silent) 
123. T    : This part tell us about...? Or the first one, the setting, where, where is she? 
124. S    : At school 
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125. T    : At school. The city is Sanghai and then the specific place is? 
126. S    : School 
127. T    : How do you know that it is at school? 
128. S    : Because the first is after school, then gate 
129. T    : Yes. Goodjob. Thank you. There is the statement that after school and there is 
a gate. So, what is she doing, Reyhan? Can you tell me what is she doing there? 
130. S    : She ... her house (talking slowy)  
131. T    : Sorry. Can you tell me more? Can you repeat? She was..? 
132. S    : Lost 
133. T    : Okay. Good job. She was lost. But before, she was lost. Arifin, what happen? 
What was she doing? 
134. S    : (silent) 
135. T    : Is she primary or secondary? Or like you all junior high school? 
136. S    : I don’t know 
137. T    : You don’t know. Okay, in what level that she is? Primary or junior? 
138. Ss   : Junior 
139. T    : Junior high school, how do you know that she is junior high? Is there any 
phrase? 
140. Ss   : First grader 
141. T    : First? 
142. Ss   : Grader 
143. T    : Is it first grader primary or junior? 
144. S    : Primary 
145. T    : Primary, I think primary. Then, what happen firstly? When she was waiting in 
front of the gate of school, nobody..? 
146. S1   : Come 
147. T     : What do you mean nobody come? 
148. S2   : Nobody come to her for 
149. T     : Nobody come to her for? 
150. S2    : Picking 
151. T     : For picking her up. Why why nobody come? 
152. S1    : Eeeee 
153. T     : Yes? 
154. S1   : Rejected by her step mother 
155. T     : She was rejected by her ? 
156. S1    : Her step mother 
157. T    : Yes. What’s the meaning of step mother? Do you know? 
158. Ss   : Ibu tiri. Ibu angkat. Anak angkat. Buang anak 
159. T    : Buang anak? 
160. Ss   : Ibu tiri 
161. T    : Ibu tiri. Step mother is mean ibu tiri. You know, look at the title of the book. 
What is the title of the book? 
162. Ss   : Chinese Cinderella 
163. T    : Chinese Cinderella. Do you know the story of cinderella? 
164. Ss   : Yes 
165. T    : It tells us about what, Reyhan? about? 
166. S    : The poor woman  
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167. T    : The poor woman? 
168. S    : That... I forget the story 
169. T    : I forget the story. Anybody remember about the Cinderella please?  
        The story about what, Danu? 
170. S    : A poor girl and.. 
171. T    : A poor girl? 
172. S    : A poor girl and rejected by a step mother and her daughter 
173. T    : (nods) Then? How she was life? 
174. S    : (silent) 
175. T    : How is her life in that family? 
176. S    : Cuci piring 
177. T    : How to say cuci piring in English? 
178. S    : Washing 
179. T    : Washing dishes. Only washing dishes? 
180. S    : Do all home works 
181. T    : Do everything at home. Right. Okay, thank you Danu. So, this is like, you 
know actually, this is the real story, the true story of Ade...? 
182. S    : Adeline 
183. T    : Adeline Yen Mah. It’s like Cinderella story. She was living with step mother. 
Can you imagine with step mother?  
184. Ss   : No. Galak 
185. T    : No. Because you never feel it. Anybody has step mother here? 
186. Ss   : Nanda.. Nanda 
187. T    : Nanda, you have step mother? 
188. S    : (silent) 
189. T    : You know step mother? 
190. Ss   : Ibu tiri. Mama angkat 
191. T    : Ibu tiri 
192. Ss   : Ibumu dah ndak original lagi?Hahaha 
193. T    : Okay. Maybe you know that when someone’s living with step mother, and the 
real mother passed away for example. Sometime, actually not every step mother is 
not good or bad  or not showing love to your family. Like me, you know. I have, 
but not step mother. I have step father. But, alhamdulilah Allah gives good step 
father for me. My father passed away when I was six years old. When I was six 
years old, my father passed away. And after that, I live with my grandma and my 
mom went to the other city for earn money. And after that met with someone and 
getting married again. And then alhamdulillah I got step father. But, he is very nice 
to me, he is not like many people think that step mother or father what is that... is 
not good or they don’t show love to us, to children. But alhamdulillah it’s not 
happen in my life. No one here having step mother or step father? 
194. Ss   : (Silent) 
195. T    : No one. I hope that you have your parents completely until getting married  
196. Ss   : Aamiin 
197. T   : Okay, everyone. Let’s continue! So, this is what is that... a little bit story about 
Adeline. And then, after that when she was waiting in the what is that... in front of 
the school and when the others students already went home. Then, what happened 
with her? 
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198. Ss   : (Silent) 
199. T    : What did she do? 
200. S    : Travel 
201. T    : Travel the city. What for? 
202. S    : To find her house 
203. T    : To find her house. Did she know her address? 
204. Ss   : No 
205. T    : So, what did she do to find her home? 
206. Ss   : (shouted) 
207. T    : I want to hear one of you. Please, Atta! Come on, Atta! What did she do? 
208. S    : Ask a stranger 
209. T    : She asked? 
210. S    : She asked to stranger 
211. T    : Asked to? 
212. S    : Stranger 
213. T    : Stranger yes. What did she say? Still remember the story? 
214. S    : “Please sir, I want to go home but where was my home” 
215. T    : Can you guess how is Adeline’s feeling at that time? 
216. S    : (Silent) 
217. T    : Can you guess? Can you imagine? When you are like her, for example you 
want to go home but you don’t know your address. So, what will you feel?  
218. Ss   : Sad 
219. T    : Sad and? 
220. Ss   : Panic 
221. T    : Sad and panic. Sad and also panic, because you want to go home but you 
don’t know where is your address. And also, when you try to ask the other, they 
will ask you again “where is your home?” “I don’t know.” “So, how you can go 
home?” and you will be panic, right? Have you ever liked that? 
222. Ss   : No no no. Yess 
223. T    : Yes Naswan. How? Could you tell us please? 
224. S    : Eeee.. I forget 
225. T    : When it happened to you? 
226. S    : In primary school 
227. T    : When you were in primary school. Sstt. Let’s listen to Naswan’s story! When 
you were in primary school, so what happened to you? 
228. S    : I forgot 
229. T    : You forgot. Maybe someday you can write your story in a book. So you can 
be like what has happened to Adeline. Okay, everyone. Let’s continue! Look at the 
activity  number six! Or maybe any question about this text? Maybe there are some 
statements that you don’t understand or maybe..  
230. Ss   : Oh there is... there are.  What does sense mean? 
231. T    : What does? 
232. S    : What does sense mean? 
233. T    : Sense. Okay, after this. I mean I ask you about any question in this text. No? 
Okay let’s see the activity! 
234. S    : What is the meaning of seethed? 
235. T   : Seethed. The meaning o seethed is... seethed with people, the pavement 
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seethed with people. Seethed here is mean full of many people. Okay, let’s see the 
activity number 6! What should we do now.. the activity will help you analyze the 
effect on the reader of the text 5C. Work with a partner! A. How many senses have 
been used in the description in text 5C. Give example of each. How many senses.. 
senses here is mean that for example senses of happiness, senses of what is that... 
sadness, so sense is a feeling. It is the meaning of senses in this context. And then, 
B the aim of the passage  is to create a sense of exclusion and loneliness. Which 
images or ideas did you find the most powerful? Can you explain why? The most 
powerful is mean you know that there are some statements or expression that is 
really powerful. You know powerful the meaning? Strong. The statement can be a 
strong feeling or strong meaning for reader. So, which statement that has strong or 
powerful effect to the reader from this story? Okay everyone, you may do it with a 
partner, with your friend, find your partner and do the activity A and B! 
236. S    : How many people? 
237. T    : A partner, so find one. You do it in a piece of paper 
238. Ss   : .... 
239. T    : Come on! Let’s find a partner 
240. Ss   : .... 
241. S    : Mister only number six? 
242. T    : Yes. Only number six A and B 
243. Ss   : .... 
244. T    : Let me check your attendance first. 
245. Ss   : .... 
246. T    : I need your attention please! I’m so sorry our time is over. It is already one 
forty. It means that we have to close our activity now.  
247. Ss   : Ssttt..  
248. T    : Okay everyone, before I close, any question? 
249. Ss   : No 
250. T    : If no, maybe I think enough. And insyaAllah we will meet again tomorrow. 
Oh ya, tomorrow you will have competition, right? 
251. Ss   : Ha? Competition? 
252. T     : Come on! It’s Friday Friday. Bulan bahasa. Starting from morning until ten. 
Okay everyone, thank you for your attention. Let’s say hamdalah! 
253. Ss    : Alhamdulillahirabbil’alamin. 
254. T    : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
255. Ss  : Wa’alaikumussalam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 
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THE FINDINGS OF TYPES OF QUESTION USED BY THE TEACHERS IN READING CLASSROOM INTERACTION 
NO 
Number of 
Transcription 
Utterance Context 
Type of Question 
Code Procedural Conver
gent 
Di 
vergent P R M 
1 T1/AS/003 T  : How are you today? After giving salam, the teacher asked 
the students’ news to open the class 
     QTP-001 
2 T1/AS/005 T  : Are you really wonderful? The teacher made sure the student’s 
condition because when the students 
answered the previous question not 
really in good condition/wonderful 
     QTP-002 
3 T1/AS/033 T  : What is kedondong in English? Do 
you know kedondong? 
The students talked about kind of 
fruit but didn’t know how to say it in 
English. Then, the teacher checked 
the students’ vocabulary mastery 
     QTC-001 
4 T1/AS/033 T  : What is kedondong in English? Do 
you know kedondong? 
The students talked about kind of 
fruit but didn’t know how to say it in 
English. The teacher asked the 
student whether she knew kedondong  
     QTC-002 
5 T1/AS/044 T  : Enough? Question again? Ani, do 
you want to ask? 
The teacher asked the students 
whether any question before 
continuing the lesson. 
     QTP-003 
6 T1/AS/044 T  : Enough? Question again? Ani, do 
you want to ask? 
The teacher asked the students 
whether any question before 
continuing the lesson. 
     QTP-004 
7 T1/AS/044 T  : Enough? Question again? Ani, do 
you want to ask? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
whether any question before 
     QTP-005 
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continuing the lesson. 
8 T1/AS/053 T   : Do you still remember about that? The teacher asked the students 
whether they still remember about 
the previous instruction in the 
previous lesson 
     QTP-006 
9 T1/AS/055 T   : Okay. Before we start the learning, I 
will play it again. Please be prepare! 
What date is it today? 
The teacher asked the date of that 
day because she wanted to count the 
number and chose student to do 
presentation 
     QTC-003 
10 T1/AS/057 T   : Twenty two. Month? The teacher asked in what month 
also 
     QTC-004 
11  T1/AS/069 T  : Start from you wake up. What’s 
your activities? Tell us about it! 
The teacher asked one of the students 
to do presentation about her 
activities  
     QTD-001 
12 T1/AS/106 T   : How about the result? The teacher asked the students about 
the competition of the class joined in  
     QTP-007 
13 T1/AS/110 T : Okay, enough. For today, we will 
continue the yesterday’s learning. Do 
you still remember what I’ve given to 
you? 
The teacher asked the students 
whether they still remember the 
previous lesson 
     QTP-008 
14 T1/AS/124 T : Finish ya the adzan? Okay. Let’s 
discuss together. Number one. Eclectic 
listrik. Really? 
The teacher asked the class whether 
the adzan finished 
     QTP-009 
15 T1/AS/124 T  : Finish ya the adzan? Okay. Let’s 
discuss together. Number one. Eclectic 
listrik. Really? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
checked the student’s answer and 
confirmed it 
     QTC-005 
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16 T1/AS/126 T    : Where do you find the meaning? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked the student from where she got 
the answer 
     QTC-006 
17 T1/AS/128 T    : Do you input the correct word? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
interogated the student whether she 
inputed the correct word when she 
translated the word 
     QTC-007 
18 T1/AS/132 T    : It should be eclectic. Anyone 
know? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
checked the students’ understanding  
     QTP-010 
19 T1/AS/134 T  : Yes. Memilih dari berbagai sumber. 
Kenapa kamu tulis ini, Dil? Why? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The student 
wrote different answer so the teacher 
wanted to know why the student 
wrote the answer 
     QTD-002 
20 T1/AS/138 T    : Bervariasi boleh. Kan macam-
macam sumbernya itu. The other? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked the answer of the other 
students 
     QTP-011 
21 T1/AS/140 T   : Next number two. Fusion. Fusi. 
What’s the meaning of fusi? I don’t 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
     QTC-008 
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know. previous assignment. The teacher 
checked the students’ vocabulary 
mastery by asking the meaning of 
fusi 
22 T1/AS/142 T  : Yaaa. Peleburan. Penggabungan. 
What else? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked the other meaning of fusion 
     QTC-009 
23 T1/AS/149 T  : Ya boleh boleh boleh. Next number 
four. Authentic? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
checked the students’ vocabulary 
mastery by asking the meaning of 
autentic 
     QTC-010 
24 T1/AS/153 T    : Fanatik itu apa, Bel? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
checked one of the students’ 
vocabulary mastery by asking the 
meaning of fanatik 
     QTC-011 
25 T1/AS/155 T  : Berarti sama dengan hingar 
bingar? Okay. Really using V? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
made sure the answer of the student 
by asking the meaning and the 
spelling 
     QTC-012 
26 T1/AS/159 T    : Next. Heady? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
     QTC-013 
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previous assignment. The teacher 
asked to the class about the meaning 
of heady 
27 T1/AS/161 T    : Beside keras? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked to the  class about the other 
meaning of keras 
     QTC-014 
28 T1/AS/173 T : Yes. Next, numer seven.Versatile 
serbaguna. Selain serbaguna? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked to the  class about the other 
meaning of serbaguna 
     QTC-015 
29 T1/AS/175 T : Yes. Alias mmm.. multitalen. 
Delectable? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked to the  class about the meaning 
of delectable 
     QTC-016 
30 T1/AS/178 T   : Lezat. Sinonimnya delectable 
berarti? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
checked the students’ vocabulary 
mastery by asking the other word of 
delectable 
     QTC-017 
31 T1/AS/185 T   : The last. Astringent, zat apa? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked to the  class about the meaning 
     QTC-018 
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of astringent 
32 T1/AS/187 T   : Mengecilkan apa? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about the 
previous assignment. The teacher 
asked to the  class about the detail 
meaning of astringent 
     QTC-019 
33 T1/AS/211 T : Stressnya.. Do you still remember 
about stress? 
The situation happened when the 
teacher gave the right pronunciation 
of the homework. The teacher 
checked the students’ memories of 
the previous lesson about stress 
     QTP-012 
34 T1/AS/245 T   : Sudah dilihat? What’s the title? The situation happened when the 
teacher started to enter the material 
that day. The teacher asked the 
students to open their book. The 
teacher checked whether the 
instruction had been done by the 
students 
     QTP-013 
35 T1/AS/245 T    : Sudah dilihat? What’s the title? The situation happened when the 
teacher started to discuss the material 
that day. The teacher asked the 
students the title of the text at their 
book 
     QTC-020 
36 T1/AS/247 T    : This text.. hallo! This text will be 
very useful for you to looking for the 
adjectival ending. I have asked you to 
read the material, right? 
The situation happened when the 
teacher started to discuss the material 
that day. The teacher confirmed that 
she has instructed the students to 
read the text before. 
     QTP-014 
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37 T1/AS/249 T    : Have you read it at home? The situation happened when the 
teacher started to discuss the material 
that day. The teacher checked the  
instruction whether they had read the 
text at home  
     QTP-015 
38 T1/AS/251 T  : Okay, kita baca dulu.  Let’s read it 
together, discuss together! Adjectival 
ending in bahasa? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about 
adjectival ending. The teacher tried 
to check students’ understanding 
about the meaning of adjectival 
ending 
     QTC-021 
39 T1/AS/253 T    : Adjective. What’s adjective? The students tried to answer the 
meaning of adjectival ending but 
they can only answer the word 
ending, so the teacher asked the 
meaning of adjective 
     QTC-022 
40 T1/AS/255 T    : Kata? The teacher wanted to make sure the 
students’ answer 
     QTC-023 
41 T1/AS/257 T  : Kata sifat. Adjective. Berarti yang 
kita bahas apa? 
The teacher introduced the material 
of the lesson by giving question 
     QTC-024 
42 T1/AS/259 T : Akhiran. Karena dalam bahasa itu 
biasanya usually there will be ending 
atau yang awalan. Dulu kan sudah 
pernah ada. But, today we will just focus 
on adjective. Adjective tadi kata? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about 
adjectival ending. The teacher 
recalled the meaning of adjective 
     QTC-025 
43 T1/AS/263 T    : Yang satu dimana? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about 
adjectival ending. The teacher was 
     QTC-026 
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looking for a marker  
44 T1/AS/267 T    : Stop! Stop! Come back. Kembali ke 
laptop! Adjectival ending. Ending tadi 
apa? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about 
adjectival ending. The teacher 
recalled the meaning of ending 
     QTC-027 
45 T1/AS/269 T    : Akhiran. Adjective? The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about 
adjectival ending. The teacher 
recalled the meaning of adjective 
     QTC-028 
46 T1/AS/271 T    : Berarti akhiran kata sifat. In 
English, kata sifat itu bisa ditengeri, bisa 
dilihat dari akhirannya. Contohnya di 
situ sudah ada. Adjectives are often 
formed from the verb         form. Kata 
sifat, often? Often? 
The situation happened when the 
class were discussing about 
adjectival ending. The teacher asked 
the students the meaning of the word 
‘often’ in a sentence of the text 
     QTC-029 
47 T1/AS/273 T    : Seringnya. Biasanya. Formed? The teacher asked the students the 
meaning of the word ‘formed’ in a 
sentence of the text 
     QTC-030 
48 T1/AS/275 T    : Terbentuk. From? The teacher asked the students the 
meaning of the word ‘from’ in a 
sentence of the text 
     QTC-031 
49 T1/AS/279 T    : He’em. Dari bentuk kata kerja. Jadi 
kata sifat itu usually made from verb. 
Verb berubah menjadi kata sifat. Attract, 
attract ini adalah verb kata kerja. The 
meaning is? 
The teacher asked the students the 
meaning of the word ‘attract’ 
     QTC-032 
50 T1/AS/281 T    : Attract menarik. Di simpen dulu. 
Meh mentung Elya po piye.Attract. Kalau 
The teacher asked the transformation 
of the word attract in form of verb to 
     QTC-033 
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mau diubah if you wanna change it into 
adjective, it can be? 
in form of adjective 
51 T1/AS/285 T    : Kalau di sini menariknya menarik 
dalam hal kata kerja. Paham gak 
menarik kata kerja gimana? 
The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding about the material 
taught 
     QTP-016 
52 T1/AS/289 T    : Yes, you are right. Do you get the 
point? 
The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding 
     QTP-017 
53 T1/AS/291 T    : Nanti. Do you get the point? The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding 
     QTP-018 
54 T1/AS/293 T    : No? Let’s continue kalau belum. 
Bentar. Contoh yang lain adalah 
sometimes the consonant of the verb, 
kalau ini perubahan konsonan. Yang di 
sini verbnya adalah save, save di sini itu 
kalau dalam kata kerja artinya adalah? 
The teacher asked the meaning of 
save 
     QTC-034 
55 T1/AS/301 T    : Selain menyimpan apa lagi? The teacher asked the other meaning 
of save  
     QTC-035 
56 T1/AS/303 T   : Menyimpan nanti sininya gak pas. 
Selain menyimpan me? 
The teacher asked the other meaning 
of save 
     QTC-036 
57 T1/AS/307 T    : Mengamankan. Untuk adjectivenya, 
for the adjective v become f. Kalau di 
sini verb, di sini adalah adjective; safe 
artinya adalah? 
The teacher asked the other meaning 
of safe 
     QTC-037 
58 T1/AS/315 T    : Ya. Contohnya di sini adalah for the 
example. Saya mengamankan bukumu 
yang kemarin kamu tinggal, itu adalah? 
The teacher gave the example in a 
sentence and asked wheter using the 
word save or safe  
     QTD-003 
59 T1/AS/317 T    : Yang V. Kelas ini aman, berarti? The teacher gave the example in a 
sentence and asked wheter using the 
     QTD-004 
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word save or safe  
60 T1/AS/319 T    : Do you know? Understand?  The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding 
     QTP-019 
61 T1/AS/319 T    : Do you know? Understand?  The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding 
     QTP-020 
62 T1/AS/321 T    : Understood? The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding 
     QTP-021 
63 T1/AS/323 T    : Do you get the point? The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding 
     QTP-022 
64 T1/AS/325 T  : Next. The present participle or past 
participle verb form, ending in ing or ed, 
may be used as an adjective. Jadi, yang 
berakhiran ing atau ed bisa juga 
digunakan. For example charming. What 
is charming? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word charming 
     QTC-038 
65 T1/AS/333 T    : Prized? The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word prized 
     QTC-039 
66 T1/AS/341 T   : Hallo! Hallo! Pay attention. Fried. 
Ini adalah adjectivenya. And then how 
about the verb? 
The teacher asked about the form 
verb of fried 
     QTC-040 
67 T1/AS/349 T   : Jangan bilang menggoreng ayam, 
kalau kamu mau bilang ayam goreng 
gimana? 
The teacher asked the students how 
to say ayam goreng in English 
     QTC-041 
68 T1/AS/351 T  : Fried chicken. And then jika kamu 
menggoreng ayam? 
The teacher asked the students how 
to say menggoreng ayam in English 
     QTC-042 
69 T1/AS/355 T  : Dari sisi grammar benar. Tapi dari 
makna? 
The teacher affirmed that sentence 
“I’m fried chicken” is grammarly 
correct and asked the students 
     QTC-043 
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whether in meaning true or false 
70 T1/AS/359 T  : Anin rasah ngguyu. Next next next. 
Dazzling? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word dazzling 
     QTC-044 
71 T1/AS/361 T    : Dazzling? The teacher repeated the question 
about the meaning of the word 
dazzling 
     QTC-045 
72 T1/AS/367 T    : Apa El? The teacher asked one of the students 
the meaning of the word dazzling 
     QTC-046 
73 T1/AS/373 T  : O yayaya. Common common 
common common? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word common 
     QTC-047 
74 T1/AS/375 T    : A common adjectival ending. A 
common, common i opo? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word common 
     QTC-048 
75 T1/AS/377 T  : Yes. Umumnya akhiran kata sifat 
itu added to the noun, ditambahkan di 
noun? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word noun 
     QTC-049 
76 T1/AS/381 T   : Minyak goreng. Tahu goreng. Jadi 
harus ada nounnya di akhir, kata benda. 
Next. Next. Next. Is ful. Selain pake ed 
atau ing ada juga yang pakai ful, 
berakhiran ful. For the example, 
colourful, hopeful. The opposite or 
negative meaning is created by the 
adding suffix less, colourless, hopeless. 
There are another dozen adjectival 
endings. Masih buanyak yang lainnya. 
Very similiar, like ant and ent, ible and 
able. Yang able able bisa kasih contoh? 
The teacher asked the students the 
example of the word with ending -
able 
     QTC-050 
77 T1/AS/383 T   : Able contoh yang able. Bukan Abel. The teacher chose one of the students      QTC-051 
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Able! Able! What? to give the example of the word with 
ending –able 
78 T1/AS/393 T    : What else? Incredible. Ble ble ble 
ble, what else? 
The teacher asked the students the 
other example of the word with 
ending -able 
     QTC-052 
79 T1/AS/393 T    : What else? Incredible. Ble ble ble 
ble, what else? 
The teacher asked the students the 
other example of the word with 
ending -able 
     QTC-053 
80 T1/AS/395 T  : No. Vegetable itu ya sudah 
vegetable, not adding by able. Vegetable 
able. Gabisa  Satu lagi once more 
example of able? 
The teacher asked the students the 
other example of the word with 
ending -able 
     QTC-054 
81 T1/AS/408 T    : How much is it? The teacher was praised by the 
students, then she took some money 
from her pocket and asked the 
amount 
     QTP-023 
82 T1/AS/412 T    : Okay. Come on, please pay 
attention at page fifty eight. Eating out in 
Puducherry. Where is Puducherry? 
The teacher asked the location of 
Puducherry based on the text 
     QTC-055 
83 T1/AS/414 T    : Yes. Where? The teacher repeated asking the 
location of Puducherry based on the 
text because the students’ answer 
was not specific 
     QTC-056 
84 T1/AS/416 T    : How do you know that if it is in 
India? 
The teacher asked how the students 
know if Puducherry is in India  
     QTC-057 
85 T1/AS/418 T    : Good. Yes. Puducherry is a part of 
place in India. Please pay attentsion to 
the first paragraph. Who want to read 
The teacher asked the students who 
were willing to read the text 
     QTP-024 
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this paragraph? 
86 T1/AS/420 T    : Read this paragraph. Who want to 
read? 
The teacher repeated asking the 
students who were willing to read the 
text 
     QTP-025 
87 T1/AS/426 T    : Thank you Bel. A place which the 
locals rave about bla bla bla bla bla. 
Which one is  the adjective? 
The teacher asked which word on the 
text belongs to adjective 
     QTC-058 
88 T1/AS/428 T    : There is an adjective or not? The teacher affirmed the students’ 
answer by asking there is any 
adjective or not 
     QTC-059 
89 T1/AS/430 T    : Really?..... Really? No adjective? The teacher repeated affirming the 
students’ answer  
     QTC-060 
90 T1/AS/430 T    : Really?..... Really? No adjective? The teacher repeated affirming the 
students’ answer  
     QTC-061 
91 T1/AS/434 T    : Okay. Come on the other please! Is 
there any adjective in this paragraph? 
The teacher asked for the third times 
wheter there is any adjective in that 
paragraph 
     QTC-062 
92 T1/AS/436 T    : What? Nye, banter to nye! The teacher asked one of the students 
to answer the question before 
     QTP-026 
93 T1/AS/438 T : Ingredients. Kata dasarnya apa 
ingredients? 
The teacher asked the infinitive of 
the word ingredients 
     QTC-063 
94 T1/AS/442 T    : Fatiha Hasna said about ingredients. 
Ingredents di situ, what’s the meaning 
of ingredients? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word ingredients 
     QTC-064 
95 T1/AS/446 T    : Courtyard. What is that? What is 
the meaning of courtyard? 
The teacher asked what  courtyard is      QTC-065 
96 T1/AS/446 T    : Courtyard. What is that? What is 
the meaning of courtyard? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word courtyard 
     QTC-066 
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97 T1/AS/448 T    : Courtyard adalah? The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word courtyard 
     QTC-067 
98 T1/AS/452 T    : Small.. the small tables. The 
meaning is? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
phrase small tables 
     QTC-068 
99 T1/AS/454 T    : Meja kecil. Small here as? Sebagai 
apa di sini? 
The teacher asked the students the 
position of the word small in the 
phrase small table 
     QTC-069 
100 T1/AS/457 T    : Iya. Memberi sifat kepada siapa? The teacher asked the students the 
adjective word small belongs to 
     QTC-070 
101 T1/AS/459 T    : Gimana sifatnya meja? The teacher asked the adjective of 
the table 
     QTC-071 
102 T1/AS/461 T    : Iyaa. So, small belongs to? The teacher asked the word class of 
small in phrase small table 
     QTC-072 
103 T1/AS/463 T : Adjective. Tetapi di sini tidak ada 
endingnya. Bener ini negatif eh negatif, 
adjective tetapi tidak ada endingnya. Ini 
yang the real adjective. Coba cari lagi 
selain small.  What else? 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other adjective in the 
text 
     QTC-073 
104 T1/AS/469 T    : Nah.. lagi arep tak pancing. Jacy, 
thank you. Kemarin kan kita sudah 
membahas hari raya yang diberbagai 
negara itu beda-beda. What else? Hello 
guys come on! 
The teacher repeated asking the 
students to look for the other 
adjective in the text 
     QTC-074 
105 T1/AS/477 T    : Pay attention. Outdoor courtyard. 
Mana noun mana adjective? Which 
one is noun? 
The teacher asked the students about 
the adjective and the noun of the 
phrase outdoor courtyard 
     QTC-075 
106 T1/AS/479 T    : Yes. And then here? The teacher pointed the word 
outdoor in the whiteboard and asked 
     QTC-076 
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the word class of it 
107 T1/AS/481 T    : Adjective. Artinya apa? The teacher asked the meaning of the 
phrase outdoor courtyard 
     QTC-077 
108 T1/AS/483 T : Halaman yang  ada diluar. 
Maksudnya, tahu indoor? Tahu 
lapangan indoor?  
The teacher corrected the students’ 
answer and then asked whether they 
know the meaning of the word 
indoor 
     QTC-078 
109 T1/AS/485 T    : Tahu lapangan outdoor?  The teacher asked the students       QTC-079 
110 T1/AS/487 T  : Kalau yang di ABBS itu indoor apa 
outdoor? 
The teacher asked the difference 
between indoor and outdoor through 
the example of ABBS yard 
     QTC-080 
111 T1/AS/489 T    : Indoor. Kalau lapangan 
Banyuanyar? 
The teacher asked the difference 
between indoor and outdoor through 
the example of Banyuanyar yard 
     QTC-081 
112 T1/AS/491 T    : Kalau ini berarti yang seperti di? The teacher asked the students’ 
understanding about the word 
outdoor by making the same with 
something easier 
     QTC-082 
113 T1/AS/493 T    : Next. And feast upon the eclectic 
fusion. Eclectic fusion. Perasaan tadi 
baru kita  bahas. Eclectic tadi apa? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word eclectic in phrase eclectic 
fusion 
     QTC-083 
114 T1/AS/495 T  : Kalau di situ digabung. It is joined 
become one eclectic fusion. The 
meaning is? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
phrase eclectic fusion 
     QTC-084 
115 T1/AS/499 T  : Yes. Penggabungan dari berbagai 
sumber. Mana yang noun mana yang 
adjective? 
The teacher checked the students 
understanding about the difference 
noun and adjective in the phrase 
eclectic fusion 
     QTC-085 
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116 T1/AS/501 T    : Fusion. Kalau kalian masih ingat 
dulu, yang akhiran noun itu ada ion-
ionnya. Eclectic here is? 
The asked asked the word class of 
the word eclectic in the phrase 
eclectic fusion 
     QTC-086 
117 T1/AS/503 T   : Adjective. Eclectic fusion of French 
ingredients and Indian spices. Next. 
Second paragraph? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
who was willing to read the second 
paragraph 
     QTP-027 
118 T1/AS/507 T    : Is there any adjective there? The teacher asked the students 
whether any adjective in the second 
paragraph 
     QTC-087 
119 T1/AS/509 T    : Yes. You are right. Charming hotel. 
Charming. The meaning of charming? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word charming in the phrase 
charming hotel 
     QTC-088 
120 T1/AS/514 T   : Sweet toothed, yes. Do you think 
sweet belongs to adjective or not? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
whether the word sweet of the phrase 
sweet toothed belongs to adjective 
     QTC-089 
121 T1/AS/515 T  : Ya. Tadi kan tidak hanya yang 
berakhiran ing to ada juga yang 
berakhiran ed-ed tadi. Charming hotel. 
Charming tadi artinya? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word charming in the phrase 
charming hotel 
     QTC-090 
122 T1/AS/521 T  : Yes. And then, there is also sweet 
toothed. And then what else? 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-091 
123 T1/AS/523 T    : Saffron itu semacam kunyit. 
Saffron sauce berarti? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word saffron sauce 
     QTC-092 
124 T1/AS/524 T    : Saus yang mengandung kunyit ya. 
Prawns, what is prawns? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
word prawns 
     QTC-093 
125 T1/AS/527 T    : Yes. You are right. What else? Is 
there any adjective? Caramel that os as 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
     QTC-094 
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close to perfection as one can get. Next, 
the third paragraph 
adjective 
126 T1/AS/527 T    : Yes. You are right. What else? Is 
there any adjective? Caramel that os as 
close to perfection as one can get. Next, 
the third paragraph 
The teacher asked the students 
whether any adjective left in that 
paragraph 
     QTC-095 
127 T1/AS/529 T  : Okay, pay attention! Is there any 
adjective? 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-096 
128 T1/AS/531 T   : Small places. Bisa digarisbawahi ya 
yang adjective ya biar tau. Dhaba 
waiting to be discovered. Despite their 
generally shabby appearance. Elya, what 
is your opinion? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
to clasify the adjective based on the 
sentence 
     QTC-097 
129 T1/AS/533 T    : Pojok dalan yo ra no. Itu ya 
memang di pojok. What else hello? 
Selain small places 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-098 
130 T1/AS/535 T    : Yas. What else? The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-099 
131 T1/AS/537 T    : Delicious food. Yes. What else? The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-100 
132 T1/AS/539 T    : Yes. Shabby appearance. What 
else? 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-101 
133 T1/AS/543 T    : Hut which one? The teacher gave response to the one 
of the students who asked the 
     QTC-102 
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meaning of the word hut, but the 
teacher didn’t find it in the text. 
Then, she asked the students back 
134 T1/AS/547 T    : Appearance. Penampakan, 
kelihatan, terlihat appearance. Jadi nek 
shabby appearance berarti? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
phrase shabby appearance 
     QTC-103 
135 T1/AS/549 T    : Yes. Dari penampilannya terlihat 
lusuh. What else? Is there any adjective 
left? 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-104 
136 T1/AS/549 T    : Yes. Dari penampilannya terlihat 
lusuh. What else? Is there any adjective 
left? 
The teacher asked the students to 
look for the other example of 
adjective 
     QTC-105 
137 T1/AS/561 T    : Hello group one group one. Untuk 
yang rice cooked itu adalah...hello 
bedakan yaa  between adjective and 
passive voice. Kalau cooked disini 
adalah sebagai passive voice  jadi beras 
yang dimasak yaa.. beda kalau cooked 
nya ini ditaruh di depan cooked rice, itu 
adjective dan noun. Kalau di sini rice 
masih ada kelanjutannya, bla bla bla bla 
yaa. Jadi ini bukan. Dah, yang lain 
sudah. Next, group two. Heady scent. 
What is scent? Hello hello! 
The teacher corrected the students’ 
answer in front of the class then she 
asked the meaning of the word scent 
in the phrase heady scent 
     QTC-106 
138 T1/AS/565 T    : Yes, good. Is there any question 
about adjectival ending? 
The teacher checked the students’ 
understanding  
     QTP-028 
139 T1/AS/577 T    : Individually. Ya. Minimal you know 
the ingredients, how to make and where 
The teacher explained the students’ 
assignment then she checked her 
     QTP-029 
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is it come from. Minimal itu. Besok siap-
siap. Please be ready if I ask you to tell 
about this traditional food. Jadi silahkan 
dicari sebanyak mungkin referensinya, 
nanti nek ditanya you should be able to 
answer my questions. I will choose you 
randomly. Okay. Question please? 
instruction  whether clear or not 
140 T2/AH/005 T    : How are you today? After giving salam, the teacher asked 
the students’ news to open the class 
     QTP-030 
141 T2/AH/007 T  : I hope that you are wonderful, happy. 
And alhamdulillah this afternoon I can 
meet again with you all. And as usual we 
will start our activity by listening the 
presentation. And now, who will do the 
presentation please? 
The teacher started the class by 
doing five minutes presentation from 
the students. He asked the class who 
will do the presentation 
     QTP-031 
142 T2/AH/011 T    : Okay please! Really your turn 
now? 
One of the students was willing to do 
the presentation then the teacher 
asked whether it was his turn 
     QTP-032 
143 T2/AH/017 T    : What happen Yafi? What happen 
with you? 
The students said that it was Yafi’s 
turn but he was sick. Then the 
teacher came to him and asked his 
condition 
     QTP-033 
144 T2/AH/017 T    : What happen Yafi? What happen 
with you? 
The students said that it was Yafi’s 
turn but he was sick. Then the 
teacher came to him and asked his 
condition 
     QTP-034 
145 T2/AH/019 T    : Fall from? The teacher interogated the student 
that said he falled 
     QTP-035 
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146 T2/AH/021 T    : Motorcycle? The teacher interogated the student 
and made sure that he really falled 
from 
     QTP-036 
147 T2/AH/023 T    : Motorcycle or bicycle? The teacher interogated the student 
and made sure that he really falled 
from 
     QTP-037 
148 T2/AH/025 T    : Are you sure? The teacher made sure the student’s 
answer 
     QTP-038 
149 T2/AH/039 T    : The other question? After one of the student did the 
presentation, the teacher opened the 
question-answer session  
     QTP-039 
150 T2/AH/045 T  : Let’s give him applause. Thank you 
Norman for your little speech about 
politeness. So, you know that politeness 
is very important for us. Especially we 
are as human being. Are you human 
being? 
The teacher made a conclusion from 
student’s presentation and asked the 
students’ whether they are human 
being or not 
     QTC-107 
151 T2/AH/047 T    : We need to be polite to each other, 
student to teacher, among you student 
with student.Because we know that, 
sometimes when you say something 
without politeness. Maybe your friends 
will be? 
The teacher restated the importance 
of politeness and invited the students 
to think the probability when saying 
without politeness 
     QTC-108 
152 T2/AH/049 T    : Angry. And then will be? The teacher invited the students to 
think the other probability when 
saying without politeness 
     QTC-109 
153 T2/AH/051 T    : Will be hurt, right? The teacher asked and confirmed the 
other probability when saying 
     QTC-110 
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without politeness 
154 T2/AH/053 T    : So, we have to keep our politeness. 
Very important. Thankyou Norman for 
reminder for us. Hello everyone! Today 
we want to continue about the text. 
Today we are going to what is that... talk 
about one of the autobiography. Do you 
know autobiography? 
The teacher gave thanks to one of the 
students for the presentation. Then, 
he opened the class and introduced 
the new material that day by giving 
question 
     QTC-111 
155 T2/AH/055 T    : Have you ever heard about 
biography?  
The students gave no response, so 
the teacher changed the question to 
the familiar one 
     QTC-112 
156 T2/AH/057 T :There is biography. There is 
autobiography. You know what is the 
difference? What is biography? 
The teacher encouraged the students 
to think about the difference between 
biography and autobiography 
     QTC-113 
157 T2/AH/057 T :There is biography. There is 
autobiography. You know what is the 
difference? What is biography? 
The teacher encouraged the students 
to think about the definition of 
biography  
     QTC-114 
158 T2/AH/059 T    : Biography is ... the history of? 
Please Yuan! 
The teacher stimulated the student’s 
response by giving the sign of the 
answer 
     QTD-005 
159 T2/AH/061 T    : Biography is? The teacher affirmed and stimulated 
one of the students to try to answer 
what biography is 
     QTD-006 
160 T2/AH/063 T    : The history of someone’s life. Good 
job. Yuan said that biography is the 
history of someone’s life. So, biography 
is a book what is that.. tell us about 
someone life starting from? 
The teacher restated one of the 
students’ answer and asked more 
detailed answer to the whole students 
     QTD-007 
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161 T2/AH/065 T    : From born or from child until...? The teacher asked the complete 
answer of the definition biography 
     QTD-008 
162 T2/AH/067 T    : Until die. Ya that’s good. And also 
there is autobiography. What is the 
difference? 
After the teacher explained the 
definition of biography, he asked the 
difference between autobiography 
     QTD-009 
163 T2/AH/069 T    : Do you know? Any comment? The teacher gained the students’ 
responses by checking students’ 
understanding about the difference 
between biography and 
autobiography 
     QTC-115 
164 T2/AH/069 T    : Do you know? Any comment? The teacher promoted classroom 
interaction by asking the students’ 
answer  
     QTP-040 
165 T2/AH/071 T    : You know? The teacher gained the students’ 
responses by checking one of the 
students’ understanding about the 
difference between biography and 
autobiography 
     QTC-116 
166 T2/AH/075 T    : Do you know United Nation? Before giving question, the teacher 
explained about the difference of 
biography and autobiography and 
gave the example one of the students 
become the general secretary of 
United Nation 
     QTC-117 
167 T2/AH/077 T    : PBB yaa. And after that, Nanda, 
because Nanda is his friend. Nanda 
knows everything about Reyhan, so 
Nanda asks permission to Reyhan. 
The teacher gave an example to 
make students easier to understand 
the difference between biography 
and autobiography. He asked 
     QTC-118 
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“Reyhan, can I write something about 
yourself or your life?” Then, Nanda 
writes about Reyhan’s life starting from 
born until... now. Because he is still life, 
until the last activity of Reyhan. And 
then, written in one book. We call it 
biography or autobiography?  
whether it belonged to biography or 
autobiography 
168 T2/AH/079 T    : Biography. If the story is written 
by you, we call ..? 
The teacher asked the students to 
differ biography and autobiography 
     QTC-119 
169 T2/AH/081 T  : Okay. So you get the point the 
difference? 
The teacher managed the class by 
giving question to check students’ 
understanding 
     QTP-041 
170 T2/AH/083 T    : Ya. And now, in our book we are 
going to read a little part.. Ceysa, where 
have you been? 
When the teacher was explaining the 
instruction, the student came in 
without permission. The teacher 
asked the student 
     QTP-042 
171 T2/AH/085 T    : Where have you been? The teacher interogated him where 
he had been  
     QTP-043 
172 T2/AH/087 T    : Where have you been? The teacher repeated the question 
because the students an seemed 
confused with the question 
     QTP-044 
173 T2/AH/091 T   : On page sixty eight. On page sixty 
eight there is a little part of 
autobiography of? 
The teacher instructed the students to 
open their book at that page and 
asked the title 
     QTC-120 
174 T2/AH/093 T    : Adeline Yen Mah. Can we guess 
from what country? 
The teacher invited the students to 
guess from what country the owner 
of the autobiography through her 
name 
     QTC-121 
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175 T2/AH/099 T    : Please any? Come on! The teacher asked one of the students 
to read the text in front of the class 
but nobody appointed themselves 
     QTP-045 
176 T2/AH/105 T   : Hallo, anybody home? Anybody 
class? 
The teacher managed the class by 
giving question because no one 
wanted to read the text 
     QTP-046 
177 T2/AH/107 T    : Naswan. Okay please welcome 
Naswan. Naswan with..? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
to accompany Naswan to read the 
text in front of the class 
     QTP-047 
178 T2/AH/119 T  : Okay. Good job. Give applause for 
Naswan and Juan! Thank you. Juan or 
Naswan, can you tell us in the brief so 
what is the story tell about what? 
The teacher gave thank to Naswan 
and Juan, then he asked the story in 
the brief 
     QTC-122 
179 T2/AH/121 T    : Or the others maybe? The teacher asked the whole class 
about the story in the brief 
     QTP-048 
180 T2/AH/123 T   : This part tell us about...? Or the 
first one, the setting, where, where is 
she? 
The teacher stimulated the students 
by giving the simplest question 
     QTC-123 
181 T2/AH/123 T   : This part tell us about...? Or the 
first one, the setting, where, where is 
she? 
The teacher stimulated the students 
by giving the simplest question 
     QTC-124 
182 T2/AH/125 T    : At school. The city is Sanghai and 
then the specific place is? 
The teacher corrected the students’ 
answer and asked more detailed  
     QTC-125 
183 T2/AH/127 T    : How do you know that it is at 
school? 
The teacher probed the student’s 
answer 
     QTC-126 
184 T2/AH/129 T   : Yes. Goodjob. Thank you. There is 
the statement that after school and there 
is a gate. So, what is she doing, 
The teacher asked one of the students 
what the main character of the text 
was doing 
     QTC-127 
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Reyhan? Can you tell me what is she 
doing there? 
185 T2/AH/129 T   : Yes. Goodjob. Thank you. There is 
the statement that after school and there 
is a gate. So, what is she doing, Reyhan? 
Can you tell me what is she doing 
there? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
what the main character of the text 
was doing 
     QTC-128 
186 T2/AH/131 T   : Sorry. Can you tell me more? Can 
you repeat? She was..? 
The teacher asked the student to get 
more complete answer 
     QTC-129 
187 T2/AH/131 T   : Sorry. Can you tell me more? Can 
you repeat? She was..? 
The teacher asked the student to 
repeat his answer because he talked 
too slow 
     QTP-049 
188 T2/AH/131 T   : Sorry. Can you tell me more? Can 
you repeat? She was..? 
The teacher repeated the stduent’s 
answer because he talked too slow 
     QTC-130 
189 T2/AH/133 T   : Okay. Good job. She was lost. But 
before, she was lost. Arifin, what 
happen? What was she doing? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
what happened to  the main character 
of the text  
     QTC-131 
190 T2/AH/133 T   : Okay. Good job. She was lost. But 
before, she was lost. Arifin, what 
happen? What was she doing? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
what the main character of the text 
was doing 
     QTC-132 
191 T2/AH/135 T    : Is she primary or secondary? Or 
like you all junior high school? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
in what level the main character of 
the text 
     QTC-133 
192 T2/AH/135 T    : Is she primary or secondary? Or 
like you all junior high school? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
in what level the main character of 
the text 
     QTC-134 
193 T2/AH/137 T    : You don’t know. Okay, in what 
level that she is? Primary or junior? 
The teacher repeated the question to 
all the students in what level the 
     QTC-135 
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main character of the text 
194 T2/AH/137 T    : You don’t know. Okay, in what 
level that she is? Primary or junior? 
The teacher repeated the question to 
all the students in what level the 
main character of the text 
     QTC-136 
195 T2/AH/139 T    : Junior high school, how do you 
know that she is junior high? Is there 
any phrase? 
The teacher interogated the students 
how they knew the answer  
     QTC-137 
196 T2/AH/139 T    : Junior high school, how do you 
know that she is junior high? Is there 
any phrase? 
The teacher interogated the students 
how they knew the answer based on 
the text 
     QTC-138 
197 T2/AH/141 T    : First? The teacher repeated the students’ 
answer to make sure 
     QTC-139 
198 T2/AH/143 T    : Is it first grader primary or 
junior? 
The teacher asked more detailed 
answer 
     QTC-140 
199 T2/AH/145 T  : Primary, I think primary. Then, 
what happen firstly? When she was 
waiting in front of the gate of school, 
nobody..? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
what happen to the main character of 
the text  
     QTC-141 
200 T2/AH/145 T  : Primary, I think primary. Then, what 
happen firstly? When she was waiting 
in front of the gate of school, nobody..? 
The teacher asked one of the students 
what happen to the main character of 
the text  
     QTC-142 
201 T2/AH/147 T    : What do you mean nobody come? The teacher asked what the student’s 
answer mean  
     QTC-143 
202 T2/AH/149 T    : Nobody come to her for? The teacher repeated the student’ 
answer to get more detailed answer 
     QTC-144 
203 T2/AH/151 T   : For picking her up. Why why 
nobody come? 
The teacher invited the student to 
think the reason  
     QTC-145 
204 T2/AH/153 T    : Yes? The teacher asked the student to      QTP-050 
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repeat his answer 
205 T2/AH/155 T    : She was rejected by her ? The teacher repeated the student’ 
answer to get more detail  
     QTC-146 
206 T2/AH/157 T  : Yes. What’s the meaning of step 
mother? Do you know? 
The teacher asked the meaning of the 
words step mother 
     QTC-147 
207 T2/AH/157 T  : Yes. What’s the meaning of step 
mother? Do you know? 
The teacher asked the students 
whether they the meaning of the 
words step mother 
     QTC-148 
208 T2/AH/159 T    : Buang anak? The teacher checked the students’ 
answer by restating the student’s 
answer in the question form 
     QTC-149 
209 T2/AH/161 T   : Ibu tiri. Step mother is mean ibu tiri. 
You know, look at the title of the book. 
What is the title of the book? 
The teacher asked the students the 
title of the book 
     QTC-150 
210 T2/AH/163 T   : Chinese Cinderella. Do you know 
the story of cinderella? 
The teacher asked the students 
whether they know the story of 
Cinderella 
     QTC-151 
211 T2/AH/165 T    : It tells us about what, Reyhan? 
about? 
The teacher appointed one of the 
students to tell the story of 
Cinderella 
     QTC-152 
212 T2/AH/167 T    : The poor woman? The teacher restated the answer of 
the student to get more complex 
answer 
     QTC-153 
213 T2/AH/169 T    : I forget the story. Anybody 
remember about the Cinderella 
please? The story about what, Danu? 
The teacher asked the whole students 
to manage the class in gaining their 
participations 
     QTP-051 
214 T2/AH/169 T    : I forget the story. Anybody 
remember about the Cinderella please? 
The teacher appointed one of th 
students to answer the question 
     QTC-154 
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The story about what, Danu? 
215 T2/AH/173 T    : Then how she was life? The teacher asked the student how 
she live in the story with his own 
word  
     QTC-155 
216 T2/AH/175 T    : How is her life in that family? The teacher paraphrased the question 
to stimulate the student in answering 
the question 
     QTC-156 
217 T2/AH/177 T    : How to say cuci piring in English? The teacher checked students’ 
vocabulary mastery by asking cuci 
piring in English 
     QTC-157 
218 T2/AH/179 T    : Washing dishes. Only washing 
dishes? 
The teacher restated the student’s 
answer in the form of question to get 
more complex answer 
     QTC-158 
219 T2/AH/181 T   : Do everything at home. Right. Okay, 
thank you Danu. So, this is like, you 
know actually, this is the real story, the 
true story of ? 
The teacher asked to recall the title 
of the text 
     QTC-159 
220 T2/AH/183 T : Adeline Yen Mah. It’s like Cinderella 
story. She was living with step mother. 
Can you imagine with step mother?  
The teacher invited the students to 
imagine whether they can live with 
step mother 
     QTC-160 
221 T2/AH/185 T    : No. Because you never feel it. 
Anybody has step mother here? 
The teacher asked the whole students 
whether they have step mother 
     QTP-052 
222 T2/AH/187 T    : Nanda, you have step mother? The teacher appointed one of the 
students whether he has step mother 
     QTP-053 
223 T2/AH/193 T    : Okay. Maybe you know that when 
someone’s living with step mother, and 
the real mother passed away for example. 
Sometime, actually not every step mother 
The teacher asked the whole students 
whether they have step mother or 
step father 
     QTP-054 
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is not good or bad  or not showing love to 
your family. Like me, you know. I have, 
but not step mother. I have step father. 
But, alhamdulilah Allah gives good step 
father for me. My father passed away 
when I was six years old. When I was six 
years old, my father passed away. And 
after that, I live with my grandma and my 
mom went to the other city  for earn 
money. And after that met with someone 
and getting married again. And then         
alhamdulillah I got step father. But, he is 
very nice to me, he is not like many 
people         think that step mother or 
father what is that... is not good or they 
don’t show love to us,        to children. 
But alhamdulillah it’s not happen in my 
life. No one here having step        
mother or step father? 
224 T2/AH/197 T    : Okay, everyone. Let’s continue! So, 
this is what is that... a little bit story 
about Adeline. And then, after that when 
she was waiting in the what is that... in 
front of the school and when the others 
students already went home. Then, what 
happened with her? 
The teacher asked the students about 
the content of the story  
     QTC-161 
225 T2/AH/199 T    : What did she do? The teacher changed the stu      QTC-162 
226 T2/AH/201 T    : Travel the city. What for? The teacher interograted the students      QTC-163 
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227 T2/AH/203 T    : To find her house. Did she know 
her address? 
The teacher asked wheter Adeline 
knew her address based on the text 
     QTC-164 
228 T2/AH/205 T    : So, what did she do to find her 
home? 
The teacher asked what Adeline did 
to find her home based on the text 
     QTC-165 
229 T2/AH/207 T    : I want to hear one of you. Please, 
Atta! Come on, Atta! What did she do? 
The teacher asked one o the students 
what Adeline did to find her home 
based on the text 
     QTC-166 
230 T2/AH/209 T    : She asked? The teacher stimulated the students 
to answer in a complete form 
     QTC-167 
231 T2/AH/211 T    : Asked to? The teacher stimulated the students 
to give complete answer 
     QTC-168 
232 T2/AH/213 T    : Stranger yes. What did she say? 
Still remember the story? 
The teacher asked the students the 
dialogue in the text spoken by the 
main character 
     QTC-169 
233 T2/AH/213 T  : Stranger yes. What did she say? Still 
remember the story? 
The teacher asked to recall the story 
that had been read in the beginning 
     QTP-055 
234 T2/AH/215 T    : Can you guess how is Adeline’s 
feeling at that time? 
The teacher invited the students to 
guess or think about how Adeline’s 
feeling is 
     QTC-170 
235 T2/AH/217 T   : Can you guess? Can you imagine? 
When you are like her, for example you 
want to go home but you don’t know 
your address. So, what will you feel?  
The teacher asked the students to 
guess Adeline’s feeling 
     QTC-171 
236 T2/AH/217 T    : Can you guess? Can you imagine? 
When you are like her, for example you 
want to go home but you don’t know 
your address. So, what will you feel?  
The teacher asked the students to 
imagine Adeline’s feeling 
     QTC-172 
237 T2/AH/217 T    : Can you guess? Can you imagine? The teacher invited the students to      QTP-056 
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When you are like her, for example you 
want to go home but you don’t know 
your address. So, what will you feel?  
think critically to the same 
experience 
238 T2/AH/219 T    : Sad and? The teacher tried to asked another 
possibility answer 
      QTP-057 
239 T2/AH/221 T    : Sad and panic. Sad and also panic, 
because you want to go home but you 
don’t know where is your address. And 
also, when you try to ask the other, they 
will ask you again “where is your 
home?” “I don’t know.” “So, how you 
can go home?” and you will be panic, 
right? Have you ever liked that? 
The teacher asked the students to 
confirm their answers 
     QTP-058 
240 T2/AH/221 T    : Sad and panic. Sad and also panic, 
because you want to go home but you 
don’t know where is your address. And 
also, when you try to ask the other, they 
will ask you again “where is your 
home?” “I don’t know.” “So, how you 
can go home?” and you will be panic, 
right? Have you ever liked that? 
The teacher asked the students 
whether they had the same 
experience 
     QTP-059 
241 T2/AH/223 T    : Yes Naswan. How? Could you tell 
us please? 
The teacher asked one of the student 
to tell his experience 
     QTP-060 
242 T2/AH/223 T    : Yes Naswan. How? Could you tell 
us please? 
The teacher asked the student to tell 
his experience 
     QTP-061 
243 T2/AH/225 T    : When it happened to you? The teacher asked the student when 
the experience happened to him 
     QTP-062 
244 T2/AH/227 T    : When you were in primary school. The teacher asked the student to tell      QTP-063 
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Sstt. Let’s listen to Naswan’s story! 
When you were in primary school, so 
what happened to you? 
his experience 
245 T2/AH/231 T    : What does? The teacher repeated the student’ 
question because of slow voice 
     QTP-064 
246 T2/AH/248 T    : Okay everyone, before I close, any 
question? 
The teacher asked question to check  
the students’ understanding before 
close the class 
     QTP-065 
247 T2/AH/250 T    : If no, maybe I think enough. And 
insyaAllah we will meet again tomorrow. 
Oh ya, tomorrow you will have 
competition, right? 
The teacher asked the students to 
make sure that they will have 
competition 
     QTP-066 
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THE FINDINGS OF TACTICS OF QUESTIONING USED BY THE TEACHERS IN READING CLASSROOM INTERACTION 
No 
Number of 
Transcription 
Utterance Context Classification Code 
1 T1/AS/044-
045 
T    : Enough? Question again? Ani, do  
        you want to ask? 
S    : No 
One of the students was doing 
presentation, in the question-
answer session the teacher 
asked the whole students 
whether they had question. 
Then, she asked one of the 
students directly  
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/001 
2 T1/AS/051-
053 
T    : Okay. We em.. Actually, we didn’t play  
         after five minutes presentation usually I  
         choose one of you randomly 
Ss   : Ya 
T    : Do you still remember about that? 
The teacher gave a review of 
previous lesson before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/001 
3 T1/AS/110 T  : Okay, enough. For today, we will continue 
the yesterday’s learning. Do you still remember 
what I’ve given to you? 
The teacher gave explanation 
that they would continue the 
previous lesson before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/002 
4 T1/AS/124-
129 
T    : Finish ya the adzan? Okay. Let’s discuss  
        together. Number one. Eclectic listrik.  
        Really? 
S    : Iya 
T    : Where do you find the meaning? 
S    : Google 
T    : Do you input the correct word? 
S    : Kayake aku salah deh nulisnya  
The teacher corrected the 
student’s answer and probed her 
answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/001 
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5 T1/AS/130-
133 
S    : Kayake aku salah deh nulisnya  
T    : Nah. Jangan-kangan kamu ngetiknya  
         elektrik jadi keluarnya listrik 
Ss   : Hahaha 
T    : It should be eclectic. Anyone know? 
S    : Memilih dari berbagai sumber 
After the teacher corrected and 
probed the student’s answer 
then she asked distributed the 
question to the class who knew 
the appropriate answer 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/002 
6 T1/AS/151-
156 
T    : Ya. Number five. Frenetic. Fanatik  
Ss   : Miss saya hingar bingar itu miss 
T    : Fanatik itu apa, Bel? 
S    : Sangat-sangat itu lho. Terlalu  
T    : Berarti sama dengan hingar bingar?  
        Okay. Really using V? 
S    : Gak kok miss. F f 
The teacher corrected the 
student’s answer and probed her 
answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/002 
7 T1/AS/185-
188 
T    : The last. Astringent, zat apa? 
Ss   : Zat yang mengecilkan? 
T    : Mengecilkan apa? 
S    : Ini di kamus cuma gitu miss. Alat  
        pengukur jalan darah 
The teacher probed the student’s 
answer to get more precise 
answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/003 
8 T1/AS/247 T   : This text.. hallo! This text will be very useful 
for you to looking for the adjectival ending. I 
have asked you to read the material, right? 
The teacher gave a brief 
statement before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/003 
9 T1/AS/253-
256 
T    : Adjective. What’s adjective? 
Ss   : Kata benda 
         Kata sifat 
T    : Kata? 
Ss   : Kata sifat 
The teacher asked to the 
students and paid attention to 
them. Then the teacher 
corrected the students’ answer 
by restating the acceptable 
answer and invlicting voice to 
convert into question 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/001 
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10 T1/AS/259 T  : Akhiran. Karena dalam bahasa itu biasanya 
usually there will be ending atau yang awalan. 
Dulu kan sudah pernah ada. But, today we will 
just focus on adjective.  
Adjective tadi kata? 
The teacher gave a brief 
explanation before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/004 
11 T1/AS/271 T   : Berarti akhiran kata sifat. In English, kata 
sifat itu bisa ditengeri, bisa dilihat dari 
akhirannya. Contohnya di situ sudah ada. 
Adjectives are often formed from the verb form. 
Kata sifat, often? Often? 
The teacher gave a brief 
explanation before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/005 
12 T1/AS/279 T    : He’em. Dari bentuk kata kerja. Jadi kata 
sifat itu usually made from verb. Verb  
berubah menjadi kata sifat. Attract, attract ini 
adalah verb kata kerja. The meaning is? 
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/006 
13 T1/AS/281 T   : Attract menarik. Di simpen dulu. Meh 
mentung Elya po piye. Attract. Kalau mau diubah 
if you wanna change it into adjective, it can be? 
The teacher gave a brief 
explanation before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/007 
14 T1/AS/285 T    : Kalau di sini menariknya menarik dalam hal 
kata kerja. Paham gak menarik kata kerja 
gimana? 
The teacher gave a brief 
explanation before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/008 
15 T1/AS/293 T    : No? Let’s continue kalau belum. Bentar. 
Contoh yang lain adalah sometimes the 
consonant of the verb, kalau ini perubahan 
konsonan. Yang di sini verbnya adalah save, save 
di sini itu kalau dalam kata kerja artinya adalah?  
The teacher gave a brief 
explanation before giving 
question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/009 
16 T1/AS/293-
307 
T    : No? Let’s continue kalau belum. Bentar.  
        Contoh yang lain adalah sometimes the  
        consonant of the verb, kalau ini  
The teacher provided some 
simple informations to help the 
students recalled the answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/004 
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        perubahan konsonan. Yang di sini verbnya  
        adalah save, save di sini itu kalau dalam  
        kata kerja artinya  adalah?  
Ss   : Menjaga 
T    : Me? 
Ss   : Menyimpan 
T    : Me? Me? 
Ss   : Menolong 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Itu ng o 
         Mengambil 
T    : Selain menyimpan apa lagi? 
Ss   : Menyelengi 
T    : Menyimpan nanti sininya gak pas.  
        Selain menyimpan me? 
Ss   : Menjaga 
         Melindungi 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Membacok 
         Mengamankan 
T    : Mengamankan. Untuk adjectivenya, for  
        the adjective v become f. Kalau di sini  
        verb, di sini adalah adjective; safe artinya  
        adalah? 
because the first answer was not 
correct. The teacher tried to 
prompt the correct answer 
17 T1/AS/293-
307 
T    : No? Let’s continue kalau belum. Bentar.  
        Contoh yang lain adalah sometimes the  
        consonant of the verb, kalau ini  
        perubahan konsonan. Yang di sini verbnya  
The teacher asked the students 
and paid attention to them. The 
students were trying to answer 
but still wrong, so the teacher 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/002 
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        adalah save, save di sini itu kalau dalam  
        kata kerja artinya  adalah?  
Ss   : Menjaga 
T    : Me? 
Ss   : Menyimpan 
T    : Me? Me? 
Ss   : Menolong 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Itu ng o 
         Mengambil 
T    : Selain menyimpan apa lagi? 
Ss   : Menyelengi 
T    : Menyimpan nanti sininya gak pas.  
        Selain menyimpan me? 
Ss   : Menjaga 
         Melindungi 
T    : Meng? 
Ss   : Membacok 
         Mengamankan 
T    : Mengamankan. Untuk adjectivenya, for  
        the adjective v become f. Kalau di sini  
        verb, di sini adalah adjective; safe artinya  
        adalah? 
merely restated the acceptable 
part and inflected voice to 
convert into question 
18 T1/AS/307 T   : Mengamankan. Untuk adjectivenya, for the 
adjective v become f. Kalau di sini verb, di sini 
adalah adjective; safe artinya adalah? 
The teacher gave a brief 
explanation before giving 
question 
Structuring  
/Signposting 
QTC-STR/010 
19 T1/AS/315 T  : Ya. Contohnya di sini adalah for the example. 
Saya mengamankan bukumu yang kemarin kamu 
The teacher gave statement 
before giving question 
Structuring  
/Signposting 
QTC-STR/011 
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tinggal, itu adalah?  
20 T1/AS/325 T  : Next. The present participle or past participle 
verb form, ending in ing or ed, may be used as an 
adjective. Jadi, yang berakhiran ing atau ed bisa 
juga digunakan. For example charming. What is 
charming? 
The teacher gave a brief 
explanation before giving 
question 
Structuring  
/Signposting 
QTC-STR/012 
21 T1/AS/341 T   : Hallo! Hallo! Pay attention. Fried. Ini adalah 
adjectivenya. And then how about the verb? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/013 
22 T1/AS/349 T    : Jangan bilang menggoreng ayam, kalau 
kamu mau bilang ayam goreng gimana? 
The teacher gave statement 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/014 
23 T1/AS/361-
369 
T    : Dazzling? 
Ss   : Place. Ahahahaha  
T    : Shinning shimering... 
Ss   : Splendid 
T    : Ber... 
Ss   : Berkilau 
T    : Apa El? 
S    : Menyilaukan 
T    : Yesss. Glowing glowing sinonimnya 
The teacher asked the meaning 
of the word dazling to the class 
then she directly chose one of 
the students to answer the 
question 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/003 
24 T1/AS/375 T    : A common adjectival ending. A common, 
common i opo? 
The teacher gave a statement 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/015 
25 T1/AS/377 T    : Yes. Umumnya akhiran kata sifat itu added 
to the noun, ditambahkan di noun? 
The teacher gave a statement 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/016 
26 T1/AS/381 T    : Minyak goreng. Tahu goreng. Jadi harus 
ada nounnya di akhir, kata benda. Next. Next. 
Next. Is ful. Selain pake ed atau ing ada juga 
yang pakai ful, berakhiran ful. For the example, 
colourful, hopeful. The opposite or negative 
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/017 
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meaning is created by the adding suffix less, 
colourless, hopeless. There are another dozen 
adjectival endings. Masih buanyak yang lainnya. 
Very similiar, like ant and ent, ible and able. Yang 
able able bisa kasih contoh? 
27 T1/AS/412 T    : Okay. Come on, please pay attention at page 
fifty eight. Eating out in Puducherry. Where is 
Puducherry? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring  
/Signposting 
QTC-STR/018 
28 T1/AS/412-
417 
T    : Okay. Come on, please pay attention at  
         page fifty eight. Eating out in Puducherry.  
        Where is Puducherry? 
Ss   : I don’t know 
         Tempat 
T    : Yes. Where? 
Ss   : Indiaaa 
T    : How do you know that if it is in  
         India? 
Ss   : Lha ini bajue. Bajunya. Sari, pake  
         Sari 
The teacher probed the students’ 
answer to get more detailed 
answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/005 
29 T1/AS/426-
431 
T    : Thank you Bel. A place which the locals  
         rave about bla bla bla bla bla. Which one  
         is the adjective? 
Ss   : No 
T    : There is an adjective or not? 
Ss   : No 
T    : Really?..... Really? No adjective? 
Ss   : Ho o 
The teacher gave some follow-
up questions because the first 
answer was in appropriate 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/006 
30 T1/AS/434- T    : Okay. Come on the other please! Is there  The teacher asked the class Directing and QTC-DD/004 
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437         any adjective in this paragraph? 
Ss   : No 
T    : What? Nye, banter to nye! 
S    : Ingredients 
whether any adjective in that 
paragraph then she directly 
asked one of the students 
distributing 
31 T1/AS/452-
463 
T    : Small.. the small tables. The meaning is? 
Ss   : Table kecil 
         Meja kecil 
        Ahahaha table kecil ahahah 
T    : Meja kecil. Small here as? Sebagai apa di  
        sini? 
Ss   : Kecil 
        Bentuk 
        Sifat 
T    : Iya. Memberi sifat kepada siapa? 
Ss   : Table 
T    : Gimana sifatnya meja? 
Ss   : Cilik 
         Meja-meja kecil 
T    : Iyaa. So, small belongs to? 
Ss   : To me 
T    : Adjective. Tetapi di sini tidak ada  
        endingnya. Bener ini negatif eh negatif,  
        adjective tetapi tidak ada endingnya. Ini  
        yang the real adjective. Coba cari lagi  
       selain small.What else? 
The teacher gave some sequent 
questions to lead back the main 
topic the word class of small 
Sequencing  QTC-SQ/001 
32 T1/AS/463 T  : Adjective. Tetapi di sini tidak ada endingnya. 
Bener ini negatif eh negatif, adjective tetapi tidak 
ada endingnya. Ini yang the real adjective. Coba 
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/019 
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cari lagi selain small. What else? 
33 T1/AS/477 T  : Pay attention. Outdoor courtyard. Mana noun 
mana adjective? Which one is noun? 
The teacher gave statement 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/020 
34 T1/AS/493 T  : Next. And feast upon the eclectic fusion. 
Eclectic fusion. Perasaan tadi baru kita bahas. 
Eclectic tadi apa? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/021 
35 T1/AS/495 T  : Kalau di situ digabung. It is joined become 
one eclectic fusion. The meaning is? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/022 
36 T1/AS/499 T  : Yes. Penggabungan dari berbagai sumber. 
Mana yang noun mana yang adjective? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/023 
37 T1/AS/501 T    : Fusion. Kalau kalian masih ingat dulu, yang 
akhiran noun itu ada ion-ionnya. Eclectic here is? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/024 
38 T1/AS/509 T    : Yes. You are right. Charming hotel. 
Charming. The meaning of charming? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/025 
39 T1/AS/515 T   : Sweet toothed, yes. Do you think sweet 
belongs to adjective or not? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/026 
40 T1/AS/517 T  : Ya. Tadi kan tidak hanya yang berakhiran ing 
to ada juga yang berakhiran ed-ed tadi. 
Charming hotel. Charming tadi artinya? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/027 
41 T1/AS/521 T   : Yes. And then, there is also sweet toothed. 
And then what else? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/028 
42 T1/AS/523 T    : Saffron itu semacam kunyit. Saffron sauce 
berarti? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/029 
43 T1/AS/529-
534 
T    : Okay, pay attention! Is there any  
         adjective? 
Ss   : Yesss 
         Hungry customers 
T    : Small places. Bisa digarisbawahi ya  
The teacher asked the class then 
she chose one of the students 
directly to give her opinion. 
After that, the teacher asked the 
class again 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/005 
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        yang adjective ya biar tau. Dhaba  
        waiting to be discovered. Despite  
        their generally shabby appearance. 
        Elya, what is your opinion? 
S     : Small places 
Ss    : Street corner iya gak miss? Pojok  
        Dalan 
T    : Pojok dalan yo ra no. Itu ya memang  
        di pojok. What else hello? Selain  
        small places 
Ss   : Hungry customer. Sifatnya dia lapar 
44 T1/AS/547 T    : Appearance. Penampakan, kelihatan, 
terlihat appearance. Jadi nek shabby appearance 
berarti? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/030 
45 T2/AH/007 T    : I hope that you are wonderful, happy. And 
alhamdulillah this afternoon I can meet again 
with you all. And as usual we will start our 
activity by listening the presentation. And now, 
who will do the presentation please? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/031 
46 T2/AH/045 T : Let’s give him applause. Thank you Norman 
for your little speech about politeness. So, you 
know that politeness is very important for us. 
Especially we are as human being. Are you 
human being? 
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/032 
47 T2/AH/047 T  : We need to be polite to each other, student to 
teacher, among you student with student. Because 
we know that, sometimes when you say 
something without politeness. Maybe your 
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving question 
Structuring/  
Signposting 
QTC-STR/033 
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friends will be? 
48 T2/AH/053 T    : So, we have to keep our politeness. Very 
important. Thankyou Norman for reminder for us. 
Hello everyone! Today we want to continue about 
the text. Today we are going to what is that... 
talk about one of the autobiography. Do you 
know autobiography? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
Signposting 
QTC-STR/034 
49 T2/AH/053-
056 
T    : So, we have to keep our politeness.  
        Very important. Thankyou Norman  
        for reminder for us. Hello everyone!  
        Today we want to continue about the  
        text. Today we are going to what is  
        that... talk about one of the  
        autobiography. Do you know  
        autobiography? 
Ss    : (silent) 
T     : Have you ever heard about  
         biography?  
S    : Yes  
The teacher asked one of the 
student but he ignored the 
question then the teacher 
changed the question and asked 
to the class 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/003 
50 T2/AH/053-
056 
T    : So, we have to keep our politeness.  
        Very important. Thankyou Norman  
        for reminder for us. Hello everyone!  
        Today we want to continue about the  
        text. Today we are going to what is  
        that... talk about one of the  
        autobiography. Do you know  
        autobiography? 
Ss    : (silent) 
The teacher asked some 
questions to probe the students’ 
answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/007 
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T     : Have you ever heard about  
         biography?  
S    : Yes  
51 T2/AH/057 T : There is biography. There is autobiography. 
You know what is the difference? What is 
biography? 
The teacher gave some 
statements before giving 
questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/035 
52 T2/AH/057-
062 
T     : There is biography. There is  
         autobiography. You know what is the  
         difference? What is biography? 
Ss    : (silent) 
T     : Biography is ... the history of? Please  
        Yuan! 
S    : mmm 
T    : Biography is? 
S    : The history of someone’s life 
The teacher asked to the class 
student but no one tried to 
answer the question then he 
changed the question and asked 
someone 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/004 
53 T2/AH/057-
062 
T     : There is biography. There is  
         autobiography. You know what is the  
         difference? What is biography? 
Ss    : (silent) 
T     : Biography is ... the history of? Please  
        Yuan! 
S    : mmm 
T    : Biography is? 
S    : The history of someone’s life 
The teacher asked to the class 
but no one tried to answer the 
question then the teacher asked 
one of the students directly 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/006 
54 T2/AH/063 T    : The history of someone’s life. Good job. 
Yuan said that biography is the history of 
someone’s life. So, biography is a book what is 
that.. tell us about someone life starting from? 
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/036 
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55 T2/AH/067-
072 
T    : Until die. Ya that’s good. And also  
         there is autobiography. What is the  
        difference? 
Ss   : (silent) 
T    : Do you know? Any comment? 
Ss   : (silent) 
T    : You know? 
S    : (shake of the head) 
The teacher asked to the class 
student but no one tried to 
answer the question then he 
changed the question and asked 
someone 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/005 
56 T2/AH/067-
072 
T    : Until die. Ya that’s good. And also  
         there is autobiography. What is the  
        difference? 
Ss   : (silent) 
T    : Do you know? Any comment? 
Ss   : (silent) 
T    : You know? 
S    : (shake of the head) 
The teacher asked to the class 
but no one tried to answer the 
question then the teacher asked 
one of the students directly 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/007 
57 T2/AH/077 T    : PBB yaa. And after that, Nanda, because 
Nanda is his friend. Nanda knows everything 
about Reyhan, so Nanda asks permission to 
Reyhan. “Reyhan, can I write something about 
yourself or your life?” Then, Nanda writes about 
Reyhan’s life starting from born until... now. 
Because he is still life, until the last activity of 
Reyhan. And then, written in one book. We call 
it? Biography or autobiography?  
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/037 
58 T2/AH/091 T    : On page sixty eight. On page sixty eight 
there is a little part of autobiography of? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/038 
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59 T2/AH/105-
107 
T    : Hallo, anybody home? Anybody class? 
Ss   : (silent) 
T    : Naswan. Okay please welcome Naswan.  
         Naswan with..? 
The teacher asked to the class 
but they seemed ignored or 
tended to be silent. So, the 
teacher asked someone 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/006 
60 T2/AH/119-
122 
T    : Okay. Good job. Give applause for  
         Naswan and Juan! Thank you. Juan or  
         Naswan, can you tell us in the brief so  
         what is the story tell about what? 
S    : About... a story of.... 
T    : Or the others maybe? 
Ss   : (silent) 
The teacher asked one of the 
students to tell story then the 
teacher distributed the question 
to the class 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/008 
61 T2/AH/119-
126 
T    : Okay. Good job. Give applause for  
         Naswan and Juan! Thank you. Juan or  
         Naswan, can you tell us in the brief so  
         what is the story tell about what? 
S    : About... a story of.... 
T    : Or the others maybe? 
Ss   : (silent) 
T    : This part tell us about...? Or the first one,  
         the setting, where, where is she? 
S    : At school 
The teacher asked one of the 
students to tell story then the 
teacher distributed the question 
to the class. But, no one was 
willing to answer. Finally, the 
teacher changed the question to 
the simpler 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/007 
62 T2/AH/123-
128 
T    : This part tell us about...? Or the first one,  
         the setting, where, where is she? 
S    : At school 
T    : At school. The city is Sanghai and then  
         the specific place is? 
S    : School 
T    : How do you know that it is at school? 
The teacher asked one of the 
students and probed his answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/008 
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S    : Because the first is after school, then gate 
63 T2/AH/129 T    : Yes. Goodjob. Thank you. There is the  
        statement that after school and there is a  
        gate. So, what is she doing, Reyhan? Can  
        you tell me what is she doing there? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/039 
64 T2/AH/129-
132 
T    : Yes. Goodjob. Thank you. There is the  
        statement that after school and there is a  
        gate. So, what is she doing, Reyhan? Can  
        you tell me what is she doing there? 
S    : She ... her house (talking slowy) 
T    : Sorry. Can you tell me more? Can you  
         repeat? She was..? 
S    : Lost 
The teacher asked one of the 
students and paid attention to 
him. The student talked slowly, 
so the teacher merely restated it 
and inflected voice to convert 
into question 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/008 
65 T2/AH/133 T    : Okay. Good job. She was lost. But before, 
she was lost. Arifin, what happen? What was she 
doing? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/040 
66 T2/AH/133-
136 
T    : Okay. Good job. She was lost. But before,  
         she was lost. Arifin, what happen? What  
         was she doing? 
S    : (silent) 
T    : Is she primary or secondary? Or like you  
        all junior high school? 
S    : I don’t know 
The teacher asked one of the 
students but, the student was 
silent. Then, the teacher 
changed the question to the 
simpler 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/009 
67 T2/AH/135-
137 
T    : Is she primary or secondary? Or like you  
        all junior high school? 
S    : I don’t know 
T    : You don’t know. Okay, in what level that  
        she is? Primary or junior? 
The teacher asked one of the 
students but he didn’t know the 
answer. So, the teacher 
distributed the question to the 
class 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/009 
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68 T2/AH/137-
144 
T    : You don’t know. Okay, in what level that  
        she is? Primary or junior? 
Ss   : Junior 
T    : Junior high school, how do you know that  
        she is junior high? Is there any phrase? 
Ss   : First grader 
T    : First? 
Ss   : Grader 
T    : Is it first grader primary or junior? 
S    : Primary 
The teacher asked probing 
question to the answer 
Prompting and 
probing 
QTC-PP/009 
69 T2/AH/151-
156 
T     : For picking her up. Why why nobody  
         come? 
S1    : Eeeee 
T     : Yes? 
S1   : Rejected by her step mother 
T     : She was rejected by her ? 
S1    : Her step mother 
The teacher asked one of the 
students and paid attention to 
him. The student tried to 
acknowledge the question and 
the teacher gave respond by 
saying “yes” 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/010 
70 T2/AH/155-
158 
T     : She was rejected by her ? 
S1    : Her step mother 
T     : Yes. What’s the meaning of step mother?  
         Do you know? 
Ss   : Ibu tiri 
         Ibu angkat 
        Anak angkat 
        Buang anak 
After the teacher asked one of 
the student, he then asked to the 
class the meaning of step 
mother 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/010 
71 T2/AH/161 T    : Ibu tiri. Step mother is mean ibu tiri. You 
know, look at the title of the book. What is the 
title of the book? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/041 
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72 T2/AH/163-
166 
T    : Chinese Cinderella. Do you know the  
         story of cinderella? 
Ss   : Yes 
T    : It tells us about what, Reyhan? about? 
S    : The poor woman 
The teacher asked to the class 
then he randomly chose one of 
the students to answer the 
question 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/011 
73 T2/AH/165-
168 
T    : It tells us about what, Reyhan? about? 
S    : The poor woman 
T    : The poor woman? 
S    : That... I forget the story 
The teacher asked one of the 
students and paid attention to 
him. The student was trying to 
acknowledge, so the teacher 
merely restated it and inflected 
voice to convert into question 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/011 
74 T2/AH/165-
170 
T    : It tells us about what, Reyhan? about? 
S    : The poor woman 
T    : The poor woman? 
S    : That... I forget the story 
T    : I forget the story. Anybody remember  
        about the Cinderella please? The story  
        about what, Danu? 
S    : A poor girl and.. 
The teacher asked one of the 
students but the student forgot 
the answer. Then the teacher 
randomly chose one of the 
students to answer the question 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/012 
75 T2/AH/169-
172 
T    : I forget the story. Anybody remember  
        about the Cinderella please? The story  
        about what, Danu? 
S    : A poor girl and.. 
T    : A poor girl? 
S    : A poor girl and rejected by a step mother  
        and her daughter 
The teacher asked one of the 
students and paid attention to 
him. The student was trying to 
acknowledge, so the teacher 
merely restated it and inflected 
voice to convert into question 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/012 
76 T2/AH/172-
173 
S    : A poor girl and rejected by a step mother  
        and her daughter 
The teacher asked one of the 
students and paid attention to 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/013 
196 
 
T    : (nods) Then? How she was life? him. The student was trying to 
acknowledge, so the teacher 
nodded to stimulate the student 
77 T2/AH/169-
180 
T    : I forget the story. Anybody remember  
        about the Cinderella please? The story  
        about what, Danu? 
S    : A poor girl and.. 
T    : A poor girl? 
S    : A poor girl and rejected by a step mother  
        and her daughter 
T    : (nods) Then? How she was life? 
S    : (silent) 
T    : How is her life in that family? 
S    : Cuci piring 
T    : How to say cuci piring in English? 
S    : Washing 
T    : Washing dishes. Only washing dishes? 
S    : Do all home works 
The teacher asked some probing 
questions to get precise answer 
Prompting and 
probing  
QTC-PP/010 
78 T2/AH/181 T    : Do everything at home. Right. Okay, thank 
you Danu. So, this is like, you know  actually, 
this is the real story, the true story of Ade...? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/042 
79 T2/AH/183 T    : Adeline Yen Mah. It’s like Cinderella story. 
She was living with step mother. Can you 
imagine with step mother?  
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/043 
80 T2/AH/185 T    : No. Because you never feel it. Anybody has 
step mother here? 
The teacher gave a statement 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/044 
81 T2/AH/193 T    : Okay. Maybe you know that when 
someone’s living with step mother, and the real 
The teacher gave explanation 
before giving questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/045 
197 
 
mother passed away for example. Sometime, 
actually not every step mother is not good or bad  
or not showing love to your family. Like me, you 
know. I have, but not step mother. I have step 
father. But, alhamdulilah Allah gives good step 
father for me. My father passed away when I was 
six years old. When I was six years old, my father 
passed away. And after that, I live with my 
grandma and my mom went to the other city for 
earn money. And after that met with someone and 
getting married again. And then alhamdulillah I 
got step father. But, he is very nice to me, he is 
not like many people think that step mother or 
father what is that... is not good or they don’t 
show love to us, to children. But alhamdulillah 
it’s not happen in my life. No one here having 
step mother or step father? 
82 T2/AH/197 T    : Okay, everyone. Let’s continue! So, this  
        is what is that... a little bit story about  
        Adeline. And then, after that when she  
        was waiting in the what is that... in front  
        of the school and when the others students  
        already went home. Then, what happened  
        with her? 
The teacher provided some 
signposts or information based 
on the text before giving 
questions 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/046 
83 T2/AH/197-
199 
T    : Okay, everyone. Let’s continue! So, this  
        is what is that... a little bit story about  
        Adeline. And then, after that when she  
        was waiting in the what is that... in front  
The teacher asked to the class 
but they were just silent. Then 
the teacher changed the question 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR./014 
198 
 
        of the school and when the others students  
        already went home. Then, what happened  
        with her? 
Ss   : (Silent) 
T    : What did she do? 
84 T2/AH/197-
204 
T    : Okay, everyone. Let’s continue! So, this  
        is what is that... a little bit story about  
        Adeline. And then, after that when she  
        was waiting in the what is that... in front  
        of the school and when the others students  
        already went home. Then, what happened  
        with her? 
Ss   : (Silent) 
T    : What did she do? 
S    : Travel 
T    : Travel the city. What for? 
S    : To find her house 
T    : To find her house. Did she know her  
         address? 
Ss   : No 
The teacher asked a series of  
questions from broader to 
narrower one  
Sequencing  QTC-SQ/002 
85 T2/AH/205-
207 
T    : So, what did she do to find her home? 
Ss   : (shouted) 
T    : I want to hear one of you. Please, Atta!  
         Come on, Atta! What did she do? 
The teacher asked to the class, 
then he chose randomly one of 
the students to answer the 
question 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/013 
86 T2/AH/207-
212 
T    : I want to hear one of you. Please, Atta!  
         Come on, Atta! What did she do? 
S    : Ask a stranger 
T    : She asked? 
The teacher asked one of the 
students and paid attention to 
him. The student talked slowly 
so the teacher merely re stated 
Listening and 
replies 
QTC-LRR/015 
199 
 
S    : She asked to stranger 
T    : Asked to? 
S    : Stranger 
the answer and inflected voice 
to convert into question 
87 T2/AH/215-
218 
T    : Can you guess how is Adeline’s feeling at  
        that time? 
S    : (Silent) 
T    : Can you guess? Can you imagine? When 
you are like her, for example you want to go 
home but you don’t know your address. So, what 
will you feel? 
Ss   : Sad 
The teacher asked one of the 
student, but the student kept 
silent. So the teacher asked to 
the class 
Directing and 
distributing 
QTC-DD/014 
88 T2/AH/215-
218 
T    : Can you guess how is Adeline’s feeling at  
        that time? 
S    : (Silent) 
T    : Can you guess? Can you imagine? When 
you are like her, for example you want to go 
home but you don’t know your address. So, what 
will you feel? 
Ss   : Sad 
The teacher asked one of the 
student, but the student kept 
silent. So the teacher asked to 
the class 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/016 
89 T2/AH/217 T    : Can you guess? Can you imagine? When 
you are like her, for example you want to go 
home but you don’t know your address. So, what 
will you feel?  
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/047 
90 T2/AH/217-
220 
T    : Can you guess? Can you imagine? When 
you are like her, for example you want to go 
home but you don’t know your address. So, what 
will you feel? 
Ss   : Sad 
The teacher paid attention to 
students’ answer then he merely 
restated it and inflected voice to 
convert into question to get 
more answer 
Listening to replies 
and responding 
QTC-LRR/017 
200 
 
T    : Sad and? 
Ss   : Panic 
91 T2/AH/221 T   : Sad and panic. Sad and also panic, because 
you want to go home but you don’t know where 
is your address. And also, when you try to ask the 
other, they will ask you again “where is your 
home?” “I don’t know.” “So, how you can go 
home?” and you will be panic, right? Have you 
ever liked that? 
The teacher provided signpost 
before giving question 
Structuring/ 
signposting 
QTC-STR/048 
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